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Abstract 

Title:  A Bio-inspired Classification System for Cyber-Physical-Human Identity Resolution 

Author: Mary Catherine (Kay) Michel 

Advisor and Committee Chair: Michael C. King, Ph.D. 

The Internet has created a need for understanding complex technology and identities today. 

Cybercrime can take years to solve, and a systematic design may aid in more rapid resolution. 

Classification of identities involves the arrangement of shared qualities or characteristics 

known as features set expression, useful for identifying specific types of cybercriminals 

based on empirical evidence and logic. In order for classification of a cyber identity to be 

explainable and acceptable to researchers, a holistic systematic approach is beneficial to 

organize natural and synthetic features of living and non-living organisms into a standardized 

model. Proven scientific methods in the biology domain are primary inspirations in this 

research. I defined one such classification system that takes input evidence from 

Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) dimensions and infers generalized to specific 

classes of individuals using an ontology with restrictive logic and bio-inspired visualizations. 

A sharable and extensible classification system with a common vocabulary can be used as a 

reference for understanding effective identity feature composition, expression, and logic.  

What if a method exists that can help people understand with whom they are really 

communicating on the Internet, what the intentions are, and if the other identity is human? 

To answer the question, an approach needs to support emerging technology and human 

behavior and should be codified into a systematic broad identity classification scheme with 

built-in logic to study, experiment, and map related evidence over time. The problem area 

currently involves disparate static tools and a lack of understanding of technology, humans, 

and identities. Although several classification methods exist in various domains, an 

extensible systematic design for linking a range of identities does not and would be beneficial 
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in solving cybercrime cases. Today’s methods often produce inconsistent or unexplainable 

results when applied to nondeterministic human behavior patterns. In addition, the changing 

Internet infrastructure and emerging technology creates a gap that necessitates a solution that 

consistently evaluates key identity attributes effectively over time. The solution could aid in 

understanding combined types of identities temporally linked to multidimensional elements 

for faster resolution. Challenges exist in creating an identity specification and designing a 

modular classification method to support emerging features and accumulated evidence. 

This research introduces a novel classification scheme consisting of feature sets and logic, 

all mappable to a broad range of quantified identity classes such as humans, generalized 

profiles, targeted cybercriminals, and unique person. The design was inspired by biological 

vocabularies and visualizations for systematic, shared use such as the gene ontology and 

genome goal for a complete mapping and understanding of all human genes. In this work, 

TCPH aspects were designed within a classification system and evaluated with simulated 

representations of real-world cybercrime and identity evidence. The design is instantiated 

with prototyped ontology property axiom descriptive logic and simulated evidence to 

demonstrate problem resolution effectiveness. The classification system was assessed with 

multiple case trials to determine effectiveness and accuracy of extensible identity modeled 

classes. Research contributions attempt to revolutionize the cyber-physical problem space 

with a formal holistic specification of identities and prototyped design that classifies inferred 

identities based on mapped multidimensional feature evidence expression logic. The phased 

design approach introduces an initial concept in Chapter 4 that advanced into a redesigned 

bio-inspired identity classification system prototype with four interconnected, trackable 

TCPH dimensions in Chapter 5. Experiment trials and visualizations which demonstrate 

theoretical salience and variance provide new insights for understanding and sharing 

knowledge of present and future identities. Research goals include a classification system 

experiment platform that supports a common identity understanding, general to specific class 

resolution, and aid in comprehension of future complex hybrid identity composition.    
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Linking Internet-connected evidence in the digital online cyberspace to a person or identity 

in the physical world is challenging.  Identities can be a person or individual based on 

distinguishing characteristics such as physical traits, biographical data, personality, beliefs, 

culture, roles, psychological self-image, or perceptions[23].  With the introduction of the 

Internet, there exists more special classes of identities other than a physical human or unique 

person which implies a need for a new vocabulary for common understanding[86]. 

Terminology that accounts for generalized profiles and more specific, targeted identity 

subclasses supports more comprehensive analysis such as cybercriminal types comprised of 

cyber-physical-human elements analyzable over time. Our research addresses the need. 

The problem area involves increased cybercrime and investigations that can take months to 

years to identify suspects and criminals to solve cases. This issue is due to disparate static 

forensic and analytic tools, lack of understanding of current and emerging technology and 

data, human behavior, and identities that can change over time[1][2][3][4]. For example, a 

more complex cybercrime such as the Silk Road Drug Marketplace, involved an 

investigation that took two years to determine suspects with more challenging evidence 

involving The Onion Router (TOR). TOR is an anonymous networked communication 

technology that can conceal user locations, activity, or usage. It was used in the case with 

multiple online accounts and aliases[92]. TOR technology coupled with human activity in 

both cyber and physical worlds makes investigations more difficult to link or map evidence 

to a criminal identity. A technology overview is discussed next to understand the problems. 
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The current supply of specialized or course-grain methods are often unable to address the 

problem, and a demand now exists for innovative finer-grain approaches to aid with complex 

and dynamic environments and humans.  In the cyber domain, more publicly available 

identity data online is easily stolen, used, and mis-used[1]. For example, methods using 

obsolete government datasets with unstructured notes on identities often result in 

unsuccessful resolutions in attribution of a person’s true identity. Security and scaling issues 

also exist with Internet of Things (IoT’s) devices that manage authentication and sensors.  

IoT’s can measure almost any device and sensor connected to the Internet massive data 

growth which has resulted in hybridization or fusion of identity features[13]. This 

technology now has a new challenge that requires managing systems with billions of 

connected object assets controlled by linked authentic human identities. Complex identity 

problems call for more intelligently designed feature classification approaches that map 

multidimensional evidence to present and emerging classes. To be more specific, an 

adaptable systematic method for linking a spectrum of physical and cyber identities could 

aid in more rapid resolution. A need now exists for a blueprint specification of a range of 

identity representations with features in humans, profiles, and people mappable to 

discovered evidence data in cyber and physical domains. This research was inspired by 

proven biological classification systems or systematics that “distinguish a species based on 

most significant observed features within a class, subclass, group, and taxonomic rank”[68].  

At a high level, the problem area lacks coherent feature terminology to classify. For instance, 

in order to distinguish a cyber identity, a formal definition of what a person’s identity is with 

a common set of meanings in both the online and physical world is necessary. Today, identity 

is defined as “the distinguishing character or personality of an individual”[23].  Today’s 

cyber definitions are unclear and may vary based on context such as “of, relating to, or 

involving computers or computer networks (such as the Internet)”[23]. These definitions do 

not aid in understanding the many cyber identity representations possible as trials 

demonstrate. The problem area can benefit from more comprehensive organized feature sets. 
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Holistic is defined as “the comprehension of parts of something interconnected and 

explainable as a whole”[23].  Humans and technology are often complex systems with many 

interrelated parts that are continually changing (e.g., human physical characteristics and 

behavior). These aspects should be accounted for to ensure an identity classification 

approach is not obsolete tomorrow. In addition, the amounts and types of data are 

continuously increasing, and much is digital which can be easily falsified. Thus, approaches 

should focus on enough variant or salient data points evaluated to properly identify a person 

of interest in a given situation. In addition, challenges can benefit from an explainable 

systematic method that can holistically classify types of identity representations on the 

Internet linked to cybercrime or other specific activities. Since cyber-physical worlds and 

human behavior are complicated and contextually dynamic, experimental architectures offer 

advantages in studying effectiveness, change, mapping, and accumulation of common key 

feature expression over time. This research describes how selected, organized feature set 

data with inference logic aids in more rapidly resolving an identity. The effort’s goals are 

described below for an evaluated prototyped design of an identity classification system.    

1.2 Research Goals 

Research goals involve a specification, design, and prototype demonstration of a holistic 

classification system approach that maps simulated real-world representations of cyber-

physical feature evidence to a range of identity types: generic to specific. For the past decade, 

this research has involved the study of current identity-related features, methods, and identity 

case resolution analysis which resulted in a gap of systematic, insightful identity resolution 

methods relating to cyber. Several have introduced identity methods, but lack mappable 

multidimensional evidence to a range of explainable technology, humans, and other 

emerging identity types.  This reference design is intended to be studied, communicated, and 

refined to yield potential novel identity patterns for interdisciplinary identity understanding.    
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To address the problem, this dissertation provides an iterative, incremental design approach 

inspired by biological, systems, and information theory with the following: 

• Researched networked cyber, physical, and human systems related to cybercrime 

• A novel classification scheme that maps feature sets and logic to types of identities 

• A reference architecture system prototype evaluated with real-world case evidence 

Motivation 

The research purpose and motivations are based on current problems discussed below: 

• Increased Cybercrime: requires more effective, robust methods to protect users and 

find criminals. Average costs to organizations were U.S. $13M in 2018 vs. $11.7M in 

2017, with a growth of +72% over the past 5 years[12] (see Fig. 1). Identity and data 

theft are among the highest cybercrimes with humans typically the weakest link. 

• Increased Threats to our Identities: creates a detection and monitoring method need  

for millions of new Internet of Things (IoT) devices with low security, biometric, and 

physiological features that could be used for nefarious purposes[13] 

• Increasing Complexity: calls for methods that support a wide range of problems, 

advanced or hybrid technology, human behavior on the Internet, adaptiveness and 

flexibility for change, and explainability for understanding 

The next section discusses these in more detail to introduce the problem statement. 

 
Figure 1: Average Cost of Cybercrime in 11 Countries 
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Problems and Opportunities 

The Internet infrastructure connects humans across the world. This networked highway 

provides many benefits and opportunities. However, the Internet has created new issues that 

involve constant emerging technology, authentic and fraudulent people, and massive data 

growth.  And with billions of predicted IoT devices, there will be more network traffic and 

identity-related data from connected sensors. 

What are the benefits? 

The Internet offers the convenience of worldwide communication, shopping, entertainment, 

and banking that a person can do from the comfort of his/her own home or office. Decades 

ago, humans more commonly communicated via mail, and drove cars to banks to cash checks 

and stores to buy groceries or merchandise.  With the click of a button, we now can buy 

groceries, clothes, and gifts online that get shipped to our homes within 24 hours or a few 

days.  Social network platforms support humans to upload photos and communicate with 

groups of friends all at the same time while meeting new people with the same interests.  In 

addition, the Internet provides access to a plethora of research sources that consist of 

published papers and books, open source code and data, and publicly available open sources 

of assigned, leaked, and generated data from systems, devices, and people.  All this emerging 

data can provide unique perspectives with insight into identities which is good for forensics 

and solving crimes. However, the Internet also creates a big data frontier for people with 

malicious intent to use for personal gain. In addition, security-related analysis can be 

challenging to determine the integrity of this networked digital data. 

What are the problems with the Internet?  

The benefits must be weighed against the problems that this infrastructure brings. Similar to 

the physical world, the cyber domain enables increased criminal activity of fraud, identity 

theft, malware, and terrorism due to the growth of online public identity data[22].  As more 

humans and devices join this connected world, cybercrime is increasing and people can 
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become potential victims. Although each Internet of Things sensor adds more awareness of 

our surroundings, these devices also bring more continuously streamed identity-related 

insight such as: where a person is, what he or she looks like, what people are talking about, 

and other daily activities with linked sensor metrics. Today’s technological excitement also 

brings malicious activities that have created a cybercrime landscape consisting of types of 

data misuse and crimes committed for nefarious purposes.         

1.3 Research Problem 

Problem Statement and Challenges 

Cyber-physical space with humans is complex and dynamic to understand identities.  

Emerging advanced technology and changing human behavioral activity coupled with static, 

disparate identity tools and massive data growth are all factors that have contributed to the 

increase in cybercrime. An adaptable systematic method for linking a wide range of physical 

and cyber identity representations does not currently exist and could be beneficial to solving 

cases in the context of cybercrime. Current disparate or black-box methods often produce 

inconsistent or unexplainable results, when applied to nondeterministic human behavior 

patterns. The constant-expanding internet infrastructure and emerging technology challenges 

lack solutions that consistently evaluate key identity-related attributes effectively over time. 

There exists a need for an explainable holistic method that can systematically classify types 

of identity representations on the Internet linked to cybercrime or other activities of interest. 

Today’s disparate tools lack these comprehensive analytic abilities that can be described in 

a way for many to understand. The problem could benefit from experimental classification 

architectures with insightful visualizations that support systematic understanding of change, 

mapping, and accumulation of common key cyber-physical-human attributes over time. 

These more fine-grained methods could aid in more rapidly solving cybercrime. Challenges 

in this problem area include: 1) creating an effective and accepted identity map specification, 

2) designing a classification scheme that is consistent yet extensible to adapt with growing 
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and emerging natural and synthetic organic and inorganic cyber-physical-human feature 

data, and 3) accumulation of multi-dimensional evidence that can map to classes of identities. 

Challenges imply a need for a classification system that can effectively determine identities 

based on linked evidence over time. Research goals are to iteratively design, demonstrate, 

and evaluate effectiveness of a holistic identity classification approach that maps real-world 

Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) feature evidence to a broad range of 

identities. The design aims to provide a complete set of features (AKA: properties, 

characteristics, or attributes) and information that make up a cyber identity that supports 

linking evidence to solve cybercrime. The problem area and research questions are discussed 

in more detail below with the thesis statement. 

Today, an identity has many meanings such as the condition of being oneself or the same as 

described[23]. Digital forensics and machine learning method often lack a defined ground-

truth identity core and support for dynamic cyber environments with effective visualizations. 

Also, cybercrime has several definitions such as crimes using technology, illegal content on 

the Internet, and crimes that target electronic networks[24][25].  All vary based on the 

context or discipline concerned with each. Crime ontologies from Esterline et. al. have 

defined a situation classification model with a rule-based semantic framework to link 

physical legal case crime scene evidence & preserve a chain of custody or provenance of 

data [30]. These more comprehensive feature set classification computational models are 

needed to quantify and temporally analyze the increasing amounts and categorical types of 

identity data and crime evidence. This personally identifiable data has been assigned, 

generated and shared or leaked on a mutable, evolving Internet connected infrastructure.  
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These historical changes are shown above in a graphic created from this research (see Fig. 

2).  The graphic depicts digital forensic tools and categorical identity data that have changed 

and/or grown over the past decades with the advent of the Internet and new technologies. 

Enhancing current effective physical identity ontologies or models with cyber feature sets 

supports current networked hardware, software, and human behavior to help define a 

person’s identity linked to temporal ground truth in cyber-physical worlds.  

In this research, we propose a holistic identity feature set design evaluated for effectiveness 

of a repeatable classification method and defined contextual salient traits mapped to class 

labels, comparisons, and variance results. System-based adaptive and control theory design 

enhancement aspects are also proposed to support change and identity classification 

template comparison feedback. Research questions, methods, and gaps are described below. 

Research Questions 

The main research question is: Can a bio-inspired classification system effectively map 

observed cyber-physical-human evidence expressivity for a range of generic to specific 

identity types to resolve real-world cybercrime test case scenarios?  

 

Figure 2: Cyber Identity Forensic Technology and Categorical Data Timeline 
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A related question is: Can we qualitatively assess case evidence snapshot versions with 

identity classifications over time for completeness, efficiency, and adaptiveness coupled 

with new bio-inspired visualization insight? 

Other approaches may involve more advanced specialized tools, machine learning, artificial 

intelligence, or deep neural networks to probabilistically solve our problem area while this 

effort focuses on a system consisting of a vocabulary or blueprint specification for mapping 

a cyber identity. This research is inspired by proven biological methods explained more in 

Chapter 2. Biology has yielded research findings that genes in a genome, or more loosely 

defined genome types, tend to have the same coding strategy and/or gene expression[5]. 

Expression is typically DNA information that was converted to instructions to make proteins. 

Our trials have goals to demonstrate identities and identity types tend to have the same 

feature expression, with case evidence data mapped as multidimensional TCPH feature 

patterns to identities. This design was created to help answer related questions listed below:  

• Can an extensible holistic ontology classification reference architecture consisting of 

feature specifications and rule logic be designed for experimentation to determine 

effectiveness of mapping a broad range of identities and type classes listed below based 

on input observed salient and variant evidence feature set data? 

1. Generalized Profiles 

2. Humans vs. non-humans 

3. Targeted Criminal Types 

4. A Unique Person 

• Can this design aid in resolving real-world complex cybercrime case scenarios? 

• Can this design aid in determining characteristics of living humans using cyber data? 

• Can this design aid in providing unique insight for a known vs. unknown person? 

• Can this design aid in establishing/strengthening linkages between a physical person and 

an online persona based on representative use cases with humans, behavior, devices, and 

cyber-physical systems? 
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Thesis Statement 

This project extends prior work in situation theory for an initial concept design in Chapter 4, 

combined with inspirations from theory in information, biology, and systems for a final 

refined identity classification system prototype evaluated in Chapter 5.  

Research objectives include a defined scheme of base classes, properties, and map model 

logic of evidence to extended classes with a novel adaptive identity feature classification 

system design. Its primary novelties are the broad range of identity classes (generalized to 

specific) supported by the scheme that can be classified using four feature dimensions: 

Time/context, Cyber, Physical and Human (TCPH) coupled with bio-inspired feature matrix 

heat map and band pattern visualizations. It is believed this classification system that infers 

identities based on evidence will be effective in helping resolve identities and decrease time 

to solve a cybercrime, enable sharing of a knowledge base, and withstand the test of time. 

The design is based on a biologically inspired human life-based identity and cyber-physical 

system models of template snapshot configuration versions. The research involves an 

ontology which represents a formal identity map specification, system design concept and 

prototype implementation, and evaluation of the proposed identity classification system with 

scientific experiment trials discussed in Chapter 5.  The ontology model supports cyber, 

physical, and human systems to aid investigators in effectively resolving a person’s identity 

in theft (e.g., borrowing an identity) or fraud (becoming an identity) scenarios. In addition, 

treating identity as defined systems (e.g., cyber-physical-human) allows for comprehensive 

feature sets that support an identity type with common feedback-based understanding (e.g., 

metric datapoints) and resolution. Feature set design and engineering includes selection of 

effective, linkable features within domain dimensions in order to reconstruct future animated 

situational scenarios over time to understand pattern sequences. This is somewhat similar to 

Live, Virtual, and Constructive (LVC) Classification and Training with Models and 

Simulation (M&S) that typically deal with degrees of realism[26][27]. My first-hand 
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knowledge of managing formal development for these large systems has allowed for an 

understanding of their ability to provide experiential learning utilizing a series of various 

snapshot or continuous data. Designing for M&S can aid in replaying and understanding 

specific scenarios, complex technology and human behavior, and the study of varying 

change velocity for each feature dimension.   

The vision for this design has always been to create an effective feature scheme with logic 

to support insightful novel cyber identity visualization concepts and time series analysis. An 

example multi-dimension concept timeline visualization created for this effort is shown in 

Fig. 3.  Trials will demonstrate how this systematic dimension aggregation and granularity 

aid in temporal modeling of cybercrime case and criminal types later in Chapter 5. 

 

Figure 3: Multidimensional Timeline Visualization Concept 
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Timelines are critical in understanding legal case evidence or a person’s life. Multiple, 

parallel timelines that show mappable features for all dimensions over time support an 

improved understanding of things that are typically unseen, different versions of reality, and 

how activity linked to an identity is orchestrated with feature expression observed across 

dimensions. This visualization above is powerful to simulate or replay use case scenarios 

and potential predictable outcomes with factual, recorded evidence. These 4-dimensional 

timelines involving different levels of fidelity for reality, cyber-physical-human systems, 

and contextual features also provide a feasible solution for gaps in modeling and simulation. 

The cyber domain now includes technology with these varying fidelity levels of real-world 

and synthetic reality (e.g., reality, augmented, and virtual). Although this presents 

multimedia challenges such as determining authenticity of objects and humans, reality 

fidelity levels provide several benefits such as: experiential training of how to investigate 

solving cybercrime, replaying existing accumulated evidence as a series, and delineating 

discovered evidence for each reality to resolve an identity mapped to a physical person. 

Experiment trials will show temporal feature evidence snapshots mapped to identities.  

Future time series of these snapshots support more insightful analysis with a potential to 

adjust behaviors for a person that desires to hide. The design supports training and 

understanding cyber-physical identity resolution scenarios since definitions of class types 

are in the ontology specification and the prototyped system details in the next chapters. 

Inspirations from DNA adaptiveness were considered (e.g., study of trait mutations and 

survival over time) for the design’s complex feature structure, variance, and visualizations. 

Design, development, and trials also include support of generalized profiles and an identity 

signature visualization similar to a DNA fingerprint with key variant loci band patterns and 

feature matrix heat maps with genome-like expression for rapid insight[5][47]. The approach 

supports novel graphical pattern representations for a range of identities with an Initial 

Concept discussed in Chapter 4, and Refined Holistic Identity Classification System 

prototype and evaluation in Chapter 5.  The proposed approach is introduced next. 
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1.4 Proposed Solution 

Experimental trial findings presented in Chapter 5 demonstrate this problem is solvable with 

an interconnected multidimensional ontology designed classification system with extensible 

classes to represent evidence-based linkages between a physical person and types of online 

personas. Trials with simulated input evidence were based on identity use case scenarios, 

and the prototyped approach has effectively labeled multiple identity classes such as a: 

human, profile, cybercriminal type, and person. The trials demonstrate our method can lead 

to a more precise, repeatable classification for a range of identities and more rapid resolution. 

Systematics typically involves the coherent study or scientific orderly classification of 

diversification and relationships between living forms or systems over time[23][68]. To 

handle complexities and significant growth of Internet data, a systematic classification 

method is introduced consisting of cyber-physical-human world elements mapped with an 

ontology to a type of identity (see Fig. 4). This feature set scheme with defined classes, 

properties, and modeled axiom-based expression relationships[86] can describe a person’s 

life story with temporal event evidence. This can help with more quickly solving cybercrime 

 
Figure 4: Classification System Concept 
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such as identity theft. Although ontology learning technology exists[10], this design is an 

explainable systematized defined base classification scheme with evaluated effectiveness of 

feature evidence logically mapped to extended classes of identity types. Based on other 

methods such as machine learning implemented in some of my prior classification 

approaches, a new belief has emerged. There is an expectation that a method such as the one 

this research introduces could be more effective if it first defined pertinent features so it can 

use this foundational knowledge to optimize itself by learning more to extend its dictionary 

and rulesets (e.g., use emerging features to determine new classes of identities or hybrid 

composition). By designing an extensible classification ontology model, many 

multidiscipline researchers can share this same base knowledge and in turn, use these feature 

maps to solve even more problems. It is especially noteworthy with regard to explainability 

that this knowledge structure fits on one page vs. thousands of lines of code or in multiple 

databases. In addition, researchers could refine this knowledge as they do with the genome. 

To address a broad range of identities for our problem area, a multidiscipline organized 

feature map structure with shared meaning is beneficial. For example, complex non-linear 

human behavior can involve humans saying one thing, but doing another motivated by 

various interactive cognitive processing of actions and perceptions within these cyber-

physical worlds. The study of this behavior can reside in the human-related genetic, 

psychological, and neurological domains. The dynamic nature of technology coupled with 

human behavior is supported by an innovative bio-inspired feature design with contextually 

related system elements of: humans, cyber, and physical dimensions. This adaptable design 

paradigm allows for emerging features to become part of the feature scheme, which in turn 

supports continued analysis and use as technology evolves.  

Similar to a genome map[5][6][7][8][9] which allows researchers to understand the genetic 

material blueprint for building a person, this research goal is to allow researchers to 

understand the cyber-physical-human blueprint for building an identity or identity type 

linked to activities such as cybercrime. Also like the genome that is an organism’s complete 
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set of DNA and all genes used for classification system methods that assign an identification, 

classification, and nomenclature, we use our comprehensive set of cyber identity feature 

elements and classification system to do the same. For example, virus classification systems 

utilize alternative schemes based on how viral genomes are expressed with templates for 

protein synthesis and classes for viral genomes[87]. These molecular classification 

algorithms with the incorporated process of cellular genes that are encoded in dsDNA, from 

which mRNAs are produced to direct the synthesis of protein have aided scientists in 

understanding the information flow of viruses with different genome configurations. This 

classification system with a built-in translation process or replication strategy simplifies the 

understanding of complex virus life cycles. Similarly, our classification method aims to 

simplify the understanding of how to resolve unique identities or classes of identities for 

complex cybercrimes based on TCPH feature evidence expression and/or configuration.  

A phased experimental approach discussed in this dissertation allows for evaluation of: 1) 

an initial concept with thought experiments and real-world cybercrime use case scenarios, 

and a 2) final prototyped broader identity classifier design.  Research methodology evaluates 

an early concept that has incorporated an identity core (e.g., ground truth data consisting of 

formal government-documented identity data such as a birth certificate’s date of birth) and 

salient categorical features which provide design insight as to what aspects were effective 

and needed to support the classification of a broader range of identity types. Introducing an 

ontological feature classification approach should help solve complex problems related to 

cyber and an identity, along with sharing concepts with many disciplines.  The design helps 

in understanding observed feature group similarities and distinct characteristics that make a 

person unique. It differs from the genome in that it has feature components from various 

cyber, physical, and human systems plus contextual dimensions. This is needed to correctly 

classify an identity as new and more mixed, hybridized types emerge with advanced 

technology, high data growth, and changing human behavior. Experiment results have been 

promising and serve as a foundation for future scientific work.  
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1.5 Contributions 

Although there are specialized and partial holistic identity approaches that exist, no one has 

publicly designed a systematic identity classification system which includes aspects of cyber, 

physical, and human properties, that can be used to understand cybercriminals and emerging 

features over time. The adaptive holistic design consists of mapped systems and property 

aspects inspired by biology, cybernetics, and information theory. Key contributions are listed 

below and discussed with the final system prototype and evaluation in Chapter 4, 5, and 6: 

• A prototyped systematic classification system with formalized representations of identities 

that can effectively solve cybercrime cases using expressive multidimensional evidence. 

The architecture was evaluated with real-world cybercrime and identity case simulated 

input evidence and logically inferred output labels, templates, and patterns for comparison. 

• Bio-inspired holistic identity feature ontology, variant property expression patterns, and 

heat map and band pattern visualizations (e.g., Drug Marketplace criminal person)  

• System-based human, cyber, and physical feature sets mapped to identity classes (e.g., 

bots and fraudulent or influencer human behavior) 

• Information theory-inspired salient contextual temporal feature sets mapped to identity 

classes (e.g., Drug marketplace suspect) 

1.6 Organization of Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2: Presents a background and related work beginning with history of identity, 

literature review of related state-of-the-art, challenges, and technology gap. 

Chapter 3:  Describes methodology with phased design approach and series of experiments. 

Chapter 4: An initial feature scheme design is presented and evaluated with thought 

experiments for identity generalized profiles and targeted cybercriminal types. 
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Chapter 5: The improved design and Holistic Identity C-DNA prototyped classification 

system for mapping evidence to generic to specific range of identity classes for profiles, 

humans vs. non-humans, targeted cybercriminal types, and a unique person is presented. The 

bio-inspired approach is discussed with experiment trials that evaluated how effective the 

prototype inferred identities and identity classes from simulated representations of 

cybercrime evidence and supports emerging features and classes. Trials demonstrate 

systematic Time/context, Cyber, Physical, and Human (TCPH) feature dimension ontology 

model mappings to output visualizations and templates used to aid in more rapid identity 

resolution, understanding, and comparison.  

Chapter 6: Summarizes significance of findings, contributions, limitations, and future work.  
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 History of Identity 

Today, borrowing or assuming a person’s identity is easy as new digital platforms emerge 

with photos that can be simply copied to a new profile, and a question exists of how much 

key feature or diverse property data is needed to determine a type of identity class or 

authentic unique identity? This research effort’s identity classification system design for 

cyber identities was inspired by biological theory of natural life and origin[10], systems 

theory that consists of interrelated natural or man-made parts with spatial and temporal 

control, function, and communication boundaries[37], and information set and axiom theory 

that involves  restrictive logic to describe new classes based on individual evidence values 

also known as Description Logics (DL)[86][88]. These logics are a family of expressive 

formal knowledge representation languages used in Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) to describe 

and reason about concepts of an application domain. They are also referred to as 

terminological knowledge. DL’s provide a logical formalism for ontologies and the Semantic 

Web’s Web Ontology Language (OWL). For example, DL assists in the codification of 

knowledge using OWL in biomedical informatics. This topic is discussed in more detail later 

in this section, along with how the prototyped classification system design utilizes DL’s for 

mapping evidence to identities to resolve complex cybercrime cases. For example, Spatio-

temporal maps allow researchers to study changes in geography or locations over time. This 

feature design aspect supports our understanding of human dynamics and related activity in 

both cyber-physical worlds to provide a coordinate-system frame of reference (e.g., Drug 

Marketplace activity in 2012 typically happens in the dark web accessible through the TOR 

network). The design goals support accuracy and effectiveness evaluation of: 1) a bio-
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inspired scheme to logically map cyber-physical variant features to a person, 2) salient 

feature evidence that can be temporally mapped from cyber to the physical world to 

determine profiles and more specific types such as cybercriminals, and 3) system-based 

cyber-physical feature evidence and logic mapped to humans vs. non-humans. Terminology 

is introduced first to provide an initial background of the identity research area. Next, 

approaches over time are presented related to identity classification and why it has become 

a non-trivial problem. The final section presents a literature review of related state-of-the-

art and a technology gap.   

Terminology: Identity, Classification Systems, and Data Growth 

An identity has been defined as the “fact of being who or what a person or thing is”[89]. It 

can also mean representations, beliefs, expressions, personalities, or distinguishing 

characteristics of a person across multiple disciplines[23][90]. The Internet over the past 

decade had an explosive growth of identity data. It is a dynamic, complex infrastructure that 

connects people across the globe. Cyber is typically associated with the Internet and 

network-connected computers, information technology, and/or virtual reality[91].  The term 

is a Greek word for navigator associated with cybernetics which involves the art of steering, 

regulatory systems with feedback to achieve goals, and the scientific study of control and 

communication in the animal and machine[37].  Cyber identities now exist that consist of a 

person’s Internet online digital identifiers mapped to physical real-world human categorical 

traits or features[57]. To understand a cyber identity today, more organized, fine-grained 

analytical methods are needed that can adapt and aid in establishing/strengthen linkages 

between cyber-physical-human systems. The following have varied with time: context, 

human species and populations or behaviors of people, cyber and physical structures, and 

technology. Many of these aspects are constantly changing while some have more slowly 

evolved. A need now exists for defining common structural elements of an identity, and 

tracking all these elements over time. This coupled with numerical fact logic based on 

evidence is essential for understanding types of identity case resolution. A formal identity 
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classification specification and design for generalized profiles to a unique person is 

introduced later in Chapters 3-5. 

Based on the history of identity and emerging identifiers, cyber identity understanding could 

benefit from design aspects listed below that support innovation and temporal analysis[91]: 

• Dynamic: constant change, activity, or progression of a system or process 

• Extensibility: computing designs that support growth to allow the addition of new 

capabilities, features, or functionality 

• Adaptability: the quality of being able to adjust to new conditions  

Classification systems consist of classes created according to common relations[91]. These 

systems can include categories or taxonomies of organized knowledge. For example, 

biological taxonomies include classifying organism groups and hierarchical ranks based on 

shared characteristics. This supports the systematics study of living form diversity over time. 

Other scientific classification pattern recognition involves mathematical methods that 

involve property set construction or statistical methods which label objects based on attribute 

or feature sets. These latter methods often involve similarity measures to quantify feature 

vector probability likelihoods of a classification vs. mapping feature expressivity. The 

proposed Identity Classification System that maps input discovered evidence to identities 

supports a consistent, extensible feature structure and logic for explainable evaluation of 

effective modeled property variables and visualizations. This extensible design supports the 

study of identity change and adaptability of technology and human behavior over time. 

Cyber forensics is challenging due to the lack of defined holistic features with a ground truth 

formal government-documented identity core, and scalable systematic methods to credibly 

link a person’s physical and cyber attributes. Organizing data in a consistent and meaningful 

way accumulated over time can aid in resolving an identity. The multidimensional feature 

design also supports properties such as versions and states similar to system configuration 

management to aid in more precise temporal analysis. 
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To better understand or track identities over time (e.g. for linking criminal activity), 

approaches must also support the massive growth of data that is now occurring. The Internet 

growth rate is introduced below and discussed later in this section as it relates to the 

hybridization of cyber-physical identity data. 

Data Growth 

Rate of growth varies such that technology and data seem to grow more rapidly than human 

population. With more people on the Internet, comes rapid data and user growth[14] that can 

be categorized and observed with different forensic tools over time (see Fig. 5 below).  

Much of this public, generated, and accumulated data could be associated with an identity.  

Many businesses are now online, and this convenience has both problems and benefits. 

Approaches over Time: What Works and What Doesn’t? 

For the past decade, my research has analyzed and characterized cyber-physical identities, 

behavior and activity, emerging technology, and a range of real-world cybercrime case types 

to understand problems. The problem area has become larger over the years with approaches 

that work for specific problems or technology. Many do not scale, are not integrated, or lack 

systematic identity resolutions for broad use. Other methods have application code that needs 

redesigns when technology changes and humans adjust their activity on the Internet. 

 

Figure 5: Explosive Growth of Internet Users, Data, and Identity Tool Timeline 
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Current specialized and course-grain approach examples are listed below, and today’s 

complex Internet-related problems have created a need for finer-grain approaches that can 

aid in understanding a more extensive range of identity types linked in both cyber and 

physical worlds. These methods and tools have specialized purposes and limitations. Some 

can link evidence within the cyber or digital feature dimension, yet investigative analysis 

still involves manual tasks to piece together cyber-physical evidence for resolving identities: 

• Personal Computer (PC) Digital Forensic Tools (e.g., Encase[15]): legally accepted 

tools primarily used for collection, preservation, and analysis of endpoint evidence in 

investigations; newer versions offer cybersecurity and risk analysis capabilities 

• Network Traffic/Performance Monitoring (e.g., Cisco Netflow[16]): applications that 

monitor bandwidth, throughput, and faulty hardware, software or network components 

• Biometrics Systems (e.g., Fingerprint or Iris features[76]): unique physical human 

characteristics that can be used to digitally identify a person for government or 

company verification, authentication and/or grant access to systems, devices or data; 

public face data more available online today for use with higher performing algorithms 

Current example coarse grain tools are listed below:  

• Modeling and Simulation behavior of complex systems (e.g., network attacks): 

physical, mathematical, or logical representation of a systems, entities, phenomenon, or 

processes that can aid in training, understanding or decisions; could aid with increased 

or new insights if varying or higher levels of system, scenario, or data fidelity 

• Specialized categorical tools and methods within a domain (e.g., stylometry): created 

for study of linguistic style such as written or spoken language, art or music; can be 

used to attribute authorship for a given media such as text, voice frequency, or image 

• Combined DNA Index System (CODIS)[93]: United States national DNA database 

created and maintained by Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) with missing persons, 

convicted offenders, and forensic samples collected from crime scenes; legally-
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accepted high accuracy match method based on a set of 13 loci called the "CODIS 

core” which are short tandem repeats (STRs) within the human genome that are 

repeated sequences of highly variable nucleotide base pairs  (a set from each parent) 

• No Fly or Terrorist Watch Lists that often consist of a single biographic attribute (see 

Fig. 6 and 7 below)[17][18][19]: For example, these screening protection systems for 

the United States such as the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB) may only require a 

last name plus one other identifier (e.g., DOB) for identifying a person, and these 

systems have the opportunity for being enhanced with more powerful structured notes 

containing a plethora of public, linkable cyber and physical feature data that can aid in 

resolving an identity. These sources report the Transportation Security Administration 

(TSA) has previously focused more on passenger behavior vs. a person’s features or 

characteristics which if correct, could benefit from an identity classification capability. 
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Figure 6: Identity Data Types: Current Government Systems  
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Hybridization of Cyber-Physical Identity Data 

Identity data is more than what’s just in your pocket or pocketbook, now more data about a 

person is online. History of identity-related data listed in Fig. 5 above and Fig. 8 below 

reveals some interesting trends of varying and high growth rates for population vs. 

technology[20].  These graphs show how more humans are conducting activities online with 

predictions that the estimated number of users on the Internet is expected to grow from 55% 

of the world population in 2018 up to 75% by 2030 if the current growth rate continues. This 

is a major change in the way humans behave, and their activities will be observed even more 

with the exponential growth of the Internet of Things sensors shown in the graph in Fig. 8 

below that is forecasted to be 3-5 times the world population. This increasing massive data 

will call for more powerful analytic tools, and these statistics suggest potential new, 

generated feature identifiers that can be mapped more rapidly from cyber-digital objects to 

a physical person.  Even more complex identities will exist in the future consisting of 

variations of reality such as Augmented Reality (AR) digital content overlaid onto the 

 
Figure 7: Identity Data Types: Current Government System Definitions and Examples  
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physical world and Virtual Realities (VR) synthetic digital environments[21]. For example, 

IEEE has created a project working group to develop standards for verifying a person’s 

identity in VR and AR, and these mixed reality worlds may make it possible to enhance 

identities in the real world with digital content which makes it more challenging to determine 

an authentic identity.  These multimedia streams are vulnerable to changes (e.g., voice or 

chat text) for the purpose of object or identity theft impersonation for personal gain. IoT’s 

connected to everything are also vulnerable to online control and data attacks. For example, 

once a bad actor has assumed your credentials, he/she can access your house, cameras, or 

sensitive identity-related data. These IoT devices are also known as exposure endpoints with 

connected software, sensors, and social network accounts with linked accumulated data for 

a person. This new capability can determine a person’s presence, movement/location and 

activity patterns, demographic and digital/online profile, or targeted identity that can be used 

for marketing revenue gain, surveillance, or nefarious activity (e.g., influencing voters in 

presidential elections).  

 

Figure 8: Variable Growth Rates in Population vs. Technology  
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The future will also offer forms of synthetic biology such as emerging biotechnology with 

molecular and genetic engineering which will contribute to the hybridization of our identities 

as we know them. For example, a human physical natural identity today can potentially be 

comprised of natural or synthetic living and non-living material or feature elements from 

Cyber-Physical-Human class dimensions. Hybridization can also mean an identity could be 

comprised of real-world Reality-Augmented-Virtual elements (within Cyber-Physical-

Human dimensions) which makes it harder to map to a physical person. And the question 

relating to Internet evidence will continue to be: Is this a human and who is this person? 

Other new questions emerge: What is the origin and composition of this identity?  Below is 

a list of technological changes and trends in identity-related data over the past few decades: 

• 1980-1990: Identity data was limited to disparate physical or digital locations (e.g., ID 

cards, government forms stored on hard/floppy disk drives or mainframe computers) 

• 2000-2010:  Internet allowed for people to communicate worldwide to work, shop, and 

play online (e.g., ID government documents now online, email, search engines, and the 

emergence of online Social Networks (OSN’s)) 

• 2011-present: Hybridization of identity-related data representative of a person in 

physical and cyber environments (e.g., ability to create/steal profiles, multiple aliases, 

varying versions of augmented, virtual and simulated reality, agents, bots, IoT sensors, 

continuous streaming mobile devices, high population social network platforms, 

Global Positioning System (GPS) location applications and trackers, synthetic genomic 

methods for enhancing human DNA, and robotic body prosthetic and device implants) 
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Identity Theft on the Rise 

It is now easier to steal data and learn about a person than in the past. An Identity thief is 

typically a person who unlawfully steals another person’s personal information to commit 

fraud or theft. An example insightful visualization created from this research depicts a 

potential masquerade or identity fraud/theft in cyber shown below in Fig. 9. It shows an 

individual’s identity attributes over time in the shape of a wineglass with the stem 

representing a person’s physical ground truth formal government-documented information 

such as a birth certificate’s Date-of-Birth (DOB), Driver License, and Passport.  Progressing 

up the wineglass are cyber or Internet-related categorical activities and features that are 

discovered over time with emerging technology and account profile real-world names with 

multiple aliases. Categories of identity data are discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4. 

This visualization also depicts an identity’s time and presence on the Internet similar to tree 

rings that represent age. A shorter stem with a wider cone or ring is shown representing the 

possibility that this is a younger person (vs. a long stem with narrow ring representing an 

older person).  

 

Figure 9: Cyber Identity Visualization of Time, Categories, and Technology 
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Data Use and Misuse 

How might some identity data be used or misused for commercial, law enforcement, or 

real/legitimate purposes and who does it benefit? Identity-related crimes such as identity 

theft, confidence fraud, and personal data breaches are shown below in Fig. 10. 

 

Some examples of this the use and misuse of data are listed below 

• Collected and sold for corporate profit (e.g., $200B advertising) based on activity such 

as consumer purchase inspiration sources such as online Social Networks (OSN’s) 

• Legitimate business, communication, and social recreation 

• Online/digital data used for law enforcement forensics 

• Data stolen/taken from online accounts, databases, and emails/messages often sold on 

the dark web or used against people, hospital, and corporate targets 

 

Figure 10: Top 10 Crime Types[24] 
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Emerging Identity Types 

New identity types are emerging every day that are comprised of feature elements from 

advanced technology, enhanced applications, and the latest sites where people congregate. 

These sites have enabled an increase in fraud and cyber influence activity. Malicious actors 

prey on human social demographic groups and trends using the Internet infrastructure with 

social network platform access to large target populations as their attack surface[94]. 

This phenomenon could benefit from more sophisticated classification approaches to address 

the example problem of many separate Government Screening Databases that often can 

consist of the following: 

• Only a single biographic, combined biometric, or specialized feature data  

• Unstructured notes and comments  

• Physical traits or feature data (not cyber) 

Our proposed Identity Classification approach in Fig. 11 could support the following, and 

we evaluate the design’s prototyped effectiveness later in Chapter 5: 

• Multiple or combined categorical feature sets  

• A common structured note or ordered feature scheme 

• Mappable feature logic modeled with Cyber-Physical-Human temporal dimensions to 

determine a range of past, present, and emerging types of identities based on evidence 

 
Figure 11: Classification Approach to determine Identity Types 
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2.2 Literature Review 

Since this research involves creating an Identity Classification System Design, it 

leverages prior scientific work in holistic cyber-physical classification modeling of 

identities, cybernetic systems, information-theory based pattern classification, and 

bio-inspired human features and variance. Each is discussed below (see Fig.12).  

Holistic Identity Models and Information 

Prior research has combined information about a person available in the physical and cyber 

worlds into a single, holistic identity.  For example, holistic medicine typically refers to the 

improving the health of the whole person: body, mind, emotion, and spirit. Currently, a 

holistic identity can involve physical, cyber, and legal elements depending on the problem 

perspective. There has been prior initial research work in this area, however, several are 

either specific to certain domains and technology or have remained unfinished, leaving a 

holistic identity knowledge base essentially still an open problem with regard to 

 

Figure 12: Holistic Identity, Information, Systems, and Bio-inspired Related Research 
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systematically solving cybercrime and linking cyber evidence to physical human or person 

identities. Holistic has been defined as comprehension of the parts of something as 

interconnected and explainable only by reference to the whole (e.g., a system)[23]. Our final 

design described in Chapter 5 attempts to leverage all of these related definitions as Cyber 

Identities may be comprised of single or mixed features from cyber, physical, and human 

systems over time.   

The Superidentity Project [28][29] involved creating a single identity that consists of an 

individual's distributed cyber and physical identity information. The project's goal is based 

on the belief that people have a core set of trait elements, both from the physical and cyber 

worlds. These elements provide a basis for completely defining a person's real identity using 

transforms that can resolve aspects such as an email address identity, and all other attributes 

measured can be linked back to this core set. The Superidentity multi-year research project 

included characteristics that are a multiset of identity elements within a model in four top-

level categories: 1) cyber with sub-level persona and devices, and 2) biographic, biometric, 

and psychology with sub-levels in personality and cognitive function. Lower levels include 

actual measurements, and the modeling includes directed graph inference transformations, 

enrichment, and confidence. This work includes the idea of inferences, which allow 

information about a person to be derived from existing information. As an example, it may 

be possible to infer a person's email address from their name. Our research work differs by 

providing an organized foundational bio-inspired adaptable common system structured 

ontology design approach involving temporal aspects of binding a person's cyber to physical 

identity ground truth core with an identity consisting of 4 top-level dimensions: 1) 

time/context, 2) cyber, 3) physical, and 4) human. Our design differs with the following 

aspects: a defined leveraged situation-based ontological structure of legal case[30] and new 

categorical salient or key temporal identity core data or feature set classifiers with evidence 

state data that can aid in determining class types; intelligent-designed human, cyber, and 

physical adaptable system feature structure and function with highly variant value expression 
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and visualizations to study changes over time (vs. static specialized tools and binary or single 

feature data); and cybernetic version-controlled system technology elements that can be used 

to help identify humans and cybercriminals involved in identity theft or fraud. All can 

support comparison and evaluation of distinct attribute sets or codes, control system 

feedback, and graphical representations of an identity.  The identity research was originally 

inspired by aspects of Information Theory[104].  Since research problems involve complex 

cybercrime and emerging elements, this theory that consists of world structure, semiotics, 

clues, and meaning seemed a fit for an approach.  Specifically, with regard to theory related 

to unified definitions of information types, forms, and classes needed to create a 

multidimensional identity specification. Ontological and axiological information descriptive 

logic and measurement principles aid in understanding nature, technology, systems, reality, 

and people. This area consists of formal mathematical set theoretical foundations such as 

intersections, equivalence, map restrictive functions, partial and power sets all of which are 

modeling constructs used in the final prototyped design. General theory and this research 

effort’s goals include definition of information with properties or features wide enough to 

include a diversity of a phenomena and flexible to support scientific exploration and usage. 

Research combines information properties and processes to aid in identity case resolutions. 

Epistemic information is modeled with formal constructs unified by the design’s structural 

relations based on temporal cyber-physical-human real-world legal accepted case evidence.   

An ontology is beneficial because it provides a formal conceptualization or semantic model 

of a specific domain concept such as cyber identity that is shared by a group of people to 

enable comprehensive, transportable machine understanding consisting of connected 

objects, meaning, properties, and relations[31][32]. By designing ontologies for a wider 

range of cyber identities that can adapt, we can develop smarter, explainable classifiers. 

Ontologies can be static and challenging to engineer, and this research focuses on an adaptive 

final design with model inspirations similar to a human biological chromosome or genome. 

This should lend itself to be a good approach for this research effort since ontologies are 
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from the discipline of philosophy that deals with the organization of being and nature.  In 

computer science, ontologies are engineered artifacts with specific vocabulary and logic 

assumptions.  How all symbols or things, thoughts, and words relate to one another has been 

a discussed topic since the days of Plato, and this research now combines the ideas of humans 

in cyber and physical worlds as they relate to a person’s identity and a contextual situation. 

In order to capture Aristotle’s essence of a word, ontologies help answer questions of what 

and why something is. An ontology has been defined as an information math theory of 

certain entities in a formulated formal artificial language based on a logical system[33], and 

modeling aids in supporting automated services based on formal descriptions of semantics. 

Modeling provides a framework for human communication and explanation of conclusions, 

and the structure supports varying perspectives or viewpoints vs. unorganized 

information[31]. Our research utilizes expressive modeling to aid in classification of 

extended identity classes. The Semantic Web relies on these formal ontology structural 

meanings, data, and metadata. An example of a partially instantiated cybercrime ontology 

structure is shown in Fig. 13 below.   

Prior work with crime ontologies that describe crime scenes, investigative criminal 

psychology profiling and action models, and preserving a legal case’s situational evidence 

for comparison provides a basis for this work [34][35][36].  Our work extends this ontology 

and Semantic Web framework design that allows physical situational crime scene evidence 

such as a fingerprint to be temporally linked together with cyber evidence. This can 

determine results of a discovered forensic trait (AKA: feature) evidence match to another 

stored situation scene known trait, a discovered trait match to a stored known person’s trait, 

 

Figure 13: Example of Partially Instantiated Cyber Identity Ontology 
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newly defined profile and/or identity core, or an unknown identity. For example, we will 

show in Chapters 4-5 how our design supports linkable cyber feature evidence such as aliases 

to a person’s name, server, laptop, and bitcoin account. Evidence chain of custody is 

preserved by tracking persons involved in a physical case situation such as a suspect, victim, 

and officer along with recorded evidence date and source. Initial thought experiment trials 

that evaluate our ontology concept design using real-world cybercrime and Superidentity 

and Silk Road case data are promising and discussed in Chapter 4. Research work extends 

situation theory-based ontology design with prior criminal models to define and link a cyber 

identity with common adaptable design aspects of human and cyber-physical systems. This 

supports dynamic technology and human behavior in the final prototyped design evaluated 

in Chapter 5. Use cases provide insight to contextually significant trait binary state existence 

described next.   

System and Pattern Classification 

Early research involving an effective cyber identity ontology design based on real-world 

cybercrime case scenarios revealed a need for a more comprehensive contextual salient 

feature set. This supports adaptivity and a range of identities as further proposed in this work 

such as a determining a software Bot vs. Human Botmaster case[83]. It also supports future 

mixed or hybrid Cyber-Physical-Human identities[85] discussed later in Chapter 5. Today, 

many disparate digital forensics methods do not scale and collect primarily endpoint, cloud, 

or single-trait artifacts (e.g., fingerprint image file or text-based chat session) [15][76]. 

Literature review in cyber identity has revealed that many large-scale analytic systems can 

handle comparing large data and types, but are weak to offer effective multi-dimensional 

feature set data classifiers that can be defined as common systems or systematic with variant 

subsystem elements, properties, and states. In addition, many also do not support changing 

technology and human behavior. At a high level, systems are defined as a regulated 

interdependent or interacting group of items forming a unified whole[23]. Systematics is a 

coherent body of methodical ideas or principles, and involves systems or classification[23]. 
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Initial research revealed that human, cyber, and physical systems have common elements 

that this research defines similar to cybernetic control and communication systems theory 

introduced fifty (50) years ago by Dr. Norbert Wiener[37]. For example, cyber, physical, 

and human systems are typically comprised of natural or synthetic living or non-living 

material, controllers, system and subsystem structure. Systems can have function and 

identifiers, versions, thresholds, and metrics which are all linkable characteristics that can 

aid in classification of a specific system such as a human or unique person. Cybernetics 

theory means “steersman” or “governor” representing self-regulating feedback system 

mechanisms. By incorporating this basic control theory loop, designs support evaluation and 

adjustment of the most effective cyber identity system and subsystem feature sets. 

Cybernetic systems deal with feature input such as a temperature, a measurement sensor 

such as a thermostat with a configured desired threshold value, feedback or activity, and a 

control regulator such as a heater or pacemaker. These system elements can aid in detecting 

and resolving a person’s unique identity known vs. unknown elements, and help detect 

anomalies as discussed in the Chapter 5 final design[37][39].  Again, Cyber-Physical-Human 

systems typically have controls, health metrics, versions, and state that our design benefits 

from to better determine a human, person, or future hybrid identity. Dr. Weiner and fellow 

colleagues believed that the highest potential growth area for the sciences were those that 

were neglected in no-man’s land between the established fields. In addition, Claude Shannon 

introduced information theory entropy which is the average amount of information produced 

by a probabilistic (stochastic) data source or average amount of information generated from 

an event considering all outcomes and decreasing entropy for information gain[38]. Low 

entropy depicts low disorder, randomness, and more structure (e.g., a solid), and high entropy 

has less order structure and more randomness which the universe tends to lean towards (e.g., 

a gas). Our research leverages the cybernetics system design perspective and a computer 

science-related experimental evaluation of it with regard to comparison, variation, and 

properties in a set[37]. Our research has salient attribute sets and logic that can improve 
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entropy with lowered disorder and defined structure in classification segmentation of an 

identity and cybercrime context. An information theory example is described below: 

• Web browser or device fingerprint methods are publicly available via HTTP that 

utilize version and configuration information to determine entropy variation measurement 

such as: user agent browser version/languages, screen resolution, plug-ins, and time zone. 

Mathematically, the probability density function calculates the amount of information about 

the identity of a fingerprinted object where the information entropy in bits is the base-2 

logarithm of number of possible outcomes as shown below. Future classification approaches 

may benefit from an integrated cyber technology variant attribute entropy method related to 

holistic or targeted identity features sets[45]: H(F) = −∑ 𝑃(𝐹𝑛)𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑃((𝐹𝑛))
𝑁

𝑛=0
. 

Identity Theory builds upon this control theory by introducing “structural and flow patterns 

of symbols (e.g. language, words, categories, social, behavior, objects), identity standards 

and comparators, human behavior and interaction, roles, and internal dynamic perceptual 

control system theory for all living things (e.g., perception and action based on environment 

and goals)[39]. The theory aids in bringing order and shared meaning out of world chaos”. 

It adds the human aspects needed for a more comprehensive Cyber-Physical-Human identity. 

This research effort’s feature set design incorporates related aspects of a person’s mind, the 

environment and stimulus/reactions, social roles and structural symbolic interactions, and 

specifically added situations and disturbances that affect the perception of a system outcome. 

All support conceptualizations of a person’s perspectives of reality vs. their self and others’ 

views. Both cybernetics and identity theory support this innovative design of dynamic 

control systems with temporal state that support case scenario role performances when saved 

over a period of time. Salience hierarchies are also important since these relate to specific 

situational feature sets such as prominence, support, perceived opportunity, expectations, 

and motivational rewards for executing a cybercrime – the challenge is that these vary for 

each person. As a result, the design incorporates several human sub-dimensions such as 
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anatomy and physiology, style or stylometry, and cognitive science psychology mind-related 

features that all make a human unique. Lower-level identity feature detail in our final design 

or candidates for future work under the 4 main TCPH dimensions include semantic trait set 

self-meaning aspects for a person’s view of themselves such as feminine, noncompetitive, 

passive, sensitive feelings, openness, and neurotic that can now all be measured. Five-Factor 

Model (FFM) patterns are also beneficial to the design as these can now be potentially 

mapped to cyber identities specifically with regard to human behavior and personalities[95]. 

Feature pattern classification research inspirations for our design focuses on multiple domain 

areas such as biological traits, psychological profiles, personality traits, and networked-

specific attributes.  Initial ontology design trial results are discussed in Section 4 that are 

used as a base for the final enhanced adaptive holistic identity classification system in 

Chapter 5. Our research involves the mathematics field of combinatorics and evaluation of 

combination, enumeration, and permutation of sets of elements applied to large identity 

feature set templates and patterns that this research project uses for comparison.  Example 

related pattern classification methods are listed below with potential design concept benefits: 

• Gene ontology (GO) is a structured, controlled vocabulary of terms that describe protein 

mechanism information within cells (e.g., Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI)), processes, and 

functions represented by a binary feature vector model denoting existence or non-

existence[5][6][7][8][9]. Weights can be based on global significance and local 

topographical shortest path to the nearest neighbor ancestor. Some analytic methods utilize 

an SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel, and ROC to find best value parameters. This 

research may benefit from these map-related methods and/or similar feature structure, yet 

differs with cyber-physical-human and situation identity categorical information plus  

evaluation of feature expression and credibility[40]. Future work may also benefit from 

feature set probability (i.e., p-value) and frequency (e.g., fold enrichment analytic methods).  
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• Pattern classification and scoring email spam vs. ham is challenging, and language 

research was conducted using the Enron email dataset to prove the most effective email body 

text categorical feature set for email spam filtering based on feature extraction of Bag-of-

Word (BoW)’s (e.g., Enron), Bigram Bag-of-Word (BoW)s (e.g., Enron-nominates), PoS 

Tag and Bigram PoS Tag. Features that were rare (or uncommon) are eliminated based on a 

Naïve Bayes score[41].  Entropy or Information Gain was used as a feature selection method 

and constructed feature occurrence matrix, which is weighted by Term Frequency-Inverse 

document frequency (TFIDF) values in a Naïve Bayes score. Models were generated using 

Adaboost which worked best for aggregation, Random Forest which worked well for 

individual features, and SVM-SMO (Support Vector Machine-Sequential Minimal 

Optimization) methods that worked with large amounts of features. This research area may 

benefit from these types of comparison and entropy methods to determine how effective an 

organized feature design structure is, and what features are most variant or salient.  

• An Intelligent Fraud Detection System design that leverages SVM normal behavior 

and danger theory optimization to decide if a credit card is not accepted based on high 

abnormal probability[42]. SVM’s were used to train a system so that they support change in 

technology and types of fraudulent activity methods (e.g., merchant collusion, triangulation 

using a robbed credit card for purchase transactions, and false merchant sites). They use 

danger theory to filter all input data into a new, smaller dataset that next gets applied to an 

SVM classification to generate an F-measure (AKA: F-Score) or single system classification 

measurement. Research involving identity fraud use cases may benefit from these methods.  

Adaptable Feature Design and Variance 

Computational Intelligence (CI) often involves nature-inspired methods such as this 

research[43]. Since it relates to complex real-world problems that traditional simple math 

methods are unable to support, CI supports logic reasoning, experiential learning, 

evolutionary computing, learning theory, and probabilistic methods relating to humans.   
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This research design supports CI nature-inspired properties such as cyber-physical-human 

and contextual descriptive information, flow (e.g., message or movement), flow control (e.g., 

system controllers), and mapped or probabilistic outcomes. The National Science 

Foundation (NSF) recently released a website requesting ideas that address their broad goal 

of advancing human capabilities: perceptual and cognitive, physical and virtual, social, and 

societal[44].  An adaptive identity classification method with cyber-physical feature sets may 

help define and quantify intangible aspects for the problem area. Adaptive design aspects 

that support evaluation of features that change, extend, or survive over time may also help 

more accurately apply mapping, machine learning, or other comparison algorithms. This has 

been proven in the past that structured vocabularies yield higher identification results such 

as the gene ontology with the genome, and as observed with unconventional emerging 

features such as gender psycholinguistic text attributes[46]. Our research goals evaluate 

adaptive feature components with cyber-physical domain aspects of topography or 

infrastructure and linked unique humans that conduct activity in these environments. 

James Dewey Watson, Francis Crick, and Rosalind Franklin co-discovered the structure of 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) which is a molecule that carries genetic instructions used for 

growth, development, function, and reproduction of all known living organisms and viruses. 

Most notable is the molecular structure of nucleic acids and its significance for information 

transfer in living material[47]. Gene expression can represent intensity, code, or synthesis of 

gene structure and function. Sir Alex Jeffreys developed forensic techniques for highly 

variant DNA genetic fingerprinting and profiling methods to assist police investigations in 

resolving identities and paternity disputes. It is this chromosome structure of a DNA 

fingerprint and genome denoting human variation studied over time (e.g., distinct multi-

dimensional feature set snapshots) that this research design is also inspired by to help map a 

unique human in cyber-physical worlds with time and context. Again, this DNA structure 

contains large capacity amounts of multi-dimensional types of measurable information and 

function with sequences.  It seems logical to use an adaptive structure for our goals and 
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design inspirations since cyber identity is a problem comprised of Time-Cyber-Physical-

Human (TCPH) complex system dynamics. The problem also consists of a mixed material 

genotype-like base feature code pattern composition that can support observable phenotype-

like characteristics for a population (e.g., hybrid human with robotic prosthetic). This 

supports comparative genomics that studies similarities and differences in species[48]. Our 

research desires to study a rich variety of current and emerging identity patterns. Based on 

the literature review, an adaptive system design should support this pattern analysis and 

classification[49][48]. 

Technology Gap 

The above-mentioned literature review has revealed a gap in systematic methods that can 

effectively map evidence to defined cyber-physical identities over time. More specifically, 

the problem area can benefit from a systematic and adaptable holistic classification scheme 

with logic modeling methods to map feature evidence in cyber to a physical person or 

identity. Currently, there lacks methods for identity classification, understanding, and case 

resolution to numerically, clearly define an identity or identity type. Approaches can benefit 

from micro-classifications to solve identity resolution cases based on accumulated evidence.  

The proposed approach goals aim to address these needs with inspirational design aspects of 

classification from systems, biology, and information-based theories that we evaluate in 

Chapter 5. Experimental trials demonstrate the approach works as intended to systematically 

classify a range of identities due to modeled features and logic based on real-world 

cybercrime case expression, an extensible foundational design, and linkable common 

elements from the 4 dimensions are included. Visualizations also provide unique insights for 

rapid resolution since designs are inspired by effective fingerprint and heat map methods. 

Our structural design goals attempt to contain targeted feature sets and design inspirations 

from DNA such as: life origin, species systematic hierarchies, chromosome structures, 

adaptability, heredity, trait phenotypes and genotype make-up, mapped gene expression and 
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state, the human genome code-script, sequences, natural organic vs. synthetic, and mutation. 

With incorporation of biological genetic design aspects, our belief is that an identity’s 

modeled feature set will become quantitatively accurate for determining a person based on 

captured feature or trait snapshots from designed dimensions of Time/context, Cyber, 

Physical, and Human (TCPH) discovered evidence. This notion of designing for a code-

script pattern is potentially powerful to recreate and understand an identity today and for 

years to come. This intelligent, biologically-inspired design that supports variant trait 

patterns and mutation history supports causal difference. This is important in classification 

of feature sets for targeted identities and a unique person[50]. 

In order to keep pace with dynamic technology and human behavior, this research effort’s 

design supports an adaptable feature set structure similar to the human genome which has 

made major advancements in the last decade from scientists like Craig Venter.  He was a key 

expert in sequencing the human genome mapped set of genes, and is pioneering the synthetic 

life genome and DNA machines[51], along with Matt Ridley's autobiography of a 

species[52].  This research recognizes the cell as the basic unit of life that acts as a factory 

of interlocked assembly lines of protein machines controlled by bodily system functions. 

Cells have evolved over millions of years, and the proposed design considers these concepts 

coupled with cybernetic systems.  Design themes in nature and physics such as constructal 

law for the phenomenon of evolution are also inspirations specifically with regard to 

structure, flow, and the meaning of life's movement and constant morphing. These concepts 

coincide with life configuration versioning and constant reconfiguring that this researched 

design goals attempt to incorporate[53] as we describe in our final classification system in 

Chapter 5.  Cyber-physical-human systems exhibit these version characteristics that make it 

easier to determine an identity (e.g., human with version “x” robotic prosthetic leg firmware). 

Nature governs shapes and design that evolve often to reduce imperfection over time such 

as dynamics with rivers. The human genome is the complete sequenced set of nucleic acid 

for humans (Homo sapiens), encoded as DNA within the 23 chromosome pairs in cell nuclei 
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and in a small DNA molecule found within individual mitochondria.  What makes the 

genome mapping design interesting is the complex adaptable structure that supports 

mutation, trait types, expression, and function.  Traits are affected or mutated by inherited 

genes and natural selection as the Darwinism biological theory of evolution initially stated, 

and this proposed design has inspirations goals to incorporate some of these aspects to help 

understand environmental, behavior, or hereditary effects in cyber-physical-human systems.   

Thus, mutation = variation, which is a key concept in our identity classification design, and 

better described: mutations are the raw material of genetic variation[54]. Our design has 

material-based features for the 4 dimensions to understand variant attributes for an identity. 

The design supports the same for humans in cyber-physical worlds involved in situational 

scenarios such as a cybercrime. We use this multi-layered design complexity to map these 

four (4) dimensions for all traits to support understanding, constructing or replaying elements 

within a timeframe snapshot or as a time series similar to a well-orchestrated animated video 

of a person's life. This supports a high-fidelity simulated analysis with levels of realism of 

an identity classification for investigators and researchers to understand linked cyber-

physical-human evidence and change.  Since the genome was defined for an organism’s 

complete set of DNA, scientists are now working on synthetic cell creation or modification 

of pre-existing life forms. Our design also supports understanding and potentially re-creating 

synthetic world animation of a person's life or situations in both real and digital/cyber 

environments. This choreographed time-series design and visualization of incorporated 

natural or synthetic living and non-living elements has goals to aid in understanding abstract 

unseen objects and events to help map cyber activities to an entity or person in the real world.  

An identity core is introduced in initial experiments in the next Chapters 3-4. This core can 

aid in determining a person’s origin and authenticity. Prior multi-discipline research in this 

area is listed below: 

• Forensic Core Short Tandem Repeats (STR) loci for DNA Typing: 13 genetic markers 

used in FBI Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) database 
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• Forensic Core Gender: a person’s certainty of belonging to one of 2 sexes (Stoller, 1968) 

• Psychological Core Self: a person’s roles, qualities (e.g., value, efficacy), and related 

behaviors and perceptions over time (Heshmat 2014); or who one is as a person across 

situations, time, and relationships (Burke and Stets 2009) 

• Person Bio Record: data elements of Name, Date of Birth, Gender, Social Security 

Number (SSN), Address, and Email (required demographic information for government 

documents) 

• Core Identity: the core of who we are does not change (e.g., unique DNA signature, 

footprints measured at birth), but physical, mental and digital characteristics are multi-

faceted subsets of the core and change over time (Dixon 2013)  

• Core Identity: essence of who a person is or a personal identity over time (Olsen, 2007) 

Our final classification system design evaluated in Chapter 5 determines if evidence data is 

linked to a: 1) human, 2) generalized profile, 3) targeted identity, or 3) unique identity. The 

bio-inspired feature set design supports mappable government-documented ground truth 

identity core data and accumulated forensic evidence.  

As an artist, my perspective, active observations, or use of mental imagery of these worlds 

are symbolic representations of cybernetic-like systems that can be uniquely defined, linked, 

and provide control loop feedback if well-described such as a: human system, cyber system, 

and physical system. As discussed above, all systems have structural elements (e.g., a 

physical home address or human cardiovascular system), types of traits (e.g., physiological), 

temporal state or value expression as evidenced in human cellular structure, cyber and 

technology infrastructure/objects, and physical world infrastructure/objects. They all have 

network communication flow or access methods, unique feature identifiers, and baselines to 

compare. When defined with these common, systematic elements that support descriptive 

feature expression, the potential outcome is significant with providing new insight.  This is 

why system control theory is an adequate testable design concept since a version-controlled 

evidence template can be input into a classification system that infers output identities and 
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be compared to other templates. These designs can provide more precise feedback, and can 

be optimized with configurable threshold values to assess or control with a situational 

context effector to achieve a specific determination or goal (e.g., to hide as another identity). 

Michelangelo stated "design (drawing) is the root of all sciences"[53], and this identity 

research is essentially my experimental system blueprint, design, and visualizations of an 

identity or person's feature specifications supported by 4 dimensions of mappable features. 

Initial research described in Chapters 3-4 involves: 1) defining a cyber identity with a holistic 

feature classifier design, 2) defining a ground truth identity core with government 

documented origin, and 3) targeted real-world cybercrime case salient traits. Thought 

experiments with real-world cybercrime cases resulted in effective features used in the final 

adaptive classification system prototyped design to determine a broader range of identities 

evaluated in Chapter 5. Research is primarily scoped to real-world U.S. cybercrime 

experiment simulated case data to depict varying levels of accessible data. These problem 

areas support a nature-inspired adaptive design of salient dynamic, complex aspects that can 

aid in identifying distinct humans in cyber and physical worlds. Results are evaluated with 

an experimental prototype using temporal evidence snapshot templates of feature set 

variables and observed expression. The classification system prototype supports a future 

time series animation visualization capability to playback a person’s life situation scenario 

feature elements with inferences to help fill in missing pieces. Research goals involve 

identifying various types or extended classes of identities mapped to key features and axiom 

logic of temporal cyber-physical-human evidence data. 

A cyber identity involves a description of a person’s online digital identifiers mapped to real-

world human categorical traits. Any of this generated, assigned, or shared data on the Internet 

connected to devices, applications, and networks can be part of a linkable cyber identity.  

Due to the growing problem of massive amounts of this data created from constant changing 

technology and human behavior, more fine-grain methods are needed for federal defense and 

law enforcement to fill a gap of comprehensive analytics for exploiting cybercriminals and 
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activity. These methods should support categorical areas of biography, behavioral, 

biometrics, relationships, and physiology along with accommodating adaptation of complex 

technology, human behavior, and innovative uses for an effective holistic identity analysis.  

A holistic approach was created to define and evaluate a bio-inspired classification system 

for cyber-physical-human identity resolution over time. The design has inspirations from 

biological, systems, and information theory.  The final approach builds upon situation theory 

case law evidence and deductive knowledge-based classification with goals to determine 

linkable temporal salient and variant trait discovered evidence in cybercrime for a range of 

identities: broad to more specialized and unique. Chapter 3 discusses the first phase of 

concept design and thought experimentation, and Chapter 4 discusses enhancements for the 

final classification system prototyped design and scientific evaluation. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology  

3.1 Approach Overview 

Research methodology involves a proposed iterative design approach that introduces 1) an 

initial design concept, and 2) a redesigned final prototyped classification system to support 

the research hypothesis and overall objectives. 

3.2 Objectives and Iterative Experimental Series of Trials 

The goals of this research are to design and demonstrate effectiveness of a bio-inspired 

classification system approach that maps real-world cyber-physical-human feature evidence 

to a wide range of identities classes: generalized to specific based on types of cybercrime.  

To accomplish this, a phased design and evaluation approach was conducted. Chapter 4 

discusses an initial concept design introducing a feature classification scheme that enhanced 

an existing physical situation-based ontology with cyber attributes. This first design scheme 

was evaluated with real-world cybercrime thought experiments and simulated representative 

case data. This introductory concept evaluated salient or key feature set evidence coupled 

with ground truth or formal government-documented identity artifacts to determine 

generalized and targeted criminal types of identities linked to 4 feature dimensions of 

situations, cyber, physical, and a person (known vs. unknown). Results demonstrate the 

initial design supports evidence for these identity types, but is limited to current scoped 

identities, human behavior, technology, and crime-related attributes.  

Effective features from the initial scheme are used in the final Holistic Identity Classification 

System prototype. The system builds upon the initial concept’s salient feature sets, and is 

redesigned with added variant features and logic to support changing technology and human 

attributes mapped to a spectrum of cyber identities: generalized to more specific and unique. 
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Chapter 5 evaluates how well an implemented bio-inspired ontology with reasoner logic, 

templates, and visualizations systematically supports mapping evidence to a broader range 

of identities and emerging features[86][96][97]. Objectives include aiding researchers in 

understanding current and future classes of identities with hybrid or mixed feature 

composition (e.g., natural and synthetic). The prototyped design was enhanced with common 

system-based features and restrictive axiom property expression logic that extends the base 

scheme. The classification system inference logic maps input evidence instance snapshots 

of discovered data to output labeled specialized identity classes in templates and 

visualizations[86]. This novel classification system approach incorporates common aspects 

of bio-inspired variance, salient information, and cybernetic systems to aid in determining 

classes and subclasses of generalized profiles, targeted criminals, humans vs. non-humans, 

and a person’s unique signature mapped to 4 broader feature dimensions: Time/context, 

Cyber, Physical, and  Human (TCPH). The final design captures higher level contextual 

aspects of activities or events. Trials evaluate how well the artifact resolves representative 

real-world cybercrime and identity problem case scenarios with simulated evidence. 

Methodology for the classification system for cyber-physical-human identity resolution 

demonstrates an applied theoretical reference architecture with a formalized blueprint 

vocabulary of terms and relationships. Terminology describes a range of identities linked to 

evidence feature expression accumulated over time. Experiment trials demonstrate how the 

system utilizes temporal evidence instance snapshot micro-classifications to determine 

generic and more specific identities. This supports research objectives of an explainable 

method to understand more precise classifications of changing multidimensional identities 

for rapid resolution. Trial results prove the final design is effective for mapping theoretical 

salient and variant evidence to a range of formalized identity representations. Results are 

verified with labeled identities in output templates for comparison and visualizations that 

provide insight of class or individual variation and change. This effort addresses a gap of 

quantifiable methods for clearly defined, systematic cyber identity resolution. 
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Chapter 4 

Initial Design and Thought Experiment Trials 

4.1 Identity Classification System Concept Design  

Defined Targeted Salient Identity Feature Sets for Cybercrime Scenarios 

Initial research presented a classification-based computational framework concept design 

that combines physical and cyber identity evidence traits extending Esterline et al.’s 

situation-based ontology model to help solve crimes[30]. This new ontology shown in Fig. 

14 and 18 below introduces a formal common defined feature scheme based on situational 

legal case evidence to revolve an identity.  Research benefits include providing links between 

temporal physical and online categorical traits to real-world person identities, novel intuitive 

temporal visualizations, and chain-of-custody case evidence. Initial research work extended 

an original physical model with cyber categories of biographical, behavioral, and biometric 

features or traits. This effort’s new cyber capabilities and benefits are described below in 

Table 1, and we describe evaluated linkable attributes in our introduced design-tested cyber 

identity feature set scheme based on the resolution of three real-world cybercrime use cases 

that serve as a basis for next-phase prototyped design enhancements and experiments: 

Table 1 – Initial Research Technical Capabilities, Benefits, and Contributions 

Capabilities Benefits/Contributions 

Cyber identity cyber-physical world feature set ontology  Common scheme for cyber-physical world comparison 

Cyber identity core mapped features, profile, and unique ID Common scheme for temporal evidence state comparison 
of government-documented and demographic data 

Salient categorical features based on cybercrime cases Common scheme for situational cybercrime comparison 
of existing key feature evidence for types of crime 

Ontology model design cybercrime thought experiments Feasibility of salient categorical ontology model design 
to aid in determining a cybercrime suspect and criminal 

Novel visualizations based on ontology model design Cyber-Physical Case Timeline, and Cyber Identity 

Temporal Visualization of Categories, Situations, and 
government-documented person to help solve cybercrime 
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Final design goals discussed in the next Chapter 5 include building upon this tested cyber 

identity feature set design to incorporate attributes of information, cybernetic system, and 

bio-inspired theories that support evaluation of: 1) cyber-physical technology and human 

system expressivity, uniqueness and adaptivity, 2) human vs. non-human characteristics, and 

3) contextual (vs. situational) content. Goals for the final redesigned prototype include 

measuring effectiveness and accuracy of salient and variant extended cyber-physical identity 

classes to mapped feature sets. The initial classification design concept and findings are 

discussed below to understand the basic feature scheme that was incrementally enhanced. 

Cyber-Physical World and Identity Classification Scheme 

The first step of research was to create an initial specification of an identity by extending a 

physical situation-based ontology with categorical salient traits to establish/strengthen 

linkages between a physical person and an online persona. To do this, the research effort 

started with several real-world cybercrime use cases and used common traits from two legal 

cases as representative mappable models: one that was a solved cyber-physical case to 

determine formal linked case evidence and one that was unsolved to depict known vs. 

unknown evidence features to resolve an identity. The following three (3) categories with 

 

Figure 14: Initial Identity Ontology Scheme with Cyber Topographic Elements 
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common traits were incorporated into the design to aid in understanding unique cybercrime 

identity patterns (see Fig.14 above): 1) biographic data of a person’s life story (e.g., full 

name, DOB), 2) behavioral data of a person’s activities (e.g., websites viewed), and 3) 

biometric data of a person body traits (e.g., face).   

An interesting feature set contribution are added common topographical infrastructure 

cyber-physical elements that involve: structures such as buildings or devices, 

communication flow such as highway or network message protocol, addresses such as street 

or device, and other elements such as hardware and software.  Resolving an identity to a real-

world person should include these structural elements to provide a frame of reference similar 

to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model as shown in Fig. 15 [55][56] and Fig. 18 

Cyber Identity Ontology Detail Design below. 

 

Figure 15: Physical and Cyber OSI Infrastructure Models 
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An Identity Core Mappable Model for Features, Profile, and Unique Person 

The second step in initial research was to introduce an identity core as mentioned in Table 1 

which temporally links ground truth formal documented traits, a profile, and/or a unique 

identity in both cyber-physical worlds. We explain this in more detail below.  

Utilizing categorical features coupled with time, technology, and accessibility allows 

creation of new evidence data states that can be linked to levels of an identity core. These 

levels similar to Unified Modeling Language (UML) and Entity-Relation (ER) diagrams aid 

in assessing legal case discovered intangible evidence to determine how each is related. This 

research introduces terminology below to depict evidence states (see Fig. 16-17 for Levels 

1-3). A person in this initial design is a unique individual linked to official government-

documented evidence or ground truth identity core related to Personally Identifiable 

Information (PII) and Sensitive PII (SPII)[98]: 

•  Infon: basic neutral item of information 

•  Fake: an infon that is deemed not authentic based on evidence 

•  Indicator: an infon potentially relating to situation or person, but not yet evidence 

•  Evidence Levels (L1-3): 

1.  Judgement trait data made on the basis of statements and evidence for record 

2.  Judgement trait data linked to other evidence 

3.  Judgement trait data linked to person's identity core 

 
Figure 16: Cyber-Physical Identity Core Linkable Discoverable Data 
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•  Identity Core Levels (L1-3): 

1. Government (govt.) documented ID trait origin evidence (e.g., birth certificate) 

2. Govt. documented ID trait origin evidence plus other official documents (e.g., marriage 

name change or drivers license) 

3. Linked cyber, physical & govt. documented ID trait data (e.g., birth certificate linked 

to drivers license linked to key temporal activity forensic scene evidence) 

Input evidence has feature data sources and links saved in templates if available, and 

credibility is further addressed in future enhancements. This includes salient features that are 

linked to fraud, and a future optimization scoring engine to aid with probabilities of source 

credibility linked to evidence data states listed above. The next section discusses how the 

initial research ontology concept design has common features of identity core levels with 

evidence states and cyber-physical activity with infrastructure elements to help temporally 

piece together known vs. unknown elements. 

Salient Categorical Features based on Real-World Cybercrime Case Situations  

Our initial design concept in this first phase has a goal to help answer forensic legal case 

questions of who, what, where, when, and why to link an identity. To accomplish this, the 

cyber identity ontology scheme design includes common cybercrime salient aspects of: 

• Cyber-physical discoverable salient categorical features and temporal states[57] 

• Identity discovered features or traits, demographic profile, and unique core levels 

• Temporal activity with discovered tasks, motivations, infrastructure used, and artifacts 

 

Figure 17: Example Identity UML ER Diagram 
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Lower-level cyber traits extend the physical situation ontology to capture key evidence 

elements, procedures, and stored file formally documented identity-related feature traits in 

government databases (see Fig. 18). All help analyze and piece together the few salient 

common pieces of evidence needed to solve a case which is discussed in next initial 

experiment sections.  The initial concept focuses on salient or key important features of 

cybercrime types as each have different sets that make a cybercriminal quickly recognizable. 

Further, in all real-world cybercrime use case scenarios, there exists common features with 

some variance based on crime situation type or technology used[58]. 

4.2 Initial Design Experiment Evaluation  

The following scientific question was posed for initial thought experimentation: Can 

a new comprehensive set of temporal cyber identity-related meanings, relationships 

 

Figure 18: Cyber Identity Ontology Detail Design 
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and salient traits coupled with a situational framework effectively link a person 

between cyber and physical worlds to aid in cybercrime investigations? If so, the 

initial hypothesis (H1) is that this new ontology concept design can effectively link a 

person(s) to cybercrime type case scenario. Our hypothesis (H1) gets refined in the 

next chapter as the final design is made broader, adaptable and extensible, and 

prototyped into a classification system.  Initial trials are described below. 

Two real-world cybercrime use cases were analyzed for evaluating the salient trait 

concept design: 1) a solved complex case with rich cyber-physical dataset of 

discovered evidence, and 2) an unsolved case with known and unknown feature 

evidence. This initial design scheme is evaluated with thought experiments.  

A notional cyber identity computational framework prototype design was also 

created with modular components to support next phase classification system 

prototyping and feature evaluation (see Fig. 19 above). Final prototype design and 

implementation with all effective aspects from initial trials are discussed in the next 

chapter. This prototype design goal is to support temporally comparing cyber-

physical feature sets. Traits can be notionally used with processing match algorithms, 

map and inference methods, or tools and can be tested with or without the framework. 

 
Figure 19: Cyber Identity Computational Framework Design 
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The design supports new categories of features (e.g., relationship and physiological), 

decision reasoning rules, cyber and physical datasets, and novel object visualizations 

based on time, identity traits, and technology. Next-phase research includes an 

enhanced design with new theoretical-inspired aspects of: cybernetic human cyber-

physical systems, bio-inspired adaptive DNA structure, expression, and variance, 

and information theory unique sets with axiom logic that supports technology 

change. Initial concept design methodology and results are discussed below.  

Thought Experiments with Ontology mapped to Modeled Features and States 

Initial thought experiments evaluated the identity ontology model design 

effectiveness for three (3) trait categories: 1) biographic, 2) behavioral, and 3) 

biometric. Simulated ontology design temporal discovered data values and states for 

representative real-world cases with known vs. unknown elements are shown. This 

helps determine effectiveness of theoretical salience and a comprehensive set of 

cybercrime traits that can aid in resolving an identity. Measured trait or feature 

aspects include the following: 

• Trait matches: single, aggregated, inferred, and linked 

• Trait data states: depicts case evidence as it progresses (e.g., infon → identity 

core level 3) 

• Ontology model salient trait states: support temporal visualization of cyber 

versus physical trait discovery, matches, links, and anomalies of a person's 

identity, core or demographic profile to support a case evidence timeline  

The first experiment trial use case involves an unsolved case scenario to resolve a 

username to a person based on the Superidentity Project[28].  The goal of this trial 

is to determine known vs. unknown feature trait elements in order to resolve an 
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identity.  The case description is listed below from which ontology elements are 

gleaned to denote binary existence: 

“A suspicious article was posted online that catches the attention of the 

intelligence community. The IP address was tracked to an Internet cafe in 

a large city. At this cafe, several incomplete data points (elements) were 

collected: low-quality surveillance video from the past two weeks, 

hundreds of fingerprints, and credit card information of several cafe 

patrons. In addition, the username of the article author, the text written, 

the blog site and several user comments were collected. The host of the 

blog was not able to share any additional information. The investigator 

wishes to understand who this person is (and quickly). In particular, the 

analyst would like to know the identity of the user, if the account is shared 

or individually owned, the associates of this person, the individual's IT 

skill level, age, gender, and ideology." 

Results shown below proved an effective ontological structural rich feature set 

design with temporally collected data & inference rules to obtain linkable missing 

traits for resolving an identity.  The initial concept design scheme first thought 

experiment use case depicting discrete evidence for trial #1 results are depicted in 

Fig. 20 and 21 utilizing known vs. unknown data shown in Fig. 22. 
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Figure 21: Experiment Use Case #1:Username→Person Cyber Identity Trait Existence 

 

Figure 20: Experiment Use Case #1:Username→Person Known vs. Unknown Traits 
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Figures for the concept design reveal existing discovered traits and enough salient 

data exists to utilize inferences to help fill in unknown elements for rapid resolution. 

For example, username alias can often infer a person’s name, and credit cards, 

fingerprints, and text post stylometry can serve as potential temporal linkable data.  

A reminder that first phase involves evaluation of a concept design scheme, and our 

next phase in Chapter 4 evaluates a final prototyped classification system that has 

this phase’s effective features integrated with a Java Jena/OWL API ontology 

scheme and axiom logic for mapped extended classes, a reasoner to infer identities, 

input/output templates for comparison, and visualizations.  This incremental 

approach helps determine effective features for cybercrime and limitations of the 

initial concept that we expand upon in the final prototyped system design. The next 

thought experiment discussed involves a more complex solved case to understand 

capabilities of the initial concept design. 

 
Figure 22: Experiment Use Case #1:Username→Person Known vs. Unknown Data 
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The second experiment trial complex cybercrime use case scenario is a solved case 

with a rich set of cyber-physical features that becomes interesting for the design to 

be effective with temporally piecing together linkable evidence to resolve an identity 

– even with secure communication methods. This case named Silk Road Drug 

Marketplace involved an intelligent male graduate student named Ross Ulbricht who 

created a drug marketplace on the TOR dark web[59].  Based on publicly available 

legal case web-discovered data, this mature proven accumulated evidence data can 

be highlighted on the ontology (see Fig. 23) and temporally linked in visualization 

timelines (see Fig. 28).  These reveal more complex activity patterns in which he had 

several username aliases that had to be linked across both cyber and physical worlds, 

anonymized TOR network communication, and several websites and blogs in order 

to tie his name to the illegal drug website: silkroad6ownowfk.onion.   

 

Figure 23: Experiment Use Case #2:Solved Drug Marketplace Identity Trait Existence 
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Common salient features for this case are the following: biographic name, aliases, 

DOB, cyber behavioral activity motivation, task, cyber Internet topography, 

cybercrime artifacts, and biometric surface traits such as face all proved as linkable 

evidence. Particularly notable is the cyber-physical timeline that can depict these 

linkable traits on one effective concept visualization (e.g., fake ID’s mailed to his 

house to purchase more web server space). Another example capability supported by 

the ontology framework Semantic Web is built-in Resource Description Framework 

(RDF) triples, and the following inference rules for this case could be used to aid in 

resolving the identity: 

• Bitcointalk.org Silk Road post was generated by Rossulbricht@gmail.com 

• Rossulbricht@gmail.com has generated an online account on bitcointalk.org 

• Rossulbricht@gmail.com is a known Person 

• Rossulbricht@gmail.com is Ross Ulbricht 
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A third thought experiment trial involved another complex real-world identity theft 

case scenario where a girlfriend #1 assumed an identity of her boyfriend’s other 

girlfriend #2 that she murdered (amongst other impersonated identities) to cover the 

crime and make it look like the murdered girlfriend #2 is still alive (see Fig. 24)[60]. 

In this case, the suspect went unnoticed for several years before police identified her. 

In addition to having possession of the victim’s phone, she was able to do this with 

communication as the fake identity and adjust her behavior based on real-world 

feedback from those who knew the victim. These feedback loops are an important 

system design aspect considered for the final design. This scenario also revealed a 

need for the design to support unique features, and multiple names, aliases, devices, 

and phone numbers that can eventually be linked. Impersonators tend to have 

multiples of linkable feature aspects and identities or personas (i.e., social 

facade)[23]. The final classification design also needs to support context in addition 

 

Figure 24: Experiment Use Case #3: Solved Identity Theft Case 
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to situations to better understand circumstances or events at a broader level (e.g., the 

suspect and victim were dating) and help with determining an identity type and 

motivation (e.g., crime of passion). We discuss in the next section how these aspects 

are incorporated into the final design to aid in more rapidly resolving an identity. A 

last design iteration resulted in five (5) categories shown below in Fig. 25.  

A Relationships category was added to support social network groups and 

interactions, along with Physiological to support smart watches and activity trackers 

that can now measure a human’s Beats per Minute (BPM) heart rate. These 5 major 

categories of discoverable online data are part of a holistic representational model 

for identity analytics that is redesigned and expanded upon in the final classification 

system prototype in Chapter 5. Initial thought experiment results for the concept 

design evaluated with 3 real-world case scenarios are promising for the prototype 

and experimentation. Effective design aspects leveraged from this initial concept are 

discussed next, along with redesign enhancements made to develop a prototype with 

systematic features and reasoning logic to determine a range of identities and support 

emerging traits. A refined hypothesis is introduced with detailed experiment trials 

that evaluate the final design. Cyber identity visualization concept designs with a 

qualitative analysis is discussed below that also reveals interesting insights. 

 
Figure 25: Updated Identity Ontology Scheme with Five (5) Categories 
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Novel Temporal Visualizations: Cyber-Physical Timeline and Human Shape  

Initial research yielded novel shape and timeline identity concept visualizations. The 

first wineglass visualization created depicts an identity core, categories, and 

technology over time.  Fig. 26 at a high level shows the wineglass stem of a notional 

30yr. old person with his/her official birth certificate of human origin in the 1980’s, 

and upper glass cone depicting his/her online categorical digital technical existence 

and origin.  Benefits of these new structured shape-based graphics supported by the 

identity ontology feature design are that they provide new insight for a more rapid 

determination of a human and patterns of online behavior. The categorical circles are 

similar to bio-inspired tree rings that help determine age. This visual representation 

of a cyber-physical identity can depict humans vs. non-human identities or entities. 

 

Figure 26: Cyber Identity Visualization of Time, Categories & Technology 
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Fig. 27 shows a non-human bot based on the U.S. OPM Breach case evidence lacking 

a core stem. Fig. 28 below is a Silk Road cyber-physical world linked evidence 

timeline. These timelines are effective in resolving an identity for a case since all 

evidence can be temporally aligned and mapped between cyber-physical dimensions. 

 
Figure 27: Cyber Identity non-human Bot Visualizations 

  
Figure 28: Cyber Identity Visualization of Cyber-Physical Silk Road Case Timeline 
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Several additional concepts were created to determine effective visualizations for the 

final prototype. Fig.29 depicts mixed versions of reality and perceptions. Fig.30 

introduces bio-inspired concepts that depict more precise high-dimensional cyber-

physical features and associated identities over time. The prototyped classification 

system will display identity classes using novel bio-inspired heat map feature matrix 

and band pattern visualizations to show expression and more unique identity patterns. 

  
Figure 29: Cyber Identity Visualization of Mixed Reality and Perceptions 

 

  
Figure 30: Cyber Identity Visualization of Identity Feature Expression over Time (1) 
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An identity feature matrix concept is introduced that is similar to gene expression 

profiling which represents a cell at a certain point or snapshot in time.  Concept art 

for this visualization is shown below in Fig. 31. Colors can be used to represent 

binary existence or more complex feature expression such as identity types or feature 

dimensions for an evidence snapshot. Prototyped visualizations implemented for the 

bio-inspired Identity Classification System are discussed more in Chapter 5. 

Effective visualizations can provide different insights that can aid in more immediate 

identity case resolution and situational awareness for cyber-physical-human feature 

composition. They also provide a shared medium for systematic pattern 

understanding or data analysis that leverages cognitive processes of human vision, 

spatial, perception, measurement, inference, and decision-making action 

models[99][100]. These visualizations also support large data analysis. 

 
Figure 31: Cyber Identity Visualization of Identity Feature Expression over Time (2) 
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Initial Concept Design Trial Results  

Initial salient trait concept research with thought experiments proved a high-level 

cyber identity ontology design effectively supports salient cybercrime-related feature 

sets.  Completed initial evaluated aspects are the following: a cyber identity holistic 

ontology model design extended from a situational reasoning ontology with defined 

new states, a core identity of temporal traits, profiles and a unique person identity, 

theoretical salience based on real-world cybercrime case evidence, cyber vs. 

physical world topographical or infrastructure elements, and an initial identity 

computational framework design concept with novel visualizations to aid in 

analytical understanding. Findings include: 1) an identity core serves as a foundation 

for an identity’s origin, however, seems still in question with regard to formal birth 

records with biometric infant footprint and face photo identifiers as these stored 

records vary by state, hospital, and match accuracy, 2) government documents vary 

by state, accessibility, and requirements, 3) some use cases have more complex 

mappings that need to be included in the final design, 4) a need exists for both an 

identity core and cyber-physical worlds classified in order to temporally compare an 

entire case and a person’s life, and 5) a need exists to monitor the dynamic human 

behavior, technology, and public accessibility of identity-sensitive data vs. data 

obtainable with a warrant. Final identity blueprint specification decisions are 

discussed in the next chapter. Ontology design benefits and feature implementation 

options considered for the final classification system prototype are listed below: 

• Formally model world and systems with a concept specification (Gruber 1993) 

• Define a vocabulary relative to a domain (e.g., Cyber Identity) 

• Define and design the structure of meaning (e.g., heart is a muscular organ part 

of a circulatory system) 

• Formalized with mathematical axiom description logic to support inferences 

(Heart(x)→MuscularOrgan(x) → y.[isPartOf(x,y)^CiculatorySystem(y)][86][97] 
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• Represent space, time, and a theme (e.g., Cyber Identities and Cybercrime) 

• Semantic relationships between words, symbols and “what” they describe 

• Cyber-physical world objects and humans modeled as mappable set elements 

with a reasoner that classifies input data using a redesigned prototyped ontology 

• Bio-inspired classification, experimentation, and hypothesis testing (e.g., 

characteristics of proteins or diseases, unique genetic traits, or a species) 

• Bio-inspired visualizations that provide insights into identity types 

• Determining adaptable qualities, cause, and effect for emerging features 

• Top-down concept modeling for code automation  

• Model-driven functionality to discover insight of missing data or inferences 

• System-based features and templates incorporated in ontology design 

• Prototype options: reference concept design and instantiated models with 

Semantic Web RDF/OWL to evaluate case evidence, or Java class hierarchies 

and/or databases 

The next section discusses the enhancements of a more adaptive systematic feature 

design system with logic, and evaluation of accuracy and effectiveness for 

classifying a more comprehensive range of identities over time. Final experiment 

goals evaluate the classification system prototyped design effectiveness of the 

identity map specification with inspirations from biology, cybernetic systems, and 

information theory. This research aims to address a technological gap in holistic 

classification methods that support accumulation of multidimensional evidence 

effectively mapped to identity types, and extensible to support future emerging 

natural and synthetic organic and inorganic cyber-physical-human features. The final 

research goals include creating an effective, more precise identity classifier for a 

wider spectrum of identities: generalized to more specific and unique. These are 

challenging objectives that consist of a philosophical feature design composition of 

elements and logic that can accurately classify mapped types of identities existing 

today and in the future. The next chapter discusses the final prototype and evaluation. 
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Chapter 5 

Refined Holistic Identity Classification System 

Prototyped Trials 

5.1 Objectives and Final Experiment Approach 

The objectives of this final Ph.D. research phase are to create a redesigned prototyped 

feature classification system that incorporates all effective features from the initial concept 

into an enhanced bio-inspired ontology that maps modeled input feature evidence and logic 

to a broader, extensible output range of identity classes for current and emerging features. 

This refined design involved updating the initial concept scheme with rule-based expressive 

property axiom logic that extends ontology classes with feature instance evidence data linked 

to inferred specialized classes of identities[86][97]. This final design focuses on a systematic 

approach for improved understanding and repeatable evaluation of distinct identity features 

and relationships. This enhanced, novel holistic identity approach codifies common aspects 

of variance, salience, and systems to determine defined base and extended features of 

generalized profiles, humans vs. non-humans, targeted criminals, and a person’s unique 

signature linked to 4 feature dimensions of: Time/Context, Cyber, Physical, and Human 

(TCPH). Evaluation of the design is based on ontology recommended methods using 

performance measures of how well the artifact resolves real-world problem case scenarios 

such as types of cybercrime with simulated evidence data[61][63]. This methodology shows 

how the refined theoretical reference architecture model design and applied prototype with 

base vocabulary and logic has advanced to support a larger range of numerically defined 

identities and linkable behavior profiles with salient or variant patterns. The final design 

maps extensible multidimensional discovered feature data accumulated over time to identity 

types and unique people. This chapter discusses why updates are needed, how the design 

varies from other technology, how the prototype works, the experiment plan, and trial results. 
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5.2 Broad Identity Classification: Why is it needed and 

how is it Different? 

What if a new tool or method existed that provided a more complete representation of real-

world feature set evidence from human, cyber, and physical systems to aid in understanding 

concepts of technology, the Internet and identities, and to solve cybercrime faster? 

What if this reference platform or architecture could be used to study similarities and 

differences between humans vs. other living and non-living systems to discover mappable 

modeled type patterns of identities using contextual reasoning? And could this tool compare 

and store raw feature values of mapped model type pattern data over time for a consistent, 

repeatable analysis while supporting emerging or learned features? What if this tool 

provided a more precise classification method to determine high accuracy mappings with 

support for optimization utilizing quantitative weighted aspects of how credible the source 

data is? And what if this classifier tool had an explainable feature set and logic design vs. 

black-box Artificial Intelligence (A.I.)?  

A broader identity classifier is needed to support a widening range of complex identities 

linked to Time/context, Cyber and Physical worlds, and Humans (AKA: TCPH Dimensions).  

Experiment trials demonstrate this classification system supports capabilities that other 

current disparate tools and methods do not such as a consistent method that supports change 

and effective mapped evidence to defined cyber-physical identities and behavior over time. 

Identities are becoming more challenging to understand. This is due to dynamic technology 

and human behavior not defined well across domains making them non-trivial to solve.   

Why is Holistic Identity Classification a non-trivial Problem? 

Categories of increasing identity-related feature data have emerged within the past 15 years 

with the inception of the Internet. This complicated often unseen cyber technology with 

human activity calls for a new design paradigm that supports resolving an identity such as: 
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• Multiple disciplines and domain-defined explainable concepts such as linkable cyber 

technology, physical world attributes, and real-world non-linear human problems 

• Mappable aspects of systems, patterns, networks, time, space, reality, and adaptation 

• Emerging, accumulated types of salient categorical data across cyber-physical domains 

• Increased hybridization of emerging technology that require systematic methods and 

living vs. non-living characteristics to understand humans vs. non-humans over time 

• Study of data, technology, and human population change and growth at varying rates 

• Cybercrime types of activity and linked salient evidence of events and human behavior  

• Visualizations that provide new insight into understanding complex identity types and 

patterns with temporal context  

Holistic concepts typically involve the understanding of connected system parts explained 

as a whole[64][65][66]. Holistic identity concepts can benefit from mapping all part aspects 

listed above to implement an explainable approach with a comprehensive shared meaning. 

This is a far-reaching goal for such a tool to exist that supports a shared understanding of 

identities today, and this chapter discusses how an approach can be designed to be effective 

for classification of identities based on mapped Time/contextual, Cyber, Physical, and 

Human (TCPH) features. Enhancements included broadening the design to support a wider 

range of identities, yet constrain the problem area within the 4 mappable systematic TCPH 

dimensions to avoid the curse of dimensionality (and number of configurations). This 

reduces sparsity to support consistency and knowledge representation explainability with 

improved classification understanding as the future progresses.  This design was based on 

the premise that learning requires the process of acquiring new or modification of existing 

knowledge. Thus, rather than machine learn or probabilistically A.I. the identity problem 

area, this approach defines a conceptual blueprint for different types of identities based on 

real-world case analysis of mapped feature data organized in a bio-inspired trait scheme, and 
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codified with common linkable system properties. This was needed as an enhancement to 

provide a foundation for cyber identity concepts, and support learning new features and the 

future hybridization of a person’s identity data. Linkable data will reside in the physical 

world and on billions of cyber IoT-connected devices, application platforms, services, and 

networks. The blueprint supports an extension of these and other emerging identity features. 

A blueprint for holistic identity representations needs to support future sophisticated 

technology such as: 1) nanobiotechnology that will control, enhance, and status human 

cellular systems, 2) synthetic genomics that will genetically create or modify humans (e.g., 

to treat specific diseases), 3) A.I.-controlled bots and robots, 4) cyborg-like humans with 

both organic and inorganic biomechatronic body parts, and 5) identities in mixed reality such 

as Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR).  By defining a feature scheme with 

logic rules to accommodate the future, an identity classification system can be more powerful 

to support determination of a range of broad to more complex identities with respect to time 

and context. It is my goal to introduce a reference identity classifier architecture that can be 

studied and refined by many, similar to the genome effort which has been used as a baseline 

to understand a person’s unique genetic make-up of trait expression, position, or 

sequence[5][6][7][8][9].  Scientists have used these proven biological systematic methods 

and complex feature type structure references to determine a species, and understand 

mutations or adaptive natural selection over time. One of the major challenges in genomics 

has been making sense of the billions of 4 base genetic nucleotide components and pairing 

rules in the human genome or unique genetic code – genome maps have provided key 

landmarks. This helps scientists understand how life works and inherited disease patterns 

with clues of linked gene expression and chromosome position.  The final Cybernetic DNA 

(C-DNA) prototype design was inspired by these aspects combined with contextual salience 

and common bio-inspired system-based aspects to support the 4 TCPH mappable feature 

dimensions of elements. System-based features are needed to understand if observed 

evidence is a certain type, state, or version of system (e.g., cyber IoT botnet) or hybrid 
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version of several (e.g., botmaster person or a person with a mind-controlled arm[67]). Each 

design aspect is evaluated with real-world representative problem use case trial scenarios 

and simulated evidence to determine respective performance measures of how the final 

prototyped design helps solve each problem. The demand for more comprehensive holistic 

identity tools that can support a systematic approach for mapping complexity, repeatability, 

and variation over time implies a need for a classifier.  An identity classifier with a defined 

feature scheme and reasoning model logic offers an explainable specification of an identity. 

It can be used to measure effectiveness of feature set similarity, variation, and special classes 

of identities. The problem of a cyber identity involves several domains of properties that 

were designed into the classifier.  In addition, this base classifier supports future emerging 

features and optimization via machine learning. Discussed below is an overview of the 

refined identity classification system that is evaluated. 

The approach is an applied reference architecture prototype based on theoretical feature 

aspects. It is designed with an ontology consisting of a formalized, extensible vocabulary for 

identity representations mapped to multidimensional TCPH evidence expressivity.  

Current state-of-the-art often involves single, fused, or learned disparate features for one 

domain vs. this C-DNA final design that reads in individual feature evidence input data for 

the classifier to evaluate it with reasoning logic and output a range of determined identities. 

This reference architecture shown above in Fig. 32 is different than other methods since its 

goal is to provide a complete base set of C-DNA inspired features and information that make 

up a cyber identity. The novel holistic feature design supports the following design aspects: 

 

Figure 32: Cybernetic DNA (C-DNA) Reference Architecture Design 
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• An explainable feature scheme and logic map focus on a range of identity understanding 

• An instantiated bio-inspired ontology concept specification with modeled extensions 

that determine classifications for identities, types, and behavior accumulated over time 

• 4 Dimensions of common base features: Time/Context, Cyber, Physical, Human systems 

• Heterogeneous mutable/immutable features and formats from varying sources 

• Snapshots of observed evidence feature expression, salience, variance, versions, state 

• Pattern visualizations to support more rapid identity resolution insight 

Overview of Classification Method and Enhanced Design Inspirations 

The next sections discuss three (3) main theoretical aspects of the final design listed below 

which are evaluated with real-world problem use case scenarios and feature set evidence: 

1. Bio-inspired complex, dynamic mapped ontologies with high dimensional and variant 

trait structures and expression, terminology, and visualizations[5][6][7][8][9][47] 

2. Systems and cybernetic theory which involves the science of automated regulatory 

control systems and communication in living and non-living things[37][39] 

3. Information Theory salience or key accumulated feature set evidence and axiom logic 

in real-world complex cybercrime types and broader contextual identity resolution 

scenarios[104][105]  

This final systematic approach has Time/context, Cyber, Physical, and Human (TCPH) 

feature dimensions to support a more precise classification (see Fig 33) [28][29][30][31][34].  

 
Figure 33: Broader Identity Classifier Aspects 
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Novel Cybernetic DNA (C-DNA) v1.0 Design Improved Feature Sets and 

Logic 

In order to support future emerging natural living, non-living, and synthetic life such as bots 

and botnets along with variations of reality (e.g., real, augmented, and virtual), the 

prototyped design needed to be redesigned into a bio-inspired feature scheme with instance-

based expressive logic. The future will consist of many new types of identities than just 

humans as shown in a biology systematics taxonomy figure that was modified for this design 

brainstorming (see Fig. 34 below). Biology defines the science of classification as the study 

of extinct and living organisms using systematic hierarchical arrangements of plants and 

animals[68][70]. Similarity and diversity in organisms are typically determined with analysis 

of physical and genetic characteristics, along with relationships among them. 

The Ph.D. final design modifications include non-living and living things since our 

classification system needs to support identities that consist of cyber, physical, and human 

features or traits.  We already have humans with intelligent robotic arms controlled by their 

brains and are seeing growth in robots, automated technology, IoT’s, and synthetic biology.  

Feature specifications, schemes, modeling logic, and ontology design is challenging, and 

 
Figure 34: C-DNA Concept Brainstorming 
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prior experience developing some of this systematically arranged technology has provided 

for creative inspiration of this brainstormed concept. This systems experience supports an 

explanation of the classifier specification, design, and prototype implementation described 

in the next sections. We first discuss the base vocabulary for the concept specification.  

Identity Blueprint Specification  

As previously described, systematics and classification within biology involves the study of 

similarities and differences among defined hierarchies of organisms and placing them into 

groups (e.g., species or genetic feature maps) that reflect their more significant features and 

relationships[68].  This research effort has created a classifier design to aid in understanding 

existing and new classes of identities. Classification and reasoning involves systematic 

observations to map facts to general and specific conclusions[71][103]. Leveraging these 

concepts, this research has created identity representations with the following base 

definitions coupled with descriptive logic for each identity case scenario evaluated in trials: 

Cybernetic DNA (C-DNA): novel Ph.D. holistic identity classification system prototype 

created with theoretical design inspirations from: biology, cybernetic systems, and 

information. The prototype consists of a designed feature scheme with mappable axiom 

logic that supports four (4) property dimensions of Time/context, Cyber, Physical, and 

Human (TCPH). The design was implemented in Java language using the Jena/OWL 

Application Programmers Interface (API), and processes expressive evidence snapshot data 

to model-mapped output templates and visualizations. This systematic approach was 

created as a foundational design for experimental measurement, repeatability, and shared 

understanding of the classification of a complex range of identities, technology, and 

linkable multidimensional evidence with visualized salient or variant patterns. 

Identity: who or what a person or thing is; an equation satisfied for values of symbols[23]. 

The prototyped system specification classifies modeled identities that contain mappable 

empirical evidence feature expression within the 4 TCPH dimensions (see Fig. 35 and 37).  
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Dimensions: metaphysics-grouped feature aspects created to support understanding of 

mappable identity element composition similarities and variation in natural living, non-

living, and synthetic life and reality (e.g., reality, augmented, and virtual). Time/context, 

Cyber, Physical, and Human[69][37] feature dimensions are designed into bio-inspired 

systematic chromosome-inspired feature structures[5][6][7][8][9][10][47][50][51][52][53]: 

Time: comprised of time-based and contextual evidence properties for frame of reference 

Cyber: Internet-connected system version infrastructure, networks, hardware, and software 

with property composition of non-living and synthetic digital reality unique identifiers 

Physical: system version infrastructure and structures composed of natural and synthetic 

living and non-living material reality property identifiers that can be seen or touched 

Human: measurable human categorical life documented ground truth, population-based, 

and biological system physical, function, genetic, and behavioral properties  

Hybrid: mixed species or heterogenous elements in origin or composition[23] 

Additional terminology is introduced in the C-DNA classification prototype details below 

that support a broad range of identities and behavior for: generalized profiles, human vs. 

non-human, targeted or specific criminal types, and unique person. Each dimension offers 

support for capturing property aspects and expressivity to help more precisely determine and 

explain an entity or identity. These are beneficial to supporting current and future identities. 
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Cyber-Physical World and Bio-inspired Adaptive Identity Classification 

Scheme 

This section starts with an author recommendation to have an open mind in order to 

understand the creative inspirations for the final design vision. As a designer and an artist, 

problems are often cognitively processed with visual solutions perceiving the world both 

realistically and imagined in any new way possible. Artists typically arrange objects, 

lighting, and effects in creative ways. Many leverage great masters’ techniques and prior 

work as shown in this effort’s design. This can aid in symbolic interaction and shared 

meaning with respect to classifying identities. In addition, this perspective is somewhat 

similar to the science of biological classification taxonomies and systematics[70] as shown 

in the brainstorm above in Fig. 34. Although art can be somewhat subjective, also leveraged 

for this design are decades of engineering, programming, market analysis, and Research and 

Development (R&D) leadership experience that has also taught what is possible and scalable 

in designing a classification system. My beliefs are that anything is possible, and all is just a 

matter of time.  Research intentions were also to improve our world for many years to come 

so future trends were researched, and the next detailed sections describe what theoretical 

aspects went into this final foundational approach. The design provides a base structure for 

analyzing identity attributes that span across several disciplines such as cyber technology 

connected to human behavior, biographic, and physiological data vs. a single trait specific 

tool. The first topic discussed is the cyber-physical feature design’s new organized structure. 

The feature scheme was redesigned using a bio-inspired, adaptive feature structure.  Since 

classification involves humans, the design was enhanced to be similar how a chromosome 

holds many complex sequenced features and expression value patterns for a genus family or 

distinct species within a genus (see Fig. 39 and 41 below). These sophisticated structures are 

well suited for studying genetic-like mutations over time or the features most unique to a 

type or person (e.g., Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) fingerprinting[47] or genome map[6]). 

For example, a gene consists of DNA that can vary with up to 23 million bases which makes 

its structure and high variant identification methods good inspiration for this enhanced Ph.D. 
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design.  Human DNA nucleobases (or bases) consist of Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine 

(C), and Thymine (T). To support emerging identities and attributable data, the holistic 

feature scheme was researched, designed, refined, and evaluated for several years leveraging 

design inspiration from: biological, information, and cybernetic systems theory for the 4 

dimensions – this allows for a new C-DNA base code comprised of TCPH feature aspects 

which is powerful for unique identity codes and visualizations. Biology supports 

understanding of genetic complex features sets using a human species chromosome structure 

to aid in determining a DNA fingerprint or genome unique code. A chromosome is 

essentially a feature vector that contains measurement and species information. This 

reference chromosome structure has aided in problem domain concepts that need a binary or 

string representation of organized features and captured expression. This structure allows for 

analysis of populations, species, and unique representations as a string of large amounts of 

features that can be analyzed over time. The prototype feature structure has inspirations from 

a reference chromosome concept that supports a set of parameters that define a proposed 

solution to a problem such as cyber identity resolution. The primary difference from biology 

is this cyber identity prototyped classification system is composed of 4 TCPH feature 

dimension elements and expression vs. solely Human elements that consist of 4 ACTG 

molecular nucleotide bases of genetic material. This design seems logical as the genome 

project implemented their human gene reference with formal ontology and axiom-based 

tools to aid in systematically mapping classifications and further biology[5][6][7][9]. 

This section focuses on bio-inspired aspects of scientifically systematically classifying life 

vs. non-life facets based on intrinsic characteristics (Aristotle 322-384BC) of similar and 

distinct elements to coherently understand disorder and an identity type. Focus is placed on 

the design’s ordered features with rules. These ontology baseline classes are used with 

axiom-logic and property expression to determine more specific class or sub-class types of 

identities[86]. Axioms are supported in Web Ontology Language (OWL2) and are 

classification modeling statements that are true to our cyber identity domain to help solve 
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trial case scenarios. Similar to biological structures that have scientific information-bearing 

properties or codes, this C-DNA approach is an intelligent design that utilizes inferences 

based on evidence expressivity[50]. The genome project has significantly advanced biology 

within the past decade, thus it seems logical to leverage any of its capabilities and findings 

to map genes for the human genome physically and functionally. New genome-related 

techniques are helping scientists communicate, and potentially cure and prevent diseases. 

The gene ontology (GO) was also an inspiration as it currently serves as a unified 

representation of all gene and related gene product attributes across species[6]. It is defined 

as a comprehensive, computational model with a universal set of classes and relations for 

biological systems within humans and molecular machines serving as a foundation for 

experimental research.  Similar to the genome and gene ontology, the C-DNA design strives 

to be a comprehensive, computational model with a universal set of classes and relations 

describing representations of living and non-living identities within specific time and context 

for cyber-physical-human systems that can be studied over time. 

All is based on traceable scientific evidence and clearly defined models, asserting specific 

features and expression values that are a real exemplar of a particular C-DNA identity class. 

These are similar to bio-inspired sophisticated property-based trait structures over time that 

have revealed expressive patterns, broken apart, fused together, and mutated for natural 

selection based on genetic or environmental affects (White 1973; King 1993).    
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The high-level concept specification shown below has a hierarchy of defined classes and 

properties for an identity.  The design is intended to introduce foundational classes to serve 

as building block feature components for understanding general to more complex identities.  

Fig. 35 shows a generalized profile identity such as a woman that can consist of evidence for 

a Human dimension with a Profile class and Demographic subclass population-based gender 

feature expression equal to a female. Model concept terminology is also introduced below. 

Cybernetic DNA (C-DNA) Identity  

➢ Dimension 

➢ Time: event, contextual, case, and situation data for a timestamp 

➢ Cyber Space: Internet-connected system version infrastructure, networks, hardware, 

and software with varying feature composition of non-living and synthetic digital 

reality unique identifiers 

➢ Physical Space: System version infrastructure and structures composed of natural and 

synthetic living and non-living material reality identifiers that can be seen or touched  

➢ Human: comprised of human system individual, profile, and unique person classes 

that consist of measurable categorical data such as: biographic (description of a 

 
Figure 35: Novel C-DNA High-level Feature Classification Scheme Design Concept 
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person’s life), demographic (characteristics of a population), biometric (body surface 

feature pattern variation), anatomy and physiology (body structure, subsystems, 

function, and state), behavioral cognitive (actions/reactions and mind function/state), 

behavioral author stylometry (linguistic or genre expression), behavioral activity (a 

thing that has been done), and relationship links (connections between people or 

objects); biological natural living homo sapiens 

Fig. 37 describes the principles of things with lower level categorical classes of features that 

can make up special classes or particulars of identities. To achieve systematic method design 

goals for identities, the design utilizes common feature substances or universals for cyber-

physical-human systems, contextual salience, and bio-inspired structures and visualizations. 

 Biological trait structures have been linked to divergence and speciation (Dobzhansky 

1970), and have sequenced and non-sequenced pattern variation for structure and function 

to support DNA fingerprints and genome mapping of a unique human or person. These 

inspirational structures have been defined and experimented with for over a hundred years 

as feature vectors of heredity with principles based on the chromosome continuity and 

individuality (Boveri 1880). And similar to these biological advancements, this identity 

classification system is intended to be a foundational design and experiment platform for 

identity that could be potentially refined by many expert researchers over the next decades.   
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In addition to biological inspirations within the design, Fig. 36 below shows bio-inspired 

feature design structure and visualizations for the C-DNA Identity Classification System.  

These new visualizations were prototyped with the integrated enhanced ontology, and their 

effectiveness analyzed with regard to identity type insight is discussed later in this chapter. 

 

Figure 36: Novel C-DNA Bio-inspired Feature Design and Visualizations 
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C-DNA’s design includes the bio-inspired aspect of a common adaptive trait structure used 

to aid in determining types of profiles, humans, and a unique variant signature.  And similar 

to DNA, this new structure has to ensure enough applicable property data expression exists 

to accomplish this. The four dimensions of Time/Context, Cyber, Physical, and Human 

(TCPH) serve as common bases to all identities with unique feature sets[73][74].  In 

experiment trials, these bio-inspired design aspects are evaluated with most variant features.   

A detail feature design concept is shown above in Fig. 37 with the bio-inspired design aspects 

being the chromosome-inspired complex, adaptive trait structure with mappable identity-

related feature sets exemplified for each dimension. The organization of the features was 

created based on technological experience coupled with iterative Research and Development 

(R&D), and creative ideation to support the future. DNA orchestrates the complex cellular 

world with detailed information about an organism, and this design was inspired to do the 

same for an identity in both cyber-physical worlds. In addition, we now have connected 

 
Figure 37: Novel C-DNA Detail Feature Classification Scheme Design Concept 
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physiological streaming devices that can be linked to a person to aid in solving crimes. One 

of our real-world experiment use case trials will demonstrate this. The C-DNA final 

prototyped design will also be referred to as Refined Holistic Identity Classification System 

(vs. initial concept). 

There are many disciplines involved in this ontology design since we analyze humans, 

technology, the Internet, and context resulting in one of the strongest benefits: its shared 

meaning. While the design could be implemented in other ways, this 1-page feature structure 

is more intuitive and explainable than thousands of lines of code or database. And to ensure 

many can reap the benefits of this method, the prototype converts OWL ontology formats to 

standard Extensible Markup Language (XML) for graph and other visualization tools. The 

prototype visualizations introduced later in this section also strive to provide shared insight. 

Other incorporated Holistic Identity theory-based final design aspects are discussed next. 

Human Identity Mappable Model Logic for System Structures, Types, 

and Variance  

Common system-based features were incorporated in the design based on cybernetics, 

control, and identity theory[37][39]. The motivation for this is that artists typically need 

structure to sketch or paint visible/invisible objects, and systems theory provides a basis for 

structured TCPH understanding in the ontology. Common system-related structure, control, 

 
Figure 38: System-based Mappable Cyber-Physical Features 
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versions, state, and feedback value features were added for each dimension to determine a 

human vs. non-human types, resolve an identity, or aid in hiding a person.  

These design aspects can reveal several new classes and subclasses of identities related to 

real-world use cases.  By defining these feature aspects, we can determine model-mappable 

physical vs. cyber vs. human systems and subsystems. This is needed to understand the 

composition of an identity as we encounter more complex, hybrid versions in the future. For 

example, the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model shown in Fig. 38 above is 

incorporated into the ontology. The design consists of all feature layer identifiers for the 

cyber Internet infrastructure and any connected hardware and software. Based on prior 

engineering experience developing large command and control systems, all cyber-physical-

human systems can have unique configuration management-related identifiers such as 

versions or addresses. This evidence often found in logs today can be mapped to an identity. 

The design serves as a base for modeling Internet evidence and can be refined in the future.  

In some cases, these features are liveness indicators as we’ll demonstrate and discuss later. 

Also, these system-related features can reveal unique signatures such as a specific type of 

botnet or behavior such as fraud and linked influencers[94].  System-related information 

serves as a frame of reference for many experiment use case scenarios providing insight into 

where or what an identity was in physical and cyber worlds at a certain time of day. This 

may also align with context discussed in the next section. Many cybernetic systems 

exemplify feedback loops. These specific features were designed into the scheme such as a 

type of system’s controller, function, feature effector, and value metrics. In experiments, 

these system-inspired design aspects are evaluated with measuring common and variant 

feature patterns along with mapped system dimension-related feature or property identifiers. 
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Salient Categorical Features based on Real-World Generalized and 

Targeted Context 

All salient features from the initial concept were incorporated in the final refined classifier 

design with enhancements to now track time/context at a higher level to accommodate a 

broader range of identities. The benefit is the reference architecture can be used for 

evaluating many types of identity problem scenarios. Timeline visualization concepts shown 

later in this chapter provide new insight across the 4 dimensions of: Time/context, Cyber, 

Physical and Humans (TCPH). The classification system prototype was implemented with 

an ontology modeled feature sets and mapped axiom-based Description Logic (DL) to define 

a formal specification for holistic identity. The system processes input evidence with a 

reasoner to infer identities. This final classifier design leverages axiomatic set theory which 

is one of the most common foundation of mathematics (Cantor 1874 and Von Neumann 

1923)[104][105]. Logical axiom rules extend the base ontology scheme to model the specific 

feature set instances with binary or expression-based values that must exist for a determined 

identity or identity type.  

The Refined Holistic Identity C-DNA Classification System implementation of OWL-based 

syntax for equivalence axioms utilize restrictive classes and property value expression and 

restrictions. Also, min or max cardinalities are utilized to ensure input evidence values meet 

the specific modeled criteria for each class and/or subclass type of identities and trial case 

scenario. Implementation with OWL 2 allows for more rich, expressive, and decidable 

modeling using Description Logic (DL)[31]. This implementation supports the final 

prototyped classification design to study identity features accumulating and changing over 

time, and allows for experiment trial demonstrations that prove theoretical salience or 

variance. OWL 2 constructs and axioms can include class intersections and data property 

restrictions with minimum cardinality and has value constraints[86]. These aid in modeling 

needed for complex cybercrime resolution as trial demonstrations will show.  
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In experiments, these information theory-inspired design aspects are evaluated with 

measuring common contextual salient model effectiveness of mapped events, activity, or a 

situation to resolve a targeted identity such as a cybercriminal type. The DL named feature 

set and logic expression support these more complex identities. Next, we discuss the 

prototype and how each theoretical design aspect was evaluated with experiment trial cases.  
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5.3 Final Prototype Experiment Evaluation 

This section’s focus is on the final implemented design into a classification system prototype. 

Discussed in this chapter is the motivation for this novel design, the reference architecture, 

framework implementation and representative trial cases, evaluation goals and experiment 

plan, trials and results, and visualizations for providing insight for rapid identity resolution. 

Why was this Classification System created? 

Identities are becoming more complex. In order to support future emerging natural, non-

living, and synthetic life aspects, the identity classification reference architecture was 

heavily researched and redesigned as to how it would work.  To understand this updated 

design, aspects of complexity theory, the history of living organisms, and the future of 

technology and mankind were all considered for the prototype design to ensure that a wide 

range of identities can be determined using feature evidence snapshots of data. Based on 

limitations of the initial design’s support for emerging technology, human behavior, and 

hybridized identities, this final classification system was created. The original approach 

vision was a longer-term bio-inspired solution and the initial design provided an adequate, 

impactful first step towards solving cybercrime with multidimensional salient features. 

Inspirations were observed from biological discoveries in the past decade that involve 

systematic ontological comprehensive gene and genome feature expression with mappable 

uniqueness solutions addressing complex human-related problems. These classification 

solutions can be shared, studied, and refined by many researchers. Biology advancements 

coupled with increasing technology complexity such as robots and IoT’s, massive data 

growth, and hybridization call for a new systematic approach with a holistic identity 

classification perspective. Years of real-world evidence-based case analysis and an iterative 

design approach for solving cybercrime and resolving identities has resulted in this final 

system. Discussed next is a technology gap this system addresses, the prototype high-level 

experiment goals, and benefits for the problem area as a transition to the experiment plan. 
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To fill the gap in holistic identity analytic tools, this enhanced rich feature design was created 

with a goal to establish/strengthen linkages between a physical person and an online persona 

based on representative use cases with humans, devices, and cyber-physical systems. The 

prototype utilizes input simulated real-world case evidence data and mathematical model 

logic using a bio-inspired adaptable feature structure as previously discussed. Prototype and 

experiment primary goals include: evaluating how well a novel ontology classifier scheme 

with axiom logic maps modeled type patterns of identities to cyber-physical-human feature 

evidence using contextual reasoning over time for consistent analysis. Secondary goals 

include support for future higher accuracy classification using weighted data credibility 

algorithms coupled with support for emerging and learned features.  All goals support an 

improved understanding and more precise classification of identities as we demonstrate in 

experiment trials later in this chapter.  This classifier concept platform shown in Fig. 39 is 

 
Figure 39: Refined Holistic Identity Classification System - How the prototype works  
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designed to determine a broad range of special classes or types of identities based on 

observed salient and variant identity feature sets such as: 1) generalized profiles, 2) targeted 

criminal types, and 3) humans vs. non-humans, and 4) a unique person. 

To reiterate why the Refined Holistic Identity Classification System ontology design is 

beneficial for an identity classifier, it is necessary to discuss the current state-of-the-art vs. 

the future for all four (4) feature dimensions of Time/Context, Cyber, Physical, and Humans 

(TCPH).  For hundreds of years, philosophers have discussed metaphysics of the nature of 

being or existence.  To date, physically classifying humans has been relatively simple: by 

gender, race, ethnicity, species genetics, etc.   

Within the past 25 years humans have become a more multi-racial species with mixed ethnic 

backgrounds and an emerging range of gender expressions, but many believe the future will 

have even more complex hybrid humans. With the advent of the Internet, robotic self-driving 

vehicles and the Internet of Things (IoT’s), we will need to start supporting other more 

advanced hybrid human types comprised of living, non-living, and synthetic material.  It is 

believed this bio-inspired classification system approach will support this complexity vs. 

current methods that are static, black-box, specialized, or contain less formal semantics. 

Today, we are on the cusp of biological genome mapping innovation and synthetically 

modified genes such as CRISPR technology that can potentially replace defective sequences 

with healthy ones or generate synthetically-created healthy (or more powerful) human 

babies[71]. The genome provides a guide for scientists to communicate and understand 

human biology.  In addition to biological synthetic gene hybrids, humans may also consist 

of non-living robotic machine subsystems, also-known-as (AKA) Cyborgs. Approaches 

need to now support human heart rates that can be monitored on watches. Add the Internet 

to this higher complexity, and classification must determine if activity observed online is a 

human or a synthetically created networked software bot that mimics a human.   
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As a summary, the ontology design provides a concept specification, mappable feature 

hierarchy, and logic-based inferencing to determine an identity.  The premise is that we need 

to define identities for now and in the future to more easily share a base common knowledge 

between disciplines and build upon it. This clarity and consistency support repeatability and 

improved understanding.  The next section explains the final adaptive identity classification 

system implemented reference architecture prototype design, functionality, and evaluation.   
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Identity Classification System Reference Architecture  

The Refined Holistic Identity Classification System reference architecture system prototype 

(AKA: C-DNA v1.0) design is shown above in Fig. 40. The system visualization or 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) supports the following capability flow: 1) The Start Analysis 

button cues the Base Classifier Application to 2) read input real-world evidence data file 

snapshots for experiment trial case scenarios and set ontology property values in memory, 

3) run the reasoner that  applies all inference model restrictions to evidence data to determine 

identity class labels for each individual in a snapshot, 4) save all individual output 

classifications as individual snapshot template files, and 5) update the Feature Matrix and 

Fingerprint Variance screens. Detail implementation is discussed in the next section below. 

Prototyped Theoretical Framework Implementation and Case Data 

The prototype was developed using real-world analyzed use cases and simulated evidence. 

This case analysis was technically in-depth and comprehensive with some cases taking a few 

hours to other complex cases that involved weeks of research. Every effort was made to 

document evidence data timestamps and sources for each discovered and mapped feature.  

Salience and context were important with respect to feature sets specific to cybercrime and 

 

Figure 40: Reference Architecture Prototype 
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profile types that are discussed in experiment trial results below.  Variance was important in 

determining specific identity types or a person as shown in visualization patterns.  Although 

many methods exist to solve each case, prototype implementation involved an expressive 

formal modeling language to ensure high effectiveness to solve a case problem. In each trial, 

classification demonstrations depict quantifiable measures of which feature non-binary 

expression differs among individuals or individual variability (vs. populations). A detailed 

flow of how all trial scenarios were evaluated with the prototype system is discussed below. 

For trials, all simulated case evidence data was entered into an Excel-created .csv file, saved 

as a snapshot version for each date/time, and used for system input (e.g., 

Feature_Matrix_SR_v1.csv for Silk Road case snapshot version 1 on 6/1/2013 vs. 

Feature_Matrix_SR_v2.csv for Silk Road case snapshot version 2 on 10/1/2013).  Once the 

user clicks the Start Analysis button, the application developed in Java language with the 

Jena Application Programmer Interface (API) generates the defined C-DNA Web Ontology 

Model (OWL) formatted file, reads in all the .csv evidence snapshots to populate the 

ontology property values in memory, calls the Jena reasoner to apply class axiom restriction 

statement and cardinality model logic rules to each individual evidence snapshot, and returns 

each with the most specific determined identity class (e.g., Drug_Marketplace_Suspect) to 

the display. All classified identities are saved and converted to individual XML template 

output files (e.g., Feature_Matrix_SR_v1.xml and Feature_Matrix_SR_v2.xml). 

Visualization screens developed with Java Window Builder are populated for both tabs of 

C-DNA Feature Matrix and Fingerprint Variance.  Standard output XML files can be used 

for further graph analysis with other tools and languages. The main Feature Matrix provides 

a comprehensive view for each identity similar to bio-inspired matrices and heat maps with 

gene expression. These intuitive graphics convey discovered feature values for each 

dimension used essentially as a base code similar to a genetic code (e.g., TCPH). On this 

screen, a match analysis can also be performed with 2 individual templates to better 

understand how similar they are with regard to most highly variant features.  Once the 
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Fingerprint Variance tab is selected, each individual is numbered vertically across the X 

axis with the highly variant features names listed down the Y axis for each. Trials 

demonstrate how this visualization provides another insightful perspective of variant features 

similar to a DNA fingerprint such that identity types or a person are easily understood with 

unique band patterns that can support more rapid resolution. The Refined Holistic Identity 

Classification System novel visualizations discussed further in a later section reveal patterns 

for multidimensional identities (e.g., hybrids) vs. one species such as humans or non-human 

bots. These enable more effective case study analysis based on these insightful perspectives.  

The system with visualizations provides new insight into understanding the different types 

of identity patterns. Experiments revealed that the enhanced ontology and reasoner were 

necessary for implementing a flexible, cohesive, and rich feature classification system that 

evaluates evidence against an identity concept specification. Some of the primary benefits 

include an improved concept understanding, communication, and extensibility for the future.  

Evaluation of Ontology Model Feature Sets mapped to Identity Types 

The diagram in Fig. 41 is a reverse engineered hi-level ontology class design diagram based 

on the prototyped code. The lower level ontology baseline and inferred models are shown 

below in Fig. 42. The diagram was created using an imported OWL file format to populate 

classes in a Protégé’ and OntoGraf viewers[61]. The Refined Holistic Identity Classification 

 

Figure 41: Prototype Hi-Level Class Diagram 
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System prototyped application is written with the Java programming language integrated 

with Apache Jena OWL Application Programmer Interfaces (API’s).    

The reverse-engineered prototyped ontology shown above in Fig. 42 was implemented in 

Java and Web Ontology Language (OWL) with expressive feature rule logic for defining 

and restrictive modeling special kinds of classes with an Apache Jena reasoner. This identity 

classification system consists of models, templates, and visualizations used to analyze each 

experiment trail case. Evaluation of the bio-inspired Classification System for Time/context-

Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) Identity Resolution is discussed in the next section.   

 

Figure 42: Prototype Low-level Class Diagram with Mappable Identity Types 
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Experiment Plan, Procedures, Measures, and Simulated Data 

The experiment plan for evaluating the Refined Holistic Identity Classification System 

ontology scheme with conceptual models as well the knowledge-based artifact, implemented 

as a software prototype with the Java Jena API, is discussed below.  The classification system 

scheme consists of over 100 features (as shown in Fig. 35, 37, 41, and 42) with model logic 

code to reason on input evidence and visualizations created specifically for this research. 

Temporal patterns typically exhibit increasing monotonic trends whereas evidence snapshots 

of key features are mapped to accumulated amounts over time. Trials demonstrate resolving 

generalized identities and re-resolving more specific or unique identities over time.  The 

more credible evidence vs. inferred values, the better accuracy. A second trial run for the 

same case with more evidence will typically generate a more accurate template snapshot.  

However, the original template snapshot is retained. Evaluation plan details are listed below: 

Define Problem: Real-world use case scenario trials need to effectively map feature 

evidence to a type of identity. This should aid in understanding and more rapidly solve 

cybercrimes. Experiment trials evaluate each design theoretical aspect (e.g., bio-inspired, 

systems, and information) with exemplary real-world case scenarios and simulated evidence. 

Objectives: Infer identity types for each problem use case scenario based on mapped feature 

evidence over time. To address this problem gap, the approach involves a designed: 1) novel 

holistic ontology classification system prototyped conceptualization of identity for use by 

researchers and cybercrime investigators, 2) an extensible artifact that can accommodate new 

features and mappable model logic, and 3) feature pattern templates and visualizations to aid 

in insight and verification of determined identities.  

Design and Development: Create the concept and knowledge-based identity classification 

reference architecture artifact consisting of feature properties, axiom Description Logic (DL) 

models, methods for processing input evidence with a reasoner, instantiations, visualizations, 

and standard templates implemented in Java Jena/OWL API with Excel, and XML. 
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Demonstration: Experiment trials show whether the artifact works as intended for each 

instance[62][63][102]. In the next section, the C-DNA Refined Holistic Identity 

Classification System is demonstrated by using input feature evidence to classify real-world 

identity types such as general profiles, targeted cybercriminals, humans vs. non-humans, and 

a unique person. Additional trials are performed to determine temporal effectiveness of more 

general-purpose formal model constructs in narrowing down suspects to solve cybercrime. 

Evaluation: observe and measure how well the artifact supports a solution to each 

problem[62][63][102][104]. This activity involves comparing real-world use case scenario 

evidence-based objectives of a solution to actual observed results from use of the artifact in 

the demonstration. Our formal artifact consists of an ontology that is machine-readable with 

1) a set of characteristics that describe the identity classification domain within the TCPH 

feature dimensions; 2) specified semantics of the domain with conceptual relationships 

between characteristics; and 3) a formal implementation utilizing Java Jena OWL API’s. 

Measures: Trial measurements include design accuracy and effectiveness, and qualitative 

analysis of completeness, efficiency, and adaptability. Results are interpreted after each trial. 

Impact: Goals include classification application usage impact across a broad range of 

current and future identity resolution case problem scenarios. Results will be analyzed 

during trial test cases to determine the approach significance and importance. Impact 

assessments include analysis of: an explicit, shared conceptualization of a range of 

cybercrime and identity resolution classification that could be used by investigators and 

researchers, a more comprehensive and holistic artifact that incorporates multiple 

systematic TCPH identity-related perspectives, an extensible artifact better able to classify 

current and future identities, and a formal Identity Classification System that could allow 

multiple disciplines to share complex multidisciplinary knowledge. Experiment evaluation 

of our design artifact or formal ontology-implemented explicit specification of 
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characteristics/concepts in the Cyber Identity domain are captured for each trial test case 

scenario and overall measures.  

Hypothesis 

Hypothesis (H1) and null hypothesis (H0) are listed below:   

H1: A bio-inspired codified classification method can solve cybercrime by effectively 

mapping salient and variant evidence expressivity to a formalized representation of 

identities. 

H0: A bio-inspired codified classification method cannot solve cybercrime by effectively 

mapping salient and variant evidence expressivity to a formalized representation of 

identities. 

Expected Results: Labeled classes of identities based on problem use case scenario goals. 

Trials evaluate the prototyped design with representative generalized to more specific test 

cases. Case scenarios can have multiple trials with evidence snapshots evaluated over time: 

1. Generalized Broad Profiles (Demographic + Salience) 

2. Targeted Criminal Types (Context/Situations + Salience) 

3. Human vs. Non-human (Versioned living/non-living systems + Context + Salience) 

4. A Unique Signature of Person (Bio-inspired Variant Patterns)  

In addition to evaluating the determined identity classifications above, a qualitative 

assessment reviews the design’s higher feature set match accuracy based on variation and 

improved identity understanding. This analysis assesses how effective result visualizations 

are in providing rapid insight, and how effective a 1-page concept ontology design and 

results displayed all on 1-2 screens aid in understanding identity vs. alternative design 

implementations that are hidden in many lines of code or databases. The next section 

describes how experiment trials were conducted with the prototype.  
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Experiment Trial Procedure Details with the Prototype and Simulated Case Data: 

Precondition: Evidence data, timestamps, and sources are entered into Feature Matrix Excel 

file for each real-world use case scenario simulation and each snapshot worksheet is saved 

off as a .csv file. These will serve as individual input problem set evidence.  

Objective: Classifier ontology, models, and template reference design with mapped feature 

sets and logic determines identity types for labeled and visualized: generalized profiles, 

targeted criminal types, human vs. non-human, and a person’s unique signature. 

Demonstration: Show whether the design artifact functions as intended:  

1. Start C-DNA Identity Classifier Prototype Application 

2. Click “Start Analysis” button on the main Graphical User Interface (GUI)  

The Application does the following: 

A. Creates an identity ontology model spec template in memory and 

baseline_template.owl/.xml files. This is based on a designed and coded C- DNA 

Refined Holistic Identity Classification System scheme with model rule restrictions 

for filling in missing data and determining specific class types of identities.  

B. Reads input evidence snapshot data from individual .csv files and saves each 

individual property value in memory. 

C. Runs the Jena OWL Reasoner to apply axiom Description Logic (DL) rules to each 

individual feature template. Then, generates evidence_output_inferred.owl and 

converted template_output_inferred1..n.xml files for each classified identity. 

D. Updates the output GUI Feature Matrix grid tab visualization with individuals on 

Y axis and multidimensional TCPH feature data evidence for each on X.  The 

following information is displayed for each individual instance: 1) input evidence 

file/version label, 2) inferred identity label, and 3) matched high-variant features if 

templates are compared. On the Fingerprint Variance screen tab, individuals are 

listed across the top with highly variant features band patterns shown for each to 
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depict any simulated mapped evidence data such as multiple aliases. All data is 

color-coded to show data for each of the 4 dimensions and evidence states, and a 

screenshot is shown for each trial result classification and discussion. 

Evaluation: Observe GUI feature patterns and classifications, output labels, and 

template_output_inferred.xml files to measure how well the artifact supports a solution to 

the problem with respect to design application usage, data-driven domain coverage, intuitive 

insights, and human assessment. Each trial case scenario evidence snapshot should have an 

output inferred template file containing all applicable classified identities with most specific 

on GUI. Trials are analyzed with specified measures for identity classification, 

understanding, and case resolution based on how the system numerically (via reasoned 

modeled sets with descriptive axiom logic), clearly determines identities such as a 

demographic profile or Person. 

Results Analysis: Report on effectiveness of variables such as salient and variant feature set 

expression for each case trial and aspects of design that contribute to map accuracy. Measure 

design effectiveness and correctness accuracy for each trial case problem scenario. 

Qualitatively analyze design completeness, efficiency, and adaptability. Performance 

measures are listed below that are used to for a consistent results analysis and interpretation: 

• Accuracy: How well the artifact supports the target solution variables to the overall 

problem scenario questions with defined classes, properties, and individuals.  

Metrics include: % correctly classified; # of classified identities 

• Effectiveness: How well the modeled feature set variables with binary discrete and non-

binary expressive values aid in resolving each identity problem trial scenario. 

Metrics include: % correctly classified; dimension color-coded as discovered or verified, 

highlighted variants and matches, classified labels in output XML template files & GUI 

• Completeness: How many features were evaluated for cyber identities in representative 

real-world case trials to determine ontology coverage. 

Metrics include: # of features evaluated in trial scenarios vs. total features in design 
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• Efficiency: Qualitative Analysis of average time it takes to currently label an identity 

based on evaluated real-world use case scenario evidence with state-of-the-art methods 

vs. Refined Holistic Identity Classification System prototype. 

Metrics include: Current manual vs. estimated automated C-DNA Classification time 

duration for resolving a Human, Profile, Cybercriminals, and Person in trials 

• Adaptability: Qualitative Analysis of how well the artifact supports old and new cyber 

technology and identity features. 

Metrics include: Design ability to support monitoring change operator variables and 

rates, adding feature scheme subtree leaves, and extending axioms for emerging classes 
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PHASE 1: Trials for Accuracy and Effectiveness of Mapped Identity Types 

Prototyped, modeled rules and feature templates for this phase include capabilities that 

determine effectiveness of salience, variance, and systematic feature design aspects to label 

identities such as human vs. non-human identities (e.g., bots), a profile vs. person, and 

special types or classes of people such as cybercriminals. Experiment trials evaluate 

mathematical formal logic accuracy based on how well a designed knowledge-based 

classification scheme and model artifact statement set identity label goals deductively map 

to instances of evidence feature data. This mapping is modeled using reasoning axiom set 

theory rules (e.g., equivalence and expression logic) with real-world simulated case evidence 

instances.  All identity labeled template result output is converted from OWL to a standard 

XML format for further graph analysis. Trials with result measures of accuracy and 

effectiveness are discussed in detail for each trail case scenario. 

There are 4 main identity classes that we evaluate in experiment trials listed below. Some 

trials determine labeled identity types that may overlap each class for a specific scenario, 

and the system provides all applicable classifications for general to unique identities. This is 

for a systematic understanding of accumulated evidence expression for identity resolution: 

1. Generalized Profiles:  generalized demographic classes such as gender or citizenship 

2. Targeted Criminal Types: specific classes of criminals linked to contextual behavior, 

event activity, situation, or dimension/subdimension specific evidence (e.g., IoT network) 

3. Human vs. Non-human: natural or synthetic living or non-living human identities, 

entities, and objects based on biological or behavioral identifiers 

4. A Unique Person: bio-inspired distinct patterns mappable to known ground truth data 

Each trial evaluates specific design aspects with problem use case scenarios demonstrating 

application usage and domain coverage. Phase 1 trials evaluate accuracy of how well the 

artifact supports the target solution variables to the overall problem scenario questions. 

Experiment trials evaluate defined classes, properties, and individual effectiveness of how 

well the artifact’s modeled and visualized feature set variables with binary discrete and non-

binary expressive values aid in resolving each identity problem scenario.    
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Experiment trails with identity classification goals are listed, and a detail results analysis of 

each trial conducted is presented after. Identity output classifications can be comprised of 

single or multiple classes (e.g., human, male, and drug_marketplace_suspect) based on input 

evidence and mapped reasoned logic. An overview of all trial demonstrations for 4 identity 

special classes (AKA: types) and 15 subclasses (AKA: subtypes) is described below: 

1. Generalized Profiles (Demographic + Salience): Trials evaluate how well the prototype 

correctly maps an evidence snapshot with key demographic features to identities of 

generalized profiles such as a gender. The following classifications are demonstrated: 
1a. Human 

1b. Male Profile 

1c. U.S. Male Profile 

2. Targeted Criminal Types (Context/Situations + Salience): Trials evaluate how well 

the prototype correctly maps a series of evidence snapshots with key contextual features to 

identities of more specific criminals such as a suspect or criminal known person. The 

following classifications are demonstrated for an online drug marketplace case scenario: 

2a. Cybercriminal Type & Person Type: Drug Marketplace Suspect 

2b. Cybercriminal Type & Known Person: Drug Marketplace Criminal 

2c. Person (Human government-documented human individual, Name & DOB) 

3. Human vs. Non-human (Versioned, living/non-living System + Context + Salience): 

Trials evaluate how well the prototype correctly maps a series of evidence snapshots with 

key contextual and human natural and synthetic living/non-living versioned features to 

identities of more complex cases involving automated software bots, a botmaster known 

person, living and deceased humans, and homicide suspects. The following classifications 

are demonstrated for botnet, physiological device owner, and homicide case scenarios:  
3a. Non-Human Bot  

3b. Non-Human Bot Type: IoT Botnet 

3c. Human Online 

3d. Targeted Cybercriminal & Human/Person Type: Botmaster Suspect (linked to Bot) 

3e. Targeted Cybercriminal & Known Human/Person: Botmaster Criminal (linked to Bot)  

3f. Device Owner & Human/Person: Fitbit Owner (linked to physiological device versions & liveness)  

3g. Human liveness or deceased human being (linked to physiological device versions & liveness) 

3h. Targeted Criminal Human/Person: Deceased Victim (linked to life/death on physiological device) 

3i. Targeted Criminal Known Human/Person: Homicide Suspect/Criminal (linked to murder victim) 

4. A Unique Signature of Person (Bio-inspired Variant Patterns): Trials evaluate how 

well the design can visually show 2 individual’s feature match patterns based on highly 

variant evidence. Visualizations involve feature matrix heat maps and band patterns that have 

been used in biology to depict distinct signatures based on feature expression. 
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Recent trials involve targeted cybercriminal types that map TCPH evidence to classes of 

identities that are determined based on more complex human behavior such as fraud and 

influencers[94]. These societal impact emerging threats can influence large targeted groups 

of people on Internet-connected social networks for potential harmful intent such as 

unwitting feature acquisition of personal data, violence, and compromising national elections 

with affected voting. Early work demonstrates how the identity classification system could 

aid in part of a larger experiment to provide rapid awareness of fraudulent influencers to 

balance decision making and personal privacy.  Experiment analysis is described below.  

Overview of Trial Result Evaluation with Prototyped Visualizations and Files 

Several visual artifacts listed below were created to aid in experiment analysis: 

1. Visualization #1: Main individual results Feature Matrix displays color-coded dimension feature 

expression values for an evidence snapshot, the input source snapshot filename, and most specific 

inferred identity classification. Individuals can be compared for match insight (see Fig. 43). 

2. Visualization #2: Fingerprint Variance displays color-coded dimension feature expression band 

patterns for high variant feature values in each individual evidence snapshot (see Fig. 44) 

3. Input Files: Evidence snapshot files saved in .csv format with ontology features, timestamps, 

sources, and discovered values for each simulated representative real-world trial 

4. Output Files: Evidence inferred template files in .xml format (converted from OWL format) with 

features, timestamps, values, and all inferred identity classifications 

 
Figure 43: Visualization #1 - Feature Matrix 
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Each trial presents visualization and output file screenshots with a result analysis. These 

scenarios represent salient and variant features in exemplary real-world cases involved in 

resolving an identity with a novel codified ontology design to:    

• Identify 192 candidate features with evaluation of 147 features in trials (77%) 

• Support bio-inspired visualizations of what various identity types may look like 

• Evaluate how well the classification system determines a range of identity types 

To clarify the holistic identity concept for experimentation, more general-purpose 

terminology was created to aid in temporally quantifying classifications. For example, 

design salience refers to key evidence expression that exists contextually related to types of 

crime vs. ontology implementation class unions with property cardinality or filled vs. 

unfilled restriction type patterns. This more general-purpose capability will be demonstrated 

in trials that show accumulated criminal-like vs. non-criminal type patterns to help solve 

cases. It supports systematically narrowing down suspect individuals to criminals utilizing 

formal modeled constructs for mapping partial sets of things that are part of a power set for 

criminal. In the design, distinct evidence patterns exist for these more unique known criminal 

people. The prototyped ontology implementation supports output template and visualization 

comparison of highly variant features between 2 individual distinct patterns of classes with 

aspects of property cardinality or filled vs. unfilled restrictions (see Fig. 43-44). The 

remainder of this section presents each experiment trail goals, problem case scenarios, 

classifications, and details of how well the prototyped design performed for each test case.  

 
Figure 44: Visualization #2 – Fingerprint Variance 
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1. Generalized Profiles (Demographics + Salience) 

The first experiment trials goals shown above in Fig. 45 are to correctly map feature evidence 

to identities of “generalized profiles” that answer the problem scenario goal and question 

shown with axiom logic above: Can the system classify a male living in the United States?  

The trials revealed our prototyped approach accurately mapped the artifact with evidence 

snapshot data to individual classified identities for a: US_Male_Profile (on the screen and in 

the template output file), and Male_Profile and Human (in output file) modeled with 

demographic classes, salient properties, and axiom statement logic. The model design 

effectively classified the 3 generalized identities based on non-binary expressive instance-

based restrictive values on the visualizations and in the output files. To determine a male 

citizen, a birth certificate, passport, or other citizenship-related government document would 

be needed in the model construct logic. Also, by just adding mapped model sensor 

measurements such as GPS_value_LOC (location) or Passport information we could infer 

travel activity patterns for a U.S. male. Biological species evidence supports Human 

classification. This identity is not classified as a person since no linked formal government-

documented Date-of-Birth (DOB) evidence from a state-issued birth certificate exists.   

 
Figure 45: Generalized Profile Trials 
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Trails evaluate feature expression and logic. Example java restriction code is shown below: 
HasValueRestriction genderProfileSex1 = model.createHasValueRestriction( 
 null, model.getDatatypeProperty(NS + "Sex_Gender_Birth"), model.createLiteral("Male")); 
HasValueRestriction genderProfileSex2 = model.createHasValueRestriction( 
 null, model.getDatatypeProperty(NS + "Sex_Gender_Expression"), model.createLiteral("Male")); 
HasValueRestriction genderProfileLanguage = model.createHasValueRestriction( 
 null, model.getDatatypeProperty(NS + "Language"), model.createLiteral("English")); 
HasValueRestriction genderProfileCountry = model.createHasValueRestriction( 
 null, model.getDatatypeProperty(NS + "Current_Residence_Country_LOC"), 
model.createLiteral("USA")); 

model.createIntersectionClass( NS + "US_Male_Profile",  
 model.createList( new RDFNode[] {identity_r,  
 genderProfileSex1,  
 genderProfileSex2,  
 genderProfileLanguage,  
 genderProfileCountry} ) ); 

INTERPRETED RESULTS: OWL 2 utilizes a set of axioms or statement constructs that say 

what is true[86] about the identity domain bounded by the 4 TCPH dimensions. The 

prototype implements axiom logic shown above about classes, special classes, and value 

restricted data property expression or assertions. These axioms represent modeled identities 

or subclasses of people based on empirical real-world case scenario evidence. Restriction 

code was implemented with axioms that are essentially statements that must be true to be 

accepted. For example, a Human is scientific biology classification, a Male_Profile is 

biological sex or gender expression, and US_Male_Profile is at the very least a region-based 

demographic male living in the United States. In ontology terms, this class is an identity 

restricted to individual instance salient existential quantification with constrained evidence 

data property expression to the values Birth certificate sex is “Male”, Gender expression is 

“Male”, Language spoken is “English”, and Current residence is “USA”. This trial involves 

the Human, Profile, Biographic, and Demographic portion of the ontology, and needs only 

4 properties to narrow down male profiles mappable to ground truth elements that could also 

link to a known person. For this trial, the H1 is supported since the system method effectively 

mapped salient or key evidence expressivity to a formalized representation of a generalized 

profile of an identity. This can narrow down persons-of-interest to more rapidly resolve 

cybercriminal suspects. One last note is that a birth certificate can be ordered online today 

in many states with little information needed. Having this information plus data listed above 

can aid in more descriptive demographic profiles which can also lead to a more rapid identity 

resolution.  
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Future trials should evaluate gender expression (AKA: gender identity or sexual orientation) 

as more of a spectrum of masculinity or femininity aspects since this feature has broadened 

from absolute binary values with society’s emerging identity-related definitions (e.g., LGBT, 

androgynous, and transgender). In addition, potential gender-neutral “X” value options on 

birth certificates could prove challenging with regard to biological ground truth for the 

sex_gender_birth feature, and recent prison attacks involving biologically mixed-gender 

prisoners may need the classifier system support. The prototyped design supports the future 

widening gender expression feature spectrum, and models may need more features possibly 

from hospital information to determine if a person was born male or female and/or changed. 

In addition, future model logic needs to account for other languages than English in this 

example since many males can speak multiple languages as they reside in the United States. 

Additional logic could be beneficial to include a current valid resident street address, driver 

license, or passport that can also verify gender. 

The next trails involve targeted criminal types with salient or key feature sets, general-

purpose modeling constructs, and logic mapped to more specific identities.  
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2. Targeted Criminal Types (Context + Salience) 

The next experiment trials goals shown above in Fig. 46 depict the 1st in a series of 2 evidence 

snapshots with correctly mapped feature evidence to identities for a “cybercriminal suspect 

type”. This real-world scenario is a more complex case simulated to demonstrate advanced 

cyber-related technology and security that an identity used to hide illegal online activities of 

operating a drug marketplace[59].   

This first snapshot dated 6/1/2013 (Feature_Matrix_SR_v1) depicts some of the salient 

discovered publicly available case evidence data related to the Silk Road Drug Marketplace.  

The website was operating for at least 2 years prior with an unknown operator. To better 

understand this case, refer to the created concept timeline visualization with 2 dimensions of 

cyber-physical linked features in Fig. 47 below.  This visualization with parallel cyber and 

physical timelines allows for easier temporal modeling and understanding of mapped feature 

events, context, and situations across the 2 dimensions. At the time of this snapshot, 

investigators most likely knew the operator was trying to anonymize their identity using The 

Onion Router (TOR) anonymous communication network and alias Altoid was the possible 

author of posted several messages with Silk Road on bitcointalk.org. This salient feature data 

 

Figure 46: Targeted Criminal Types: Drug Marketplace Suspect Trial 
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is enough to continue investigating this identity as a drug marketplace suspect. This initial 

key evidence could help immensely in quickly narrowing down massive suspect type lists.  

The trials accurately mapped the design artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual 

classified identities for a: Drug_Marketplace_Suspect (on the screen and in the template 

output file) modeled with salient classes, property expression, and axiom logic specific to 

this type of crime. If this is our only evidence at this point, we are not able to infer other 

identities such as a human or male profile. The model design effectively classified 1 identity 

in visualization and files based on non-binary expressive instance-based restrictive values 

related to cybercriminal type. We evaluate even more complex, accumulated case scenario 

evidence in the next trial scenario with Silk Road evidence snapshot #2 in a series of 2.  

Future work includes evaluating salient feature sets for other cybercriminal types based on 

real-world case scenarios and simulated evidence or datasets. Results show salient or key 

contextually related features can aid in more rapidly resolving an identity since types of 

crime vary with an evidence trail that person leaves behind. This trial example shows how it 

took investigators over 2 years to manually piece together disparate cyber-physical data just 

to narrow down suspects, and 4 additional months to solve the case as discussed in the next 

trial.  The classifier prototype evaluated in these 2 trials demonstrates potential time savings 

in systematically mapping salient cyber-physical features that could be automated in the 

future. The final case trial for targeted drug marketplace criminal identities is reviewed next.  

 
Figure 47: Silk Road 1.0 Drug Marketplace Timeline #1 
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Targeted Criminal Types (Context + Salience cont.) 

This next trial goals shown above in Fig. 48 are to show the 2nd in a series of 2 evidence 

snapshots with correctly mapped feature evidence to identities for a type of “cybercriminal”. 

This real-world scenario is one of the most complex cases simulated to demonstrate 

advanced technology and security that an identity used to essentially hide illegal linked 

online activities operating a drug marketplace. 

This second later snapshot dated 10/1/2013 (Feature_Matrix_SR_v2) depicts much of the 

salient, accumulated captured public and mapped private evidence data related to the Silk 

Road Drug Marketplace. The dark web site was operating for at least 2 years prior resulting 

in a classified “suspect” exemplified in the last experiment trial.  

To better understand the latter stages of this case, see the updated timeline visualization 

below with additional linked features in Fig. 49.  This visualization with both cyber and 

physical timelines has aided in temporal modeling and understanding of mapped feature 

events, context, and situations across the 2 dimensions. At the time of this snapshot, 

 

Figure 48: Targeted Criminal Types: Drug Marketplace Criminal Trials 
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investigators most likely knew the operator was trying to anonymize his/her identity using 

TOR, multiple aliases and accounts, and hard-to-trace bitcoin transactions. Enough 

discovered public data that can demonstrate probable cause can enable a judge to sign a 

search warrant for requesting additional privately stored case-related data.  At this point, 

investigators had enough evidence to request the server and aliases linked to account or 

owner names and email addresses. Examples of Silk Road case mapped identity salient 

evidence data include multiple cyber online aliases, website-related accounts, devices and 

posted messages, TOR and bitcoin-linkable evidence, and fake driver licenses and names 

(with his real photo on each) delivered to the criminal’s physical address. All this evidence 

was date timestamp aligned and mapped on a cyber-physical timeline shown above and 

modeled with simulated snapshot version 2 data saved in Feature_Matrix_SR_v2.csv file. 

 

Figure 49: Silk Road 1.0 Drug Marketplace Timeline #2 
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The trials accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual classified 

identities for a: Drug_Marketplace_Criminal (on the screen and in the template output file), 

Drug_Marketplace_Suspect, US_Male_Profile, Male_Profile, Person, and Human modeled 

with salient classes, properties, and axiom logic specific to this cybercriminal. This person’s 

name, Ross William Ulbricht, arrest location, and other ground truth data such as DOB also 

resides in the output inferred template file and is shown in the visualization (in dark red). 

The model design effectively classified the 6 identities based on binary and non-binary 

expressive instance-based restrictive values related to the contextual cybercriminal type and 

mapping of identity-related feature data. This trial exemplifies comprehensive, enhanced 

salient case evidence over time.  The visualization shows fully connected OSI layer 

identifiers (in blue) based simulated evidence which is potentially a powerful analytical 

insight that shows proof of online communication mapped to cybercrime activity evidence, 

devices, and physical person with cyber-physical locations. A person in this case is defined 

as known human with linked verified government documents such as a birth certificate.  

INTERPRETED RESULTS: This trial resulted in 6 classified identities to solve the 

cybercrime case for an online drug marketplace scenario. The H1 is supported since the 

system method effectively mapped salient or key evidence expressivity to a formalized 

representation of a targeted cybercriminal identity. The 1st snapshot aided in narrowing down 

suspects based on a class defined as an identity restricted to individual instance salient 

existential quantification with constrained evidence data property expression to the values 

Alias_Nickname is “Altoid”, App_Type_L7 is “Website”, App_Name_Version_L7 is “Silk 

Road v1.0”, App_ID_L7 is “silkroad6ownowfk.onion”, and 

Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4 is “TOR Proxy” to effectively label a 

Drug_Marketplace_Suspect. Suspects for this crime could be inferred from 5 key properties. 

The 2nd evidence snapshot has modeled property expression listed for a 

Drug_Marketplace_Suspect plus all values for a Drug_Marketplace_Criminal that includes 

Alias_Nickname is “Dread Pirate Roberts”, Alias_Nickname is “Frosty”, 
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Device_MAC_Addr_L2 is “00:21:2F:B5:6E:10”,  US_Male_Profile, Male_Profile, Person, 

and Human. A verified Drug_Marketplace_Criminal in this case is a human with a linked 

known person name’s birth certificate and intersects with the Drug_Marketplace_Suspect. 

Case resolution typically involves hundreds of linked evidence as shown in Fig. 49 and can 

be modeled extensively. Results were promising for specific cases, and general-purpose 

modeling construct prototyped design enhancements extending this base ontology were also 

evaluated for more improved systematic effectiveness holistically applicable to many cases. 

HOLISTIC MODEL RESULTS: Secondary trials were conducted to re-evaluate if more 

general-purpose formal modeling set constructs can better aid in solving cybercrimes over 

time (see Fig. 50 below). All trials were re-evaluated with additional input evidence. Identity 

classifications are listed below for each step to solve a cybercrime case more effectively: 

1. Drug Marketplace Suspect: Individual likely to have anonymized Darkweb drug activity 

2. Drug Marketplace Criminal: Drug Marketplace Suspect linked to selling illegal drugs on Darkweb 

 

Figure 50: General-Purpose Modeling Property Set Constructs  
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By enhancing the ontology design to be more general purpose, the classification system is 

more effective for holistic identity scenarios whereby cases can be analyzed to properly 

narrow down suspect lists, and then criminals that can be compared with the Template and 

Visualization Matcher to determine equal individuals. With the added support for identity 

classification based on sets of key features and filled restriction patterns, the system can more 

accurately be used to label identities with suspect-like and criminal-related properties. The 

prior model was designed for one specific individual. The sets shown above represent key 

contextual illegal and cyber system-based element patterns typically discovered for this type 

of crime. In addition, these general-purpose feature sets can aid investigators in 

understanding evidence that is important to look for in cybercrimes that involve more 

complex technology. The holistic bio-inspired classification system supports a novel 

systematic heat map (see Fig. 51) whereby inferred identity individuals can be mapped to 

TCPH feature dimensions. This novel visualization is powerful for rapid scientific 

understanding of identity composition.   Determination of identities and pattern analysis is 

more precise with quantifiable insight. 

Secondary re-trials involved system input of 10 evidence individual instances listed below: 
Drug1: Drug Marketplace non-Suspects – US Male 

Drug2: Drug Marketplace non-Suspects – Non-US Male 

Drug3: Drug Marketplace Suspects 

 

Figure 51: Novel Bio-Inspired Heat Map Visualization 
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Drug4: Drug Marketplace Suspects 

Drug5: Drug Marketplace Suspects 

Drug6: Drug Marketplace Suspects 

Drug7: Drug Marketplace Suspects/Criminal 

Drug8: Drug Marketplace non-Suspects  

Drug9: Drug Marketplace non-Suspects 

Drug10: Drug Marketplace non-Suspects - Female   

Output results were evaluated in visualizations and inferred OWL files and XML templates. 

The main Feature Matrix visualization demonstrates the correct inferred classification 

labeling of each evidence individual instance (see Fig. 52 above).   

 
Figure 52: Re-evaluation of General-Purpose Design Matrix Visualization 

 

Figure 53: Re-evaluation of General-Purpose Design Output 
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Trial results for each were evaluated in output XML templates shown below that now depict 

a more general-purpose systematic classification flow (see Fig. 53). For example, the Drug1 

template represents evidence that existed for restriction filled values for an unknown human 

who is a U.S. male citizen that used a network anonymizer.  The next example in the Drug3 

file instance involves a Drug Marketplace suspect who meets the criteria for restrictive 

modeled evidence that exists for a known person who is a user of anonymizers, 

cryptocurrency, and drug marketplace applications. Drug7 instance accurately represents a 

Drug Marketplace Criminal with restrictive filled model rule properties linked to a Drug 

Marketplace Suspect, U.S. male profile, and known person who defined as a government-

documented human individual. The last Drug10 instance classification shown above 

represents an unknown female human with no U.S. citizenship evidence.   

This case re-evaluation continues to support meaningful insight as shown above in Fig. 54. 

The visualization represents patterns for suspect and non-suspect human individual instances 

1-6 and 8-10, and a more distinct, richer pattern for individual 7 Drug Marketplace 

suspect/criminal. Below is an example classification for Individual 3 in the 

Evidence_Output_Inferred.owl file  based on ontology model restriction logic for a Drug 

 

Figure 54: Re-evaluation of General-Purpose Design Fingerprint Visualization 
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Marketplace Suspect trial case. This instance evidence has existing inference model property 

restrictions such as TOR, bitcoin, and Silk Road with all identities effectively classified: 

<c-dna:Identity rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Indiv3"> 

    <c-dna:Presentation_Name_Version_L6>https://www.shroomery.org</c-dna:Presentation_Name_Version_L6> 

    <c-dna:Device_Owner_Name_L2>Dread Pirate Roberts</c-dna:Device_Owner_Name_L2> 

    <c-dna:App_Name_Version_L7>Silk Road v1.0</c-dna:App_Name_Version_L7> 

    <c-dna:Date>Evidence Snapshot</c-dna:Date> 

    <c-dna:App_ID_L7>silkroad6ownowfk.onion</c-dna:App_ID_L7> 

    <c-dna:Order_Family_Genus_Species>Primate_Hominidae_Homo_Sapien</c-dna:Order_Family_Genus_Species> 

    <c-dna:Presentation_Name_Version_L6>http://silkroad6ownowfk.onion</c-dna:Presentation_Name_Version_L6> 

    <c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5>Dread Pirate Roberts</c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5> 

    <c-dna:Presentation_Type_L6>http</c-dna:Presentation_Type_L6> 

    <c-dna:Network_Type_Rate_L3>TOR</c-dna:Network_Type_Rate_L3> 

    <c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5>altoid</c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5> 

    <c-dna:Situation_Type>Darknet Market</c-dna:Situation_Type> 

    <c-dna:First_Name>Ross</c-dna:First_Name> 

    <c-dna:Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4>TOR Proxy</c-dna:Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4> 

    <c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5>Ross Ulbricht</c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5> 

    <c-dna:Alias_Nicknames>DPR</c-dna:Alias_Nicknames> 

    <c-dna:Situation_Name>Silk Road</c-dna:Situation_Name> 

    <c-dna:Birth_Cert_State>Texas</c-dna:Birth_Cert_State> 

    <c-dna:Network_Name_Version_L3>TOR Hidden Onion Service</c-dna:Network_Name_Version_L3> 

    <c-dna:Birth_Cert_DOB>3/24/1984</c-dna:Birth_Cert_DOB> 

    <c-dna:Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7>I came across this website called Silk Road. Let me know what you 

think.</c-dna:Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7> 

    <c-dna:Birth_Cert_Number>999999999</c-dna:Birth_Cert_Number> 

    <c-dna:Event_Type>Creation</c-dna:Event_Type> 

    <c-dna:Context_Type>Cybercrime Unsolved</c-dna:Context_Type> 

    <c-dna:App_ID_L7>Post 1</c-dna:App_ID_L7> 

    <c-dna:Case_Name>Silk Road</c-dna:Case_Name> 

    <c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5>Altoid</c-dna:Account_Alias_Name_L5> 

    <c-dna:Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7>I'm looking for the best and brightest IT Pro in the Bitcoin community to 

lead developer in a venture backed bitcoin startup company. If interested</c-dna:Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7> 

    <c-dna:App_Name_Version_L7>shroomery.org</c-dna:App_Name_Version_L7> 

    <c-dna:Context_Name>Cybercrime Marketplace</c-dna:Context_Name> 

    <c-dna:Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3>Server</c-dna:Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3> 

    <c-dna:App_Name_Version_L7>bitcointalk.org</c-dna:App_Name_Version_L7> 

    <c-dna:Last_Name>Ulbricht</c-dna:Last_Name> 

    <c-dna:App_ID_L7>Post 13860995</c-dna:App_ID_L7> 

    <c-dna:Case_Type>Criminal Narcotics Trafficking</c-dna:Case_Type> 

    <c-dna:Data_Type_LOC_L5_L7>Text</c-dna:Data_Type_LOC_L5_L7> 

    <c-dna:Birth_Cert_Country>USA</c-dna:Birth_Cert_Country> 

    <c-dna:Presentation_Type_L6>https</c-dna:Presentation_Type_L6> 

    <c-dna:Event_Name>Web Serve Account Registration</c-dna:Event_Name> 

    <c-dna:Alias_Nicknames>Altoid</c-dna:Alias_Nicknames> 

    <c-dna:App_Type_L7>Website</c-dna:App_Type_L7> 

    <c-dna:Device_Owner_Name_L2>Ross Ulbricht</c-dna:Device_Owner_Name_L2> 
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    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_App_User"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Cryptocurrency_User"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Anonymized_User"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_Suspect"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A16"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A17"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A18"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_App"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A19"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A20"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Cryptocurrency"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A21"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Anonymizer_Prototcol"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A22"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A23"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A24"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A30"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D2_CyberChromo"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Dimension"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#TCPH_Chromosome"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A96"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A78"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A77"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A7"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D1_TimeChromo"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A70"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A69"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A50"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A51"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A97"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A98"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A62"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:nodeID="A99"/> 

  </c-dna:Identity> 
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These additional trials correctly labeled suspects and criminals that met the evidence 

restriction criteria, and labeled non-criminals with a most specific identity such as a person. 

For this particular type of crime, the system looks for a set of 3 filled property evidence from 

sets of strings from the Cyber dimension for individuals who may be likely to be drug 

marketplace suspects: 1) users of anonymized communication used with Darkweb activity, 

2) users of cryptocurrency, and 3.) users of online known drug marketplaces. These model 

rule restrictions support a temporal understanding of accumulated evidence with narrowed 

down suspects to determine if these individuals have Cyber dimension criminal evidence of 

illegal drugs and bitcoin transactions. Individuals in these trials are labeled correctly on the 

visualizations and in the output template files. A class_person in this case consists of 

properties of a human_class and government-documented ground truth for a known 

individual which is represented as highlighted distinct 13 features on the Fingerprint 

Variance and Feature Matrix Visualizations (and discussed further in Unique Signature of a 

Person Trials). This enhanced general-purpose method is a preferred systematic design to 

aid investigators in more rapidly solving crime since new model property sets and values can 

be easily added as technology evolves. In addition, this method is more precise and effective 

for holistically evaluating an identity over time to understand current, past, and future 

implemented model rules. 

Future work will evaluate other salient and rich feature sets for this type and other 

cybercriminals based on real-world case scenarios and simulated legal evidence or datasets. 

Real-world case and evidence analysis are important for accurate modeling and simulation 

since these tasks can involve assessing advanced cyber-related linkable technology coupled 

with complex human behavior. This complex case may call for future design refinements to 

better depict identity resolution of anonymizers such as TOR. Also, adding relationships, 

interactions, biometrics, biographic, and other categories of feature sets with model logic 

could also provide more insightful perspectives when combined to potentially provide an 

even more precise classification of mapped identities.  
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The next series of trials evaluate system-based design aspects coupled with salient contextual 

features to help determine human vs. non-human entities and identities. Prototyped match 

comparisons between 2 individual snapshots is also demonstrated and discussed in a later 

section for the last trials involving unique signatures of a person.   
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3. Human vs. Non-human (Living/Non-living Systems + Context + Salience)  

Trials related to systems theory-based design aspects revealed many interesting results. This 

was observed with the 1st in a series of 3 use case trials involving classification of non-human 

vs. human entity or identity types.  

First, a trial was conducted to evaluate how well the design’s cybernetic or system-based 

ontology feature sets and logic determine a non-human bot and bot type in Fig. 55. A bot is 

typically an autonomous program on the Internet often connected to network(s) that can 

interact with a user or computer systems. Many of these bots can be commanded and 

controlled by a human to perform tasks – some improve productivity while others conduct 

malicious tasks such as malware. Each can leave a unique signature that could be mapped to 

a source person or entity author. This trial’s evidence snapshot contains data from the Mirai 

Botnet case[80], and the goal is to evaluate what types of non-human identity classifications 

that the C-DNA Refined Holistic Identity Classification System prototype can support. This 

was another representative complex case with many disparate aliases and advanced cyber 

technology. The case utilized novel multidimensional timeline concepts and other mappable 

 

Figure 55: Human vs. Non-human: Bot and Botnet Type Trials 
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graphics to help properly model mapped feature evidence and logic over time. Trail #1 

snapshot contains evidence data as of October 1, 2016. 

To better understand this case, the case analysis, modeling, and simulation are evaluated.  A 

review is beneficial on how this real-world case and other human vs. non-human cases were 

analyzed. First, a brainstorm analysis of potential mappable feature expression and axiom 

statement rule logic was conducted to understand candidate evidence in Human vs. Non-

Human trials shown in Fig. 56 below[81]. 

This research provides candidate feature liveness indicators and logic for this non-human vs. 

human series of bot and linked botmaster trials, and the next series of living/deceased 

physiological device owner humans linked to their potential criminal murderer perpetrators. 

For this 1st trial, we modeled known automated signature metrics with non-human bot and 

botnet system pattern axiom logic involving Telnet port 23 and a TCP SYN flood protocol 

with a network rate of 600Gbps (see Fig. 57 below)[82][83] – evidence that maps to an 

 
Figure 56: Human vs. Non-human: Brainstorm Analysis of Mappable Features 
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Internet of Things (IoT) botnet consisting of several hundred thousand connected low-

security devices (such as IP cameras and routers) with exploited factory default usernames 

and passwords across the Internet used to conduct an attack Krebs Security, Twitter, and 

other high traffic websites.  The case involves charges of botnet malware software named 

Mirai that infects connected devices (e.g., IoT devices) to support control to conduct a 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack. The IoT botnet malware commands multiple 

devices simultaneously to flood an Internet connection of targeted computers and render it 

unavailable.   

The trials accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual classified 

identities for an: IoT_Botnet (on the screen and in the template output file) and Bot modeled 

with salient system-based classes, properties, and axiom logic specific to this cybercrime 

(listed in the output file). The model design effectively classified the 2 identities based on 

non-binary expressive salient instance-based restrictive values related to the contextual 

cybercrime type. This trial exemplifies a non-human system entity that is further evaluated 

in the next trials to classify even more complex mapped Botmaster identities and liveness 

indicators. Visualization #1 Feature Matrix and #2 Fingerprint Variance will be 

demonstrated to show graphical representations that support rapid insight into an individual 

bot vs. a human. These graphics are used in the next trials that link the IoT botnet to a human 

botmaster suspect and eventual criminal. Snapshot 2 of 3 trial is reviewed next, and 

interpreted results are discussed for this Mirai Botnet case scenario in the 3rd snapshot trial.  

 

Figure 57: Human vs. Non-human: IoT Botnet attack Graph 
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Human vs. Non-human (Living/Non-living Systems + Context + Salience cont.) 

This trial’s goals shown above in Fig. 58 is the 2nd in a series of 3 for the Mirai IoT Botnet 

to classify types of a human using liveness indicators, context, and salient features to 

determine potential botmaster suspects. Trail 2 snapshot contains evidence as of November 

1, 2016. 

The trial demonstrates the design has accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot 

data to individual classified identities for a: Botmaster_Suspect (on the screen and in the 

template output file), Human_Online, IoT_Botnet, and Bot modeled with salient system-

based classes, properties, and axiom logic specific to this cybercrime (in the output file). The 

model design effectively classified the 4 identities based on non-binary expressive instance-

based restrictive salient values related to the contextual cybercrime type and evidence, 

human liveness indicators, and name. This trial exemplifies a potential human suspect linked 

to a non-human IoT botnet entity, and is further evaluated in the next final Mirai trial to 

classify a mapped Botmaster criminal known person.  

 

Figure 58: Human vs. Non-human: Botmaster Cybercriminal Suspect Type Trial 
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To determine mapped identities in these complex case trials, an enhanced visualization is 

introduced with parallel timelines for 4 feature dimensions (vs. 2): Time/context, Cyber, 

Physical, and Human (TCPH). The visualization aids in temporal modeling, and provides 

new insight and understanding of mapped feature events, context, and situations across all 4 

dimensions. The first concept timeline for analysis in Fig. 59 below shows the complexity 

involved as linked identity-related data is added from case evidence. This temporal 

perspective of multiple aliases (e.g., Anna-Senpai) linked to Mirai code, other identities, 

confessions, and various application software account profiles revealed interesting patterns 

of similar text, coding, and message content style along with liveness indicators on Skype.  

All trials use simulated publicly available case evidence, and the last trial in this series 

discusses the method and interpreted results of classifying a cybercriminal identity suspect 

that is the mapped Mirai botmaster criminal known person.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 59: Human vs. Non-human: Mirai IoT Botmaster Suspect Timeline #1 
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Human vs. Non-human (Living/Non-living Systems + Context + Salience cont.) 

The final Mirai trial’s goal is to evaluate how well the design classifies the Mirai Botmaster 

cybercriminal in Fig. 60. The timeline visualization below in Fig. 61 shows the Mirai attacks.  

Trail 3 snapshot contains evidence as of December 1, 2016. The trial accurately mapped the 

artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual classified identities for: 

Botmaster_Criminal (on the screen and in the template output file), Botmaster_Suspect, 

US_Male_Profile, Male_Profile, Person, Human, and Human_Online modeled with salient 

system-based classes, properties, and axiom logic specific to this cybercrime (all listed in 

the output file). This complex case needed guidance from a 4-dimension timeline 

visualization concept to properly model mapped evidence as shown below in Fig. 61. 

  

 
Figure 60: Human vs. Non-human: Botmaster Cybercriminal Type Trial 
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 The model design effectively classified the 7 identities based on binary and non-binary 

expressive instance-based salient restrictive values related to the contextual cybercrime type 

and evidence. This includes the botnet command and control (C2) server mapped to an 

account cell phone number, human liveness indicators, aliases, and name. The trial 

exemplifies a Botmaster_Criminal mapped to a Botmaster_Suspect, Mirai IoT Botnet 

evidence, and a person’s verified name. This case evidence can be more extensively modeled 

in future work to show all mapped evidence including similar prior linked botnet attacks 

with other humans and cybercriminal known persons related to the Mirai IoT botnet systems. 

  
Figure 61: Human vs. Non-human: Mirai IoT Botmaster Criminal Timeline #2 
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INTERPRETED RESULTS: This trial resulted in 7 classified identities to aid in solving the 

cybercrime case for an IoT Botmaster scenario. Several are shown in Fig. 62 Model Class 

Diagram that also depict aspects of case resolution for all 3 trials and evidence snapshots. 

The H1 is supported since the system method effectively mapped salient or key evidence 

expressivity to formalized representations of human and non-human targeted cybercriminal 

identities to solve the case. The 1st trial snapshot aided in narrowing down a non-human bot 

and IoT botnet identity type. The class is restricted to an individual instance salient 

existential quantification with constrained evidence data property expression to the values 

Network_Protocol_ID_L3 is “Telnet”, Network_Packet_IP-Addr_Src_Dest_L3 is “23”, 

Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 is “IoT”, OS_Name_Version is “Linux”, and App_Type_L7 is 

“Malware” to effectively label an IoT Bot. The IoT botnet is labeled based on the intersection 

of the bot class with property value expression for Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4 is 

“TCP_SYN” and Network_Type_Rate_L3 is “600gbps”.  The botnet could be inferred from 

7 key properties. Trial 2 evidence snapshot has property expression listed for a 

 

Figure 62: Prototype Bot and Botmaster Classes 
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Botmaster_Suspect based on First_Name is “Paras”, Last_Name is “Jha”, and linked 

Alias_Nicknames is “Anna-Senpai”. Trial 3 evidence snapshot classifies a 

Botmaster_Criminal based on the intersection of the Botmaster_Suspect class and property 

expression for Phone_Number is “7326408381”, Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 is “Cell 

Phone”, Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 is “C2 Server”, and Device_Owner_Name is “Paras 

Jha”.  
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HOLISTIC MODEL RESULTS: Secondary trials were conducted to re-evaluate if more 

general-purpose formal modeling set constructs can better aid in solving cybercrimes over 

time (see Fig. 63 below). All trials were re-evaluated with additional input evidence. These 

trials for this Botmaster case were conducted evaluating general-purpose sets that represent 

key contextual Cyber dimension OSI model system-based network and hardware filled 

restriction patterns typically discovered for this type of real-world IoT Botnet cybercrime.  

Secondary re-trials involved system input of 10 evidence individual instances listed below: 

Bot1: Bot 

Bot2: Bot 

Bot3: Bot 

Bot4: Bot 

Bot5: IoT Botnet 

Bot6: IoT Botnet 

Bot7: IoT Botnet 

Bot8: Botmaster Suspect 

Bot9: Botmaster Criminal 

Bot10: Human Deceased 

 

Figure 63: General-Purpose Modeling Property Set Constructs-IoT Botnets  
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Example real-world case property sets for narrowing down IoT Botnets linked to potential 

Botmaster suspects and criminals are listed below: 

// IoT Network Traffic  
Network_Prototcol_ID_L3 =Telnet  // Network Protocol 
Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4 = TCP SYN // Transport Protocol 
Network_Packet_IP_Addr_Src_Dest_L3 = 23   // Ports used 
Network_Packet_IP_Addr_Src_Dest_L3 = 2323 // Ports used 

// Internet-Connected Hardware  
Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 = IoT 
Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 = Internet Thermostat NEST 
Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 = Internet Camera Ring 
Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 = Internet Baby Monitor Vtech 
Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 = Internet Routers Netgear 

These additional trials correctly labeled Bots and IoT Botnets that met the evidence 

restriction criteria (see Fig. 64-65). For this particular type of crime, the system looks for a 

set of 2 filled property evidence strings from the Cyber dimension for individuals with IoT 

Botnet evidence during a timeframe: 1) the use of certain network communication protocols 

and ports, and 2) use of Internet-connected devices. These model rule restrictions support a 

 

Figure 64: Re-evaluation of General-Purpose Design Matrix Visualization – IoT Botnets 
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temporal understanding of accumulated evidence to aid in narrowing down suspects to 

determine if these individuals have Cyber and Physical dimension criminal evidence of IoT 

Botnets with servers linked to command and controlling many of these devices for a more 

distinct Mirai Botnet case.  Individual instances in these trials are labeled correctly on 

visualizations and in output template files. This method more effectively evaluates identities 

over time to understand current, past, and future model rules such as new attacks with 

varying property sets and values restrictive filled value patterns. Botnet cases can also be 

made more general-purpose with sets of network attack rates such as Mirai’s commanding 

of thousands of IoT’s at 600gbps. Each set can potentially save more time solving a 

cybercrime narrowing down Botmaster suspects, and aid in temporal case understanding of 

how these types of complex IoT Botnet cases linked to Botmaster suspects work. 

 

Figure 65: Re-evaluation of General-Purpose Design Output – Bots and IoT Botnets  
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To make these more complex cases robust for automation, tasks are needed such as parsing 

combined names, text, grammar, and symbols, creating lookup tables for phone number and 

name resolution, and ensuring code logic is applicable to many scenarios of case types and 

special identity classes. This particular case eevidence involves portions of the ontology in 

all 4 Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) feature dimensions and has property 

indicators that aid in classifying mappable living and non-living things. The cyber system-

related properties allowed for the modeled characterized botnet class expression, and human 

system-based properties supported liveness indicators evidenced with Skype sessions and 

the suspect’s linkable similar stylometry with regard to skills, content, and code postings. 

The remaining Human vs. Non-Human trials involve evaluation of wearable physiological 

and other emerging Internet-connected devices that can be linked to human classes of 

targeted criminals to more distinct identities by providing insightful evidence to help 

understand and rapidly solve real-world crimes such as homicide cases. 
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Human vs. Non-human (Living/Non-living Systems + Context + Salience cont.) 

This particular trial shown above in Fig. 66 evaluates how well the prototyped final design 

classifies a non-human cyber-physical device type with its human owner. The trial also 

revealed unique mappable physiological system identifiers. For example, the Fitbit wearable 

device can track health metrics such as a person’s heart rate and steps[79].   

The trial accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual classified 

identities for a: Fitbit_Device_Owner, Person, Human, and Human_Liveness modeled with 

salient system-based classes, properties, and axiom logic specific to this device. The model 

design effectively classified the 4 identities based on binary and non-binary expressive 

instance-based restrictive salient values related to the device system type, name, and 

firmware version mapped to the registered owner’s cell phone number, human liveness 

indicators (this particular case axiom measures steps, and the next trial measures Beats Per 

Minute (BPM), aliases, and name (see Fig. 67 above). This trial exemplifies a 

Fitbit_Device_Owner human system mapped to a person’s device system, physiological 

metric evidence, and a name. This case also reveals that further modeling is needed to ensure 

 

Figure 66: Human vs. Non-human: Human Device Owner Type Trial 
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a person’s generated account profile name ground truth data is verified with additional email 

verification and stronger formal government-documented ground truth data such as a birth 

certificate, driver license, or passport data since this specific Fitbit account profile has a fake 

name and DOB. This is addressed in early future work that labels unverified or known 

fraudulent identities and entities[94]. Technical interpreted results are discussed after the 

next series of trials involving Internet-connected devices mappable to humans, living vs. 

non-living properties and identities, and targeted criminal identities involving harmful 

behavior such as homicide. 

  

 
Figure 67: Human vs. Non-human: Fitbit Account Data 
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Human vs. Non-human (Living/Non-living Systems + Context + Salience cont.) 

Trail 3g-h shown in Fig. 68 and 69 is a case scenario utilizing real-world evidence data to 

evaluate how well the feature design supports the classification of a human system states and 

indicators of liveness and death.  Similar to other cyber-physical systems that report state, 

 

Figure 68: Human vs. Non-human: Human Deceased Victim (Liveness/Death) Trial 

 

 

Figure 69: Human vs. Non-human: Human Deceased Victim (Known Name) Trial 
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technology now exists to measure liveness or death via physiological wearable watch devices 

such as the Fitbit Alta HR. Discussed are these feature indicators and a human victim’s state. 

This 1st trial in a series of 2 evidence snapshots exemplifies an analysis of evidence 

accumulated to this date of 9/13/18 when police discovered a deceased victim at her 

home[78]. At this point in the case, investigators had the Fitbit data from the watch she was 

wearing that showed on 9/8/18 her heart rate Beats per Minute (BPM) spiked at 3:30 pm and 

declined to 0 BPM by 3:28 pm. Tracking of time, context, and temporal data is critical with 

homicide investigations and analysis, and this device stores timestamped evidence data. 

The trial accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual classified 

identities for a: Deceased Victim, Person, Human, Human_Death, and Human_Liveness 

modeled with salient system-based classes, properties, and axiom logic specific to this device 

system. The model design effectively classified the 5 identities based on non-binary 

expressive salient instance-based restrictive values related to the device system type, ID, 

name, version mapped to the registered owner’s name, human liveness indicators (e.g., 

BPM), and location. This trial exemplifies a deceased human system mapped to a person’s 

Internet-connected device system, physiological metric evidence, and a person’s known 

name. The classification would have labeled a Fitbit_Device_Owner if the evidence had 

simulated data for the device firmware which was not in the simulation, however, 

investigators would enter this data for an improved mapping. Again, at this point in the real-

world case scenario, investigators have enough information about the known victim person’s 

name, address, and mapped physiological device she was wearing.  Another interesting note 

regarding this case analysis is that if this information was used as case evidence to determine 

a victim’s death, the potential for this continuous streaming device to send real-time alerts 

using BPM metric thresholds seems promising to contact medical personnel and save a 

person from death. The last trial of this series of two evidence snapshots reviews how well 

the prototype design supports linking homicide suspects and an eventual criminal to this 

victim and scene using emerging Internet technology. 
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Human vs. Non-human (Living/Non-living Systems + Context + Salience cont.) 

The follow-up trial to the last deceased victim case involves evaluating how well the 

classification system determines a human suspect type mapped to the victim and her 

connected physiological device (see Fig. 70).  A timeline visualization of case evidence for 

each of the 4 dimensions was created below in Fig. 71 to aid in understanding and modeling.  

 

Figure 70: Human vs. Non-human: Human Murder Suspect and Criminal Trial 

 

 
Figure 71: Human vs. Non-human: Human Liveness, Death and Presence Indicators 
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Trial evidence snapshot #2 classification revealed that a suspect can be mapped to the 

homicide crime with two salient pieces of cyber-physical evidence: the Fitbit watch and an 

Internet-connected home front door camera.  

The trial accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot data to individual classified 

identities for a: Homicide_Criminal, Homicide_Suspect, US_Male_Profile, Male_Profile, 

Person, and Human modeled with salient system-based classes, properties, and axiom logic 

specific to these two device systems and the crime type. The model design effectively 

classified the 6 identities based on non-binary expressive instance-based salient restrictive 

values related to the device system types and image values that contained the suspect’s car 

in the victim’s driveway at the time of the murder mapped to the car owner’s known name, 

victim’s known name human liveness/death indicators (e.g., BPM), and same location for 

both. This trial exemplifies how two key pieces of streaming timestamped cyber-physical 

system captured data can be mapped to a suspect, and enhanced with evidence entered by 

investigators (such as DNA and relationship types of stepfather and murderer) to link a 

deceased human system mapped to a person’s device system, physiological metric evidence, 

and a perpetrator person’s name. Having all this mapped evidence automated to aid 

investigators could have potentially either saved the victim and/or more rapidly identified 

the homicide suspect. 

INTERPRETED RESULTS: The 1st trial resulted in 5 classified identities to solve the 

cybercrime case for a homicide. The H1 is supported since the system method effectively 

mapped salient or key evidence expressivity to formalized representations of a known person 

deceased victim mapped to a targeted cybercriminal known perpetrator identity. The 1st trial 

snapshot aided with determining the victim’s time of death at her residence. The class is 

restricted to an individual instance salient existential quantification with constrained 

evidence data property expression to the values Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 is 

“Physiological Wearable”, Device_Name_Version_L2 is “Fitbit Alta HR”, Device_ID_L2 

is “0AE999999999”, Device_Owner_Name_L2 is “Karen Navarra”, Data_Type_LOC_L1 
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is “Terra Noble Way”, Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3 is “200BPM” to effectively 

label Human_Liveness. The values Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 is “Physiological 

Wearable”, Device_Name_Version_L2 is “Fitbit Alta HR”, Device_ID_L2 is 

“0AE999999999”, Device_Owner_Name_L2 is “Karen Navarra”, Data_Type_LOC_L1 is 

“Terra Noble Way”, Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3 is “0BPM” to effectively 

label Human_Death. The Deceased_Victim is labeled based on the intersection of a human, 

person, and Human_Death with a First_Name, Last_Name, and Birth_Cert_DOB (all from 

a birth same certificate). A human death could be inferred from 5-6 key properties and linked 

to a deceased victim with additional 3 properties to verify the known person. Driver’s license 

is beneficial to also verify the know person’s address. 

Trial 2nd evidence snapshot has property expression listed for a Homicide_Suspect based 

on Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3 is “Internet Camera”, 

Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3 is “Anthony Aiello’s car in Karen Navarro’s 

driveway” and an intersection with a human, person. The Homicide_Criminal is based on 

Relationship_Type is “Murderer”. The perpetrator could be linked with 2-3 salient properties 

and modeled several ways that show he was physically at the victim’s address during the 

time the victim was deceased. The case utilizes portions of the ontology from all 4 TCPH 

dimensions and property expression indicators for mappable human liveness and death from 

Internet-connected physiological and camera sensors. These sensors capture the salient 

evidence of a person’s heart rate and photos. This captured data can aid in determining a 

person’s presence, liveness, and death for this homicide scenario. This can aid in more rapid 

resolution with supplemented evidence, and this emerging technology can solve cases that 

may not have been solvable in the past. Without this evidence, the perpetrator may have 

never been identified. 
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HOLISTIC MODEL RESULTS: Secondary trials were conducted to re-evaluate if more 

general-purpose formal modeling set constructs can better aid in solving cybercrimes over 

time (see Fig. 72 below). All trials were re-evaluated with additional input evidence. These 

trials for this Homicide case were conducted evaluating general-purpose sets that represent 

key contextual Cyber dimension physiological device sensor-based heart rate filled 

restriction pattern discoveries that have emerged for real-world case type that involves death.  

Secondary re-trials involved system input of 10 evidence individual instances listed below: 

Bot1: Bot 

Bot2: Bot 

Bot3: Bot 

Bot4: Bot 

Bot5: IoT Botnet 

Bot6: IoT Botnet 

Bot7: IoT Botnet 

Bot8: Botmaster Suspect 

Bot9: Botmaster Criminal 

Bot10: Human Deceased 

 

Figure 72: General-Purpose Modeling Property Set Constructs-Death  
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Additional trials for this Homicide case were conducted evaluating general-purpose sets that 

represent key contextual Cyber dimension physiological hardware device sensor patterns 

discovered for this type of real-world crime. Example property sets for narrowing down 

human liveness/death indicators for a specific timeframe are listed below: 

// Internet-connected Physiological Wearables 

Device_Name_Version_L2 = Fitbit Alta HR 

Device_Name_Version_L2 = Apple Watch 4 

Device_Name_Version_L2 = Apple Watch 5 

Device_Name_Version_L2 = Samsung Gear Sport 

// Human Heart Rate Alerts  

Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3= 100BPM // Tachycardia 

Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3= 50BPM   // Bradycardia 

Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3= 0BPM     // Flatline 

These additional trials correctly classified Human system liveness/death states and identities 

that met the evidence restriction criteria (see Fig. 73 above). For this particular type of crime, 

the system looks for a set of 2 filled property evidence strings from the Cyber dimension for 

individuals with Internet-connected to human physiological devices and heart rate Beats-

per-minute (BPM) evidence during a timeframe: 1) the human owner’s use of connected to 

Internet-connected health devices with unique hardware/software identifiers and 2) these 

device’s sensor metrics to alert of heart rate problems. These model rule restrictions support 

 

Figure 73: Re-evaluation of General-Purpose Design Output – Death/Liveness  
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a temporal understanding of accumulated evidence to determine an individual’s time of 

death. Individuals in these trials are labeled correctly on visualizations and in output template 

files. This general-purpose method more effectively evaluates identities over time to 

understand current, past, and future model rules such as heart rate issues with varying 

property sets and value restrictive filled value patterns. These homicide cases can also be 

made more general-purpose with sets of known Internet cameras to help determine the 

presence of a murder suspect during this timeframe. Each set can potentially save more time 

solving a cybercrime and aids in temporal case understanding. The final trial discussed next 

in this phased set of experiments evaluates how well the system prototype classifies 

signatures of a unique individual or person. 
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4. Unique Person (Variance + Distinct Code) 

Experiment trials have classified a known person, and the final trial shown in Fig. 74-75 

involves evaluating how well the design can visually show how close 2 individuals match 

based on highly variant feature evidence expression similar to how a DNA Fingerprint 

utilizes the 13 most variant loci.  The visualizations depict distinct identity signature patterns. 

A person is defined as an individual or distinct human[23][91]. By visualizing variant 

features when comparing 2 or more individuals with the bio-inspired C-DNA Feature Matrix 

and Fingerprint Variance screens, the heat map design makes it easy to distinguish matching 

individuals, a human vs. non-human entity or identity, types or special classes of people, and 

a person. The two views provide unique insight that could aid in an improved, common 

understanding of the most variant features within each dimension between different types of 

identities. The main matrix visualization depicts an identity composition of TCPH evidence. 

As a result, this novel insight could also aid in more rapidly resolving an identity. In addition, 

the 4 TCPH dimensions can be used to create a unique pattern code for clearly defining a 

 

Figure 74: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns) Trial 
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person. The architecture supports these codes, and this potential powerful capability could 

be used to better understand the distinctness of identities.  These bio-inspired codes can be 

created with dimension-based feature expression in ASCII or binary format for all, or just 

the most variant features.  For example, we can represent codes at a high level such as: TCCC 

to represent only Time and Cyber discovered base unit dimension binary data. The 

classification scheme can be numbered to aid in C-DNA map sequencing and analysis.  We 

could also add more detail such as: T01012010CSENPAI to depict Time and Cyber evidence 

snapshot details of a timestamp and alias. The design supports generation of long strings of 

unique codes for an identity based on discovered evidence. This can also reveal patterns of 

hybrid composition such as natural or synthetic properties and future automation of big data 

analysis.  Future research will include quantitative evaluation of methods and instruction or 

process rules (e.g., base pairs and dominant vs. recessive expressed features that determine 

specific characteristics) and equivalent class or property logic to verify matching identities. 

These distinct mapped codes can be used for potentially an even higher accuracy identity 

mapping that supports emerging technology, complex features, and identity types. Codes can 

be stored in templates for evaluation. These code patterns within the TCPH dimensions may 

also reveal human behavior, inherited or adaptive traits, and change factors over time which 

can also aid in understanding and prediction. The prototyped design currently supports this 

code pattern evaluation and understanding of natural selection or survival of the fittest 

features over time.  The complex feature design aims to provide a more precise classification 

 
Figure 75: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns cont.) Trial 

 

Non-match
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of identities, and aid in a future understanding of nature, nurture, or environmental factor 

effects of real-world case scenario evidence data. The next visualizations in Fig. 76-79 below 

depict match results between 2 individuals using highly variant features. This comparative 

bio-inspired visualization insight adds to classifications by making it easy to distinguish 

similar identities.  

  

 
Figure 76: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns cont.) Trial 

 

Match

 
Figure 77: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns cont.)  

Match
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Figure 79: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns cont.) Trial 

 

 
Figure 78: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns cont.) Trial 

 

Non-match
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The final visualization for this trial introduces a novel bio-inspired fingerprint variance 

conceptual identity representation in Fig. 80-81 that aim to make identities more intuitive at 

a quick glance based on the existence or non-existence of features, color-coded TCPH 

dimension band patterns. These depict fraud and multiple values of highly variant features. 

The trial accurately mapped the artifact with evidence snapshot data to 

individual classified identities for unique features shown in visualizations.  

The visualizations effectively classified the 10 identities based on binary 

expressive values related to the most unique features. This trial exemplifies 

how using just a few distinct attributes in a visualization that focuses on 

identity anomalies such as no discovered government-documented name 

and DOB or multiple names and aliases can provide powerful insight.  

Early work involves detecting fraud and influencer patterns[94].  Future 

work may investigate measuring the variance of these features and analyze 

different pattern methods to represent identities with a high level of feature 

expression uniqueness similar to a DNA fingerprint and genome code. 

 
Figure 81: 

Fraud Band 

 
Figure 80: A Unique Signature of Person (Variance Patterns cont.) Trial 
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PHASE 2: Analyzed Design Completeness, Efficiency, and Adaptability  

Completeness can be measured with how much of the ontology was used in experiments. 

Out trails evaluate 147 features with case evidence out of 192.  This representative 

discovered feature set data was stored and modeled with cardinality as either binary counts 

or with instance-based non-binary expression values. The prototyped design’s organized 

structure and logic support comprehensive cybercriminal case evidence with multiple values, 

and all property data is mappable to other properties and identities to explain the resolution.  

To analyze the efficiency of the design, we can observe the average time it currently takes 

investigators to determine an identity. For example, complex cybercrime types that were 

evaluated in trials involved months to years of police and investigative work to manually 

piece together key contextual evidence since this feature information can reside across the 4 

dimensions and within layers of cyber or physical infrastructure or versions of systems. The 

physical dimension alone is challenging, but truly understanding the cyber dimension often 

requires an education of networks and technology. Thus, trying to map all 4 dimensions 

benefits from a more multidisciplinary systematic design. Using the C-DNA design with 

automation could significantly reduce this investigation time from years to hours or minutes. 

The prototype currently takes seconds to process several evidence snapshots to determine 

identities using over one hundred features with logic, and it can be scaled for faster results. 

The classification design has incorporated adaptable aspects to support emerging features. 

The design was created with a flexible foundational base scheme that can be extended or 

enriched. This was demonstrated with the IoT Botnet case with the ontology that can hold 

hundreds of bot devices temporally linked to each other, the command and control server, 

and a botmaster criminal person. The model scheme has designed high dimensional and 

variant feature structures with expression to support complex new, enhanced, or hybrid 

identity types. The ontology supports feature templates for dynamic, extensible systematic 

classes of identity types. Adaptable means that classification systems can support advanced 

parts of systems in the future to determine humans vs. introduced A.I. life-like and 
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conscious/aware entities. The design supports these adaptive qualities and is ready for 

evaluation of additional emerging technology. An example of a future hybrid identity may 

be comprised of the following feature aspects: natural organic human, synthetic organic 

human edited genome family of DNA sequences (e.g., CRISPR/cas9[72]), and a synthetic 

inorganic human arm (e.g. see Fig 82 Modular Prosthetic Limb[85]). Methods now exist to 

interact, measure, and understand these various feature aspects supported by the C-DNA 

prototyped design such as: human anatomical, physiological and genetic measures; gene 

sequence editing tools; and configurable parameter, sensor, and 3D visualization 

hardware/software interfaces.  It also supports various mapped discovered data off these 

interfaces such as text or signals (e.g., biological muscle, and cortex or peripheral nerve 

signals). The design supports saving this complex new identity-related data coupled with 

versions and states to evaluate as a time series, all which can more precisely determine new 

identity types or better understand hybrid compositions by extending the base architecture. 

In addition, the classification system visualizations can be enhanced to provide graphical 

insight into complex new identities. This supported adaptive functionality is potentially 

powerful in that it allows for researchers to consistently study change and human behavior 

over time, extend the base design with new features and identity types, and conduct long-

term evaluation with the platform for identity. The design also allows for present and future 

analysis of an identity’s composition.  The next section discusses overall experiment results.             

 

Figure 82: Modular Prosthetic Limb 
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Results Discussion 

The hypothesis(H1) was supported with experiment trials that demonstrated a bio-inspired 

codified classification method can solve cybercrime by effectively mapping salient and 

variant evidence expressivity to a formalized representation of identities for case scenario 

understanding of quantitatively determined humans, profiles, cybercriminals, and a person. 

Demonstrated trials proved theoretical salience and variance using bio-inspired 

visualizations and templates for rapid systematic insight of modeled identity feature 

expression composition across 4 Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) dimensions. 

Results are scoped to real-world evidence-based cybercrime and identity test case scenarios. 

The final prototyped implementation of the design was used for use case trial evaluation. It 

was developed with Java programming language integrated with Application Programmer 

Interfaces (API’s) for an OWL ontology with restrictive class property logic and an Apache 

Jena reasoner. The prototype accomplished the desired trial use case scenario results with 

demonstrated capabilities to read in real-world simulated input evidence snapshot files for 

an individual and infer each with Descriptive Logic (DL) to output classifications of a range 

of identities.  Overall trial results are listed below in Fig. 83 and Table 2 Detail [62][63].  

 

Figure 83: Experiment Results – C-DNA Refined Holistic Identity Classification System  
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For all trial results detailed below, accuracy measures include an evaluation of how well the 

prototyped artifact supports the target solution variables to the overall problem scenario 

questions with defined classes, properties, and individuals (e.g., correct identity resolution).  

Effectiveness measures include evaluation of how well the modeled feature set variables with 

binary discrete and non-binary expressive restrictive values aid in resolving an identity 

problem scenario (e.g., dimension color-coded as discovered or verified, highlighted variants 

and matches, classified labels in output XML template files & GUI). All individual trials 

were re-evaluated with general-purpose design enhancements to support systematic results 

and contributions that apply to a more holistic identity classification system.  Retrials support 

all metric results to effectively resolve multiple case problem scenarios in narrowing down 

suspects providing capability for repeatable pattern analysis and more precise understanding. 

Table 2 below provides a detailed analysis summary of all experiment trials. Each trial is 

listed with classification results and a description of what was proven by demonstration. The 

prototyped classes and property expression with logic patterns are discussed for each 

classified identity. Each trial results are displayed and/or saved in output inferred OWL and 

XML template files for analysis. In addition, an assessment of insight that each visualization 

provides for each case trial is discussed. The displays depict and reveal insightful visual 

patterns based on systematic TCPH property expression such as humans, non-human, and 

person identities comprised of key or distinct restrictive properties, sets, and modeling logic.  

Table 2 – Experiment Result Detail–C-DNA Refined Holistic Identity Classification System 

 

Trial 

Classification  

Results Analysis Accurate     Effective 

1. Generalized Profiles  
(Demographics + Salience) 

√ √ Trial proved as little as 4-5 Human class properties with 

logic are needed to classify a male living in the U.S. 

which can aid in narrowing down cybercrime persons-

of-interest; profiles may become more complex in future 

1a. Human √ √ Correctly mapped evidence with key Human Anatomy 

and Physiology modeled Human identity;  

Effective display of TCPH patterns and labels 

1b. Male Profile √ √ Correctly mapped evidence with key Human 

Demographic modeled Male Gender Profile identity; 

Effective display of TCPH patterns and labels 
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1c. U.S. Male Profile √ √ Correctly mapped evidence with key Human 

Demographic and Biographic modeled identity of  

U.S. Male Gender Profile living in United States; 

These properties can be also mapped to Cyber; 

Effective display of specific identity with representative 

TCPH patterns and labels 

2. Targeted Criminal 

Types 
(Context/Situations + 

Salience) 

√ √ Trials proved only a few key artifact Time/context, 

Human, and Cyber class properties with restrictive 

expression logic are needed to classify a Drug 

Marketplace suspect and most of ontology for a criminal 

2a. Cybercriminal Type 

& Person Type:  

Drug Marketplace 

Suspect 

√ √ Correctly mapped 1st evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Biographic aliases 

and Cyber Network and Software website app 

modeled Identity of a Drug Marketplace Suspect;  

Effective display of identity with representative TCPH 

patterns and labels to aid in narrowing down suspect list. 

Additional trials evaluated more general-purpose class 

key sets of properties and values discovered in real-

world case evidence for this cybercrime type 

demonstrated more precise temporal classification for 

many cases (vs. one).  
2b. Cybercriminal Type 

& Known Person:  

Drug Marketplace 

Criminal 

√ √ Correctly mapped 2nd evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Demographic and 

Biographic multiple aliases and ground truth plus 

other names, addresses, government ID data, family 

names, Anatomy and Physiology, Cyber Network, 

Hardware, and Software website apps and versions, 

and Physical structure data for comprehensive more 

precise modeled individual's Identities of a known Drug 

Marketplace Criminal, Drug Marketplace Suspect, 

U.S. Male Gender, Male Gender, Person, and 

Human; key sets of transactions and illegal drugs; 

Effective display of most specific identity with 

representative TCPH patterns and labels to link 194 

evidence values across all dimensions and entire OSI 

revealing all 6 classified identities in output file; 

Fingerprint screen visually revealed individual with 

heavy Internet presence and Identity Theft 

characteristics for rapid resolution 
2c. Person  
(Govt-documented Name, 

Birth Certificate Data) 

√ √ Correctly mapped 2nd evidence snapshot with key 

Human Biographic ground truth names and 

government ID data modeled Identity of known 

Person;  

Effective display of TCPH patterns and label in file; 

visualizations reveal a person's variant features 

3. Human vs. Non-

human  
(Versioned, living/non-

living System + Context + 

Salience) 

√ √ Trials proved Bots and Botnet types have 7 key 

Time/context and Cyber network class properties with 

restrictive expression logic vs. key Botmaster Suspect 

Cyber online liveness indicators with correlated name 

and aliases vs. a salient, more distinct Botmaster 

Criminal that intersects with both and known linked 
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 devices, phone numbers, and account owner names; 

criminal classification involved approximately half of 

ontology  
3a. Non-Human Bot  √ √ Correctly mapped 1st evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data and Cyber Network, OS, 

Hardware and Software app modeled Identity of a 

Bot; Bots often exhibit specific Cyber property 

expression and lack human evidence; Malware; 

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns and label; 

visualizations reveal non-human identity or behavior 

3b. Non-Human Bot 

Type:  

IoT Botnet 

√ √ Correctly mapped 1st evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data and Cyber Network modeled 

Identity of an IoT Botnet; IoT Botnets exhibit specific 

network/OS/device-related property type-value patterns; 

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns and label; 

visualizations reveal non-human identity or behavior; 

Additional trials evaluated more general-purpose class 

key sets of OSI model-related properties and values 

discovered in real-world case evidence for this 

cybercrime type demonstrated more precise temporal 

classification for many cases (vs. one). 

3c. Human Online √ √ Correctly mapped 2nd evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data and Cyber Network modeled 

Identity of a Human Online; Humans exhibit specific 

network activity patterns with live streaming apps 

online; 

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns; 

visualizations reveal human online activity or presence 

3d. Targeted 

Cybercriminal & 

Human/Person Type:  

Botmaster Suspect  

(linked to Bot) 

√ √ Correctly mapped 2nd evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Biographic names 

and aliases, Cyber Network modeled Identity of 

Botmaster Suspect; Human Online, IoT Botnet, Bot;  

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns; 

visualizations reveal suspect linked to IoT Botnet 

3e. Targeted 

Cybercriminal & Known 

Human/Person:  

Botmaster Criminal  
(linked to IoT Botnet)  

√ √ Correctly mapped 3rd evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Biographic ground 

truth name, phone number, addresses, and 

government ID data, Anatomy and Physiology, 

Cyber Network, Hardware Device, and Software 

identifiers, and Physical structure data for more 

precise modeled individual's Identities: Botmaster 

Criminal, Botmaster Suspect, Human, Human 

Online, U.S. Male, Person; 

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns; 

visualizations reveal distinct known person linked to 

specific Mirai IoT Botnet 

3f. Device Owner & 

Human/Person: Fitbit 

Owner  

√ √ Correctly mapped evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Biographic name, 

Anatomy and Physiology, Cyber Network, Hardware 

Device, Software types/identifiers, and data for a 

modeled individual Identities of Fitbit_Device_Owner, 
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(linked to phys. device 

versions/liveness)  
Human, Human Liveness, Person; 

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns; 

visualizations reveal person linked to Fitbit Device 

Owner/data and need for verified property to confirm a 

generated account name maps to a  genuine known 

person 

3g. Human liveness or 

deceased human being  
(linked to physiological 

device versions & liveness) 

3h. Targeted Criminal 

Human/Person:  

Deceased Victim  
(linked to life/death on 

physiological device) 

√ √ Correctly mapped 1st evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Biographic name, 

address, Anatomy and Physiology, Cyber Network, 

Hardware Device, Software types/identifiers/data for 

modeled individual's Identity: Deceased Victim, 

Person, Human, Human_Death, Human_Liveness;  

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns; 

visualizations reveal a human that is a Deceased Victim 

with output template file info. containing a Fitbit Device 

Owner's name and device identifiers, along with owner's 

device-recorded 0 Beats Per Minutes (BPM) on 9/13/18 

at 3:28pm and 200 BPM earlier at 3:20pm; Additional 

trials evaluated more general-purpose class key sets of 

properties and values discovered in real-world case 

evidence for this cybercrime type which demonstrated 

more precise temporal classification support for many 

suspicious death cases (vs. one). 
3i. Targeted Criminal 

Known Human/Person:  

Homicide 

Suspect/Criminal  
(linked to murder victim) 

√ √ Correctly mapped 2nd evidence snapshot with key 

Time/context case data, Human Biographic name, 

address, Anatomy and Physiology, Cyber Network, 

Hardware Device, Software types/identifiers/data, 

Physical structure address for modeled individual's 

Identity: Homicide_Criminal, Homicide_Suspect, 

US_Male_Profile, Male_Profile, Person, and Human;  

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns; 

visualizations reveal a human that is the Homicide 

Criminal of Deceased Victim Fitbit Device Owner 

named in output template file along with evidence from 

victim’s house Internet-connected Doorbell camera that 

recorded image frames of the homicide criminal and 

vicitm’s stepfather’s car in her driveway between 3:12 

and 3:33pm  

4. Unique Person  
(Bio-inspired Variant 

Patterns) 

 

 

√ √ Correctly mapped evidence snapshot data to an 

individual distinct human with high variance feature 

patterns from each of the TCPH dimensions 

supporting unique property value codes for more precise 

measurement;  

Effective display of identity TCPH patterns-

visualizations involve bio-inspired feature matrix heat 

maps and band patterns to depict a person’s distinct 

characteristics based on feature expression; trials 

demonstrate highly variant patterns between 2 

individuals on each display for rapid insight of known 

person identities, identity types, and matches to aid in 

rapid resolution 
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Novel Concept Visualizations 

Several visualizations were created and prototyped for the Refined Holistic Identity 

Classification System design that yielded new insightful perspectives show in Fig. 84-86.  

These graphics include a bio-inspired feature matrix and fingerprint variance which show 

different identity type patterns for individuals and discovered evidence across the 4 TCPH 

dimensions. These images can aid in rapidly distinguishing non-human bots from humans, 

identities with a heavy linkable Internet presence or a unique number of device types and 

applications, and anomalous patterns such as identity theft with multiples names and aliases. 

Each is supported by the classification system design and output template files for analysis. 

 

Figure 84: Novel Bio-inspired Feature Matrix Visualization 

 

 

Figure 85: Novel Bio-inspired Fingerprint Variance Visualization 
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The timeline has also evolved since the initial concepts to now show 4 mappable dimensions 

(Time/Context-Cyber-Physical-Human) of feature evidence vs. just 2 (Cyber-Physical). The 

graphical depictions show snapshots of evidence over time with continuous streaming device 

data mapped to living or non-living humans and images of objects owned by a person. The 

Refined Holistic Identity Classification System ontology supports the population of these and 

other emerging features for this visualization (see Fig. 86 below).  

  

 

Figure 86: Novel 4-Dimensional Timeline Visualization 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Summary 

The C-DNA Refined Holistic Identity Classification System has successfully supported the 

hypothesis(H1) true using a holistic identity ontology codified reference architecture that 

supports classification for a range of general to specific identity types using extensible 

restrictive axiom modeled logic of classes, cardinality, and property values with a reasoner 

to infer or fill in missing data. The system supports evaluation of most effective variant and 

salient cyber-physical feature sets mapped to a human, profile, person, and cybercriminals. 

The bio-inspired codified classification method can solve cybercrime by effectively mapping 

key or distinct evidence expressivity to a formalized representation of identities within the 

scope of the test trial case scenarios. The trials yielded many new subtypes or subclasses of 

these primary base identity classes and new characteristics that can be used for improved 

analysis and understanding. The novel prototyped bio-inspired identity classification system 

design consisting of an ontology and reasoner logic, simulated evidence, templates, and 

visualizations demonstrated the problem resolution effectiveness, accuracy, and 

explainability. Prototype implementation benefits include sharable mapped structured 

knowledge across the Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) feature dimensions on 

an experiment platform that can aid in cybercrime and identity understanding for a more 

rapid resolution. The systematic design supports evaluation of effective feature expression, 

sets and logic, along with support for emerging identity properties, classes, and relationships. 

Holistic classification offers new analytical insights and understanding since it supports a 

frame of reference for an identity with relation to time, space, humans, and technology. 
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 Significance of Findings 

It is believed that the significance of experiment findings to be important and high impact if 

used for evaluation of many other cases, fully understood, and refined with a multi-discipline 

scientific consortium similar to the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) 

genome project for optimal effectiveness and benefit to many. The timing is right based on 

years of DNA fingerprint and genome proven high-accuracy methods. The impact should be 

significant for better understanding identities and aiding in more rapidly solving cybercrime. 

If the design continues to support emerging features and identity types in future trials, the 

classifier will help researchers study and comprehend more complex hybrids, human 

behavior, technology trends, and change over time. The design supports capture and replay 

of evidence snapshots as a series to understand identities over time across the 4 feature 

dimensions. The prototyped system’s feature set expression map modeling logic supports 

repeatability, optimization, and learning. It allows researchers to temporally study mapped 

patterns, intentions, behavior, and anomalies in the cyber-physical-human system worlds of 

increasing big data. The arranged composition of the 4 Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Hunan 

(TCPH) dimensions of organic, inorganic, and synthetic feature element composition is 

based on proven scientific theory and case empirical evidence. The classification system 

allows for scientific analysis of diversification and relationships of living and non-living 

forms in the past, present, and future. The prototyped design provides a rich experiment 

platform for researchers to build and share knowledge of quantified or numerical identity 

patterns visualized to yield new insight. The system supports multidimensional feature 

elements for modeling set patterns for a more systematic classification of identities resolved 

over time. This foundational design allows for future model enhancements to more precisely 

understand available technology and identity element composition with support for multiple 

cases and study of change. Trials demonstrated multidisciplinary theoretical salience and 

variance for the spectrum of evaluated representative cybercrime and identity resolution 

evidence-based scenarios. Discussed next are scientific contributions of this research effort.   
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Research Contributions 

No one has publicly designed a bio-inspired holistic identity classification system that 

introduces a foundational evidence-based experiment platform based on linkable physical, 

cyber, and human system targeted temporal contextual aspects such as cybercrime. The 

prototyped design consists of connected systems and properties based on characterized real-

world case evidence and inspirations from biology, cybernetic, and information theory. 

Contributions for this Ph.D. research effort are listed below in Table 3 and Fig. 87.  

Table 3 – Overall Research Technical Capabilities, Benefits, and Contributions 

Classification Method Contributions Description/Benefits 

Holistic identity classification specification and system  

(Prototype processes input evidence to inferred identities created 

with theoretical design inspirations from biology, cybernetics, 

and information. Trials prove theoretical salience or variance 

for the range of evaluated representative real-world cybercrime 
case scenarios with legal evidence used to resolve identities.) 

Formal representation of a codified 

classification prototyped system method to aid 

in identity resolution. Approach is bound by 

Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) 

feature dimensions and evaluated case range of 

profiles, humans, targeted cybercriminals, and 

person. Novel design contributions are below. 

Bio-inspired identity systematics and visualizations 

(Extensible, large feature set expression and variant patterns) 

Trials: Fitbit, Human, Person cases  

Common feature scheme, logic, and graphics 

to evaluate cyber-physical-human 

diversification of mappable property structural 

expression composition over time for more 

precise classification inspired by biological 

theory; sharable knowledge and understanding 

of living vs. non-living forms 

Cybernetic-inspired cyber-physical-human systems  

(System-based salient and variant features and logic patterns) 

Trials: Drug Marketplace, Non-human Botnet with Human 

Botmaster, Fitbit cases 

Common feature scheme and logic to evaluate 

cyber-physical-human key mappable structural 

properties and sets of natural organic/inorganic 

living/non-living and synthetic systems 

inspired by cybernetics theory;  

sharable knowledge and understanding of 

system-based forms 

Information-inspired time/context-cyber-physical-

human ontology, visualizations, and templates 

(Unified formal identity specification with salient categorical 

features and axiom model constructs evidenced in cybercrime) 

Trials: Profile, Drug Marketplace, Person cases  

 

Common feature scheme and logic to evaluate 

holistic structured time-cyber-physical-human 

key mappable properties and behavior patterns, 

identity core evidence of government-

documented data; contextual cybercrime key 

evidence properties and sets; salient categorical 

design inspired by information theory for 

meaning, knowledge, and understanding 

profiles, cybercriminals, and a known person 

Timeline, salience, and variance visualization concepts 

(Based on prototyped final design) 

Trials demonstrate these concepts 

Time/context-Cyber-Physical-Human (TCPH) 

Feature Matrix and Band Pattern visualizations 

provide insight to aid in resolving identities 
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Limitations 

The design would benefit from further evaluation of additional representative temporal real-

world cases and evidence data along with added scoring credibility for sources. The near-

term approach involves a weighted average scoring engine for assessing the credibility or 

integrity of mapped data. These weights can be assigned in the feature matrix evidence 

snapshot file and used to provide a statistical probability with regard to trust and data 

integrity measures. Other benefits include more extensive modeling that includes resolution 

of matching identities and property expression along with lookup tables to resolve parsed 

names, phones numbers, and other personal data that can be mapped to ground truth.  

Future Work 

Research efforts for the years to come include: adaptivity experiments that study and 

characterize change, emerging features and class types, more robust identity models and 

case/evidence evaluation, and optimization for weighting credibility of data sources. Early 

work in mapping unverified posts and known fraudulent identities can potentially aid in 

alerting a user to prevent potential harmful influenced decisions. Recent work involving 

future research of cyber influence of human behavior related to security, privacy and fraud 

awareness to prevent harm are also next steps. In addition, refining the C-DNA Holistic 

Identity Classification System distinct code is work planned for the next few years with 

respect to measuring effectiveness of bio-inspired map code patterns to resolve identities 

 
Figure 87: Ph.D. Research Contributions 
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with potential statistical measurement. Evaluation of this design with learning and graph 

analysis approaches is also beneficial to help understand automated extensibility potential 

along with potential evaluation methods. In addition to axiological principles, other 

mathematical or statistical-based measures will be evaluated to help refine the design. The 

design was created for this and further experimentation planned with additional 2/3D bio-

inspired visualizations and feature classification methods to understand future identity 

species and emerging traits over time. This includes potential integration of a common 

symbols and/or photo library for improved understanding of more complex identities. 

Finally, efforts include evaluating scalability to determine how well the design supports large 

and dynamic heterogeneous data potentially coupled with A.I. optimization. The more the 

design is improved over the next decades based on real-world evidence-based case scenarios, 

the more information and knowledge the classification system will support. These 

improvements coupled with proven legal forensics processes and science-based 

technological and human expertise will further this research. Current work is presented as a 

foundational multidimensional experiment platform for researchers to understand, share 

knowledge, and refine so that many scientists and investigators can benefit from its 

contribution now and in the future.  
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APPENDIX F: Baseline OWL Ontology Model File 

 

<rdf:RDF 

    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 

    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

    xmlns:c-dna="http://cyberneticdna#" 

    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Female_Profile"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Female</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Birth"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Dimension"/> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Person"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#First_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_State"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_Country"/> 
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        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_Number"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_DOB"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D2_CyberChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D1_TimeChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D3_PhysicalChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Bot"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Malware</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Type_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Fitbit_Device_Owner"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#First_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 
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        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Owner_Name_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>163.118.246.13</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Packet_IP_Addr_Src_Dest_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A0"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Physiological Wearable</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A1"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Fitbit Alta HR</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A2"> 

        <owl:hasValue>0AE9380E691A</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_ID_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A3"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Fitbit Firmware</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Type_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A4"> 

        <owl:hasValue>26.26.63.2</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A5"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Text_Steps</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Type_LOC_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A6"> 

        <owl:minCardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" 

        >1</owl:minCardinality> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 
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        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D1_TimeChromo"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#TCPH_Chromosome"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Homicide_Criminal"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Person"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Murderer</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Relationship_Type"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Botmaster_Criminal"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Botmaster_Suspect"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Election_Influencer"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Internet Research Agency</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Group_Entity_Person_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Russian Campaign to Influence Voters</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Group_Types"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Dealer"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Illegal_Drugs"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Transaction"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#US_Female_Profile"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 
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        <owl:hasValue>Female</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Birth"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A7"> 

        <owl:hasValue>USA</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Citizenship_Country"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A8"> 

        <owl:hasValue>USA</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Current_Residence_Country_LOC"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_Suspect"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Person"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Anonymized_User"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cryptocurrency_User"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_App_User"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#IoT_Network_Traffic_User"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Telnet</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Protocol_ID_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>23</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Packet_IP_Addr_Src_Dest_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>2323</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Packet_IP_Addr_Src_Dest_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>TCP SYN</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_App_User"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_App"/> 
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    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Man"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A9"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Male</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Birth"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cryptocurrency"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Bitcoin</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>bitcoin.org</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>bitcointalk.org</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Modero</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Zcash</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Litecoin</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>litecoin.org</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 
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  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#TCPH_Chromosome"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Dimension"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cryptocurrency_User"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cryptocurrency"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Deceased_Victim"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Person"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A10"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Physiological Wearable</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A11"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Fitbit Alta HR</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A12"> 

        <owl:hasValue>0AE999999999</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_ID_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A13"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Karen Navarra</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Owner_Name_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A14"> 

        <owl:hasValue>Terra Noble Way</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Type_LOC_L1"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A15"> 

        <owl:hasValue>0BPM</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human_Online"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 
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        <owl:hasValue>Chat</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Type_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Skype</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>live:anna-senpai</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_ID_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>dont get me wrong im not even mad it was pretty funny actually nobody has ever done that to my c2 [Mirai command and 

control server]</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#TCPH_Chromosome"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Internet_Connected_Physiological_Wearables"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Fitbit Alta HR</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Apple Watch 4</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Apple Watch 5</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Samsung Gear Sport</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 
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  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D2_CyberChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D3_PhysicalChromo"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#TCPH_Chromosome"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human_Heart_Rate_Alert"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>100BPM</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>50BPM</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>0BPM</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Internet_Connected_Hardware_User"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>IoT</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Internet Camera Ring</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Internet Thermostat NEST</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Internet Monitor VTech</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Internet Router Netgear</owl:hasValue> 
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        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D2_CyberChromo"/> 

    </rdfs:subClassOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human_Liveness"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A10"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A11"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A12"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A13"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A14"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>200BPM</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A0"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A1"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A2"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A3"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A4"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A5"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A6"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_Criminal"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_Suspect"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Dealer"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Male_Profile"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Male</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Birth"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"> 

    <c-dna:hasDimension rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 
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    <c-dna:hasDimension rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D3_PhysicalChromo"/> 

    <c-dna:hasDimension> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D2_CyberChromo"/> 

    </c-dna:hasDimension> 

    <c-dna:hasDimension rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D1_TimeChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#US_Male_Profile"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A9"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Male</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Birth"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A7"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A8"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#D2_CyberChromo"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#TCPH_Chromosome"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Fraudulent_Identity_Entity_Suspect"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Fraudulent</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Known_or_Unknown"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Unverified</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Botmaster_Suspect"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human_Online"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#IoT_Botnet"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Paras</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#First_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Jha</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 
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        <owl:hasValue>Anna-Senpai</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Alias_Nicknames"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Anonymized_User"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Anonymizer_Prototcol"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#C10_Behavior_S"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Anonymizer_Prototcol"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>TOR Proxy</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>IP2</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Transaction"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Transaction</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Event_Name"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Drug Purchase</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Event_Type"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D3_PhysicalChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Primate_Hominidae_Homo_Sapien</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Order_Family_Genus_Species"/> 
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        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Wearable_Device_User"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Internet_Connected_Physiological_Wearables"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#D4_HumanChromo"/> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drug_Marketplace_App"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Silk Road</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Silk Road v1.0</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Silk Road v2.0</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Agora</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Alphabay</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Wall Street Market</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Valhalla</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Utopia</owl:hasValue> 
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        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>silkroad6ownowfk.onion</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_ID_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>silkroadvb5piz3r.onion</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_ID_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Illegal_Drugs"> 

    <owl:unionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>heroin</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>fentanyl</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>oxycodone</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>LSD</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>cocaine</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>MDMA</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>methamphetamine</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 
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          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>marijuana</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>cannibis</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:unionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Homicide_Suspect"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Person"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Internet Camera</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A14"/> 

      <owl:Restriction> 

        <owl:hasValue>Anthony Aiello car in Karen Navarro driveway</owl:hasValue> 

        <owl:onProperty> 

          <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"/> 

        </owl:onProperty> 

      </owl:Restriction> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#IoT_Botnet"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Bot"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#IoT_Network_Traffic_User"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Internet_Connected_Hardware_User"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human_Death"> 

    <owl:intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection"> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A10"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Internet_Connected_Physiological_Wearables"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A12"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A13"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A14"/> 

      <owl:Class rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Human_Heart_Rate_Alert"/> 

      <owl:Restriction rdf:nodeID="A15"/> 

    </owl:intersectionOf> 

  </owl:Class> 

  <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#hasDimension"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Dimension"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Identity"/> 

  </owl:ObjectProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name_Change"> 
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    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Job_Skills"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Connected_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#IQ_Learning_Process"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_ID_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Image_Shape_State_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#OS_Name_Version"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Expression"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Natural_Synth_Living_or_Non-Living"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_Anatomy"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_Relat"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Context_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Phone_Number"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Threat_or_Effect_L1_L4"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name_Surname"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Death_Cert_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Type_Rate_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Mother_Middle_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
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  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Education_Level"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_Country"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Level3_Metrics_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Link_Frame_Addr_Src_Dest_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Known_or_Unknown"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Trait_Type_or_Phenotype_System"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Death_Cert_Country"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Metric_Value_State_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Name_Version_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cause_Anatomy"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Mother_First_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Perception_and_Action_Self"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Structure_Address_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Death_Cert_City"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Analog_Digital_Data_Protocol_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Accelerometer_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Case_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_Number"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Metric_Test_Method_and_Source"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 
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  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Interaction_With"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Disorder_Threat_or_Effect_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Religion_Beliefs"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Account_Alias_Name_L5"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Event_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_ID_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Threat_or_Effect_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Passport_Number"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cause_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Owner_Name_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Context_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Groups_Entities"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Allele_Type_or_Genotype_Feature_Set"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Image_Shape_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Gesture_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Group_Entity_Person_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Event_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Type_LOC_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sensor_Type_LOC_L1_L3"> 
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    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Motivation_Goals"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Link_Name_Version_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#First_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Session_Type_L5"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Death_Cert_DOD"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#HHMMSS"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Task_Action_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Planet_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Security_Type_Access_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_DOB"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cure_Therapy_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Situation_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Movement_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Race_Ethnicity"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Control_Name_Version_State_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Connected"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Relationship_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sex_Gender_Birth"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
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  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Connected_L1_l3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Connected_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Presentation_Name_Version_L6"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Personality_5_Factor_Categories"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Gyroscope_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Level2_Metrics_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Artifact_Name_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Type_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Threat_or_Effect_L1_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Number_of_Relationships"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Security_Type_Access_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Analog_Digital_Data_Type_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Trait_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Security_Type_Access_Relat"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Camera_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Death_Cert_Number"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Packet_IP_Addr_Src_Dest_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Current_Residence_City_LOC"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Language"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Group_Types"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 
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  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Natural_Synth_Living_or_Non-Living_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_Biom"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Job_Roles_Career"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Protocol_ID_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Task_Action_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Metric_Value_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Hobbies"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Current_Residence_Street_Addr_LOC"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Security_Type_Access_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Structure_Type_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cause_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Metric_Test_Method_and_Source_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Financials"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#System_Name_Version"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Structure_Owner_Name_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sensor_Name_Version_L1_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Ideology_Culture"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cause_Influence_Stressor_BehP"> 
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    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Threat_or_Effect_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Case_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Disease_Threat_or_Effect"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Link_Type_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Current_Residence_State_LOC"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Type_LOC_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Strength"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sibling_Middle_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#System_Subsystem_Function_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Trait_Type_or_Subsystem"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Link_Relationship"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Bio_Synth_Analog_Digital_Data"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Drivers_License_Number"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Current_Residence_Country_LOC"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sibling_First_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Security_Type_Access_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Citizenship_Country"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#GPS_Value_LOC"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 
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  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Order_Family_Genus_Species"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Alias_Nicknames"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Transport_Type_Rate_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Structure_Name_Version_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Artifact_Name_BehS"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C10_Behavior_S"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Session_Name_Version_L5"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Magnometer_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Situation_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Trait_Type_BehS"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C10_Behavior_S"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Image_Shape_State_BehP"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Mother_Last_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cause_L1_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Age"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Bio_Synth_Analog_Digital_Type"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Type_LOC_Biom"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#System_Subsystem_Function_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C12_Physical_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#System_Subsystem_Function_Anatomy"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 
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  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Degrees"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#SSN"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cure_Anatomy"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Device_MAC_Addr_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Birth_Cert_City"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Artifact_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C8_Anatomy_P"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Father_Last_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Middle_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#POI_Suspect_or_Criminal"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Date"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C1_Time"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Name_Version_L3"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Creativity_Expressivity"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Presentation_Type_L6"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Soul_and_Free_Will_Goals"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Memory_Short_Long_Term"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C9_Behavior_C"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#System_Subsystem_Function_L2"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C5_Hardware"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Vehicle_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Number_of_Interactions"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C14_Relationships"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Personas_IIDs"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 
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  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Dat_Value_Image_Shape_State_BehS"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C10_Behavior_S"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Cause_L1_L4"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Father_First_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Data_Value_Image_Shape_State_L1"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C4_Cyber_Infra"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#System_Subsystem_Function_L5_L7"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C6_Software"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Music"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Microphone_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C13_Sensor_Meas"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Object_Value"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#C11_Behavior_A"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Level1_Metrics_State"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C7_Biometric"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Height_Weight"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C3_Demographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Father_Middle_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://cyberneticdna#Sibling_Last_Name"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#_C2_Biographic"/> 

  </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Cell Phone</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>TOR Proxy</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Transport_Port_Src_Dest_LOC_L4"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Silk Road v1.0</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#App_Name_Version_L7"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Ross</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#First_Name"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Dread Pirate Roberts</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Alias_Nicknames"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Altoid</owl:hasValue> 
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    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Alias_Nicknames"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Ulbricht</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Last_Name"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>7326408381</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Phone_Number"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Website</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#App_Type_L7"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>Paras Jha</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Owner_Name_L2"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>silkroad6ownowfk.onion</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#App_ID_L7"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>C2 Server</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Device_Type_LOC_L1_L3"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

  <owl:Restriction> 

    <owl:hasValue>600gbps</owl:hasValue> 

    <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="http://cyberneticdna#Network_Type_Rate_L3"/> 

  </owl:Restriction> 

</rdf:RDF> 


